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In This Issue

We begin with two articles suggesting the possible sep- number already removed. The value is re-computed for each
aration of document and query vector space. Viewing in- collection after each removal of the top element in the
formation retrieval as a topology on a document space collection with the highest value. Another possibility is a
determined by a similarity function between queries and proportional approach, where the list value is its remaining
documents gives what Egghe and Rousseau call a retrieval number of elements less one divided by the original number,
topology. Such topologies might use a pseudo metric which and a value can be assigned to each individual document
measures the distance between documents independent of which is the number of elements in the list less its position
the query space, or might make all similarity functions in the list, divided by the number of elements in the list.
between documents and queries continuous, called here the Bates provides a review of what we know and do not
similarity topology. The topological model allows the in- know about indexing and access that will apply to large
troduction of Boolean operators. The inner product is sug- digital document files. Particularly she emphasizes that sta-
gested as producing a more powerful model than the cosine tistical regularities exist in the subject representation of files
measure. Bollmann-Sdorra and Raghavan show that if and should influence design, that subject domain should
query term weights are to be useful in retrieval, term inde- affect system design, and that what we know of human
pendence is an undesirable property in a query space. Inde- linguistic and searching behavior must be taken into account
pendence remains desirable in document space. It would for an optimal information retrieval system.
appear that the assumptions that documents and queries are The indexing for 16,691 documents from 1982 to 1994
elements of the same space, and that term independence is which were assigned at least one term from the software
required, are not warranted. engineering category was collected by Coulter, Monarch,

A1-Fares presents a new loan policy model which incor- and Konda and a co-occurrence study carried out to deter-
porates a decision variable for maximum books to be bor- mine the interaction of software engineering areas of study
rowed, along with the traditional loan period, and adds user over time. The association measure was the square of the
satisfaction with policies to the usual book availability co-occurrences of two terms over the product of their oc-
satisfaction indicator. Each indicator is defined as the ratio currences. The threshold value was varied with the size of
of satisfied demand to total demand. Number of renewals, the data sets, but the number of links and nodes was fixed at
duplications, demand, and reservations are considered to twenty-four and twenty. For the period 1982-1986 15 net-
have a very small effect. works were generated; for 1987-1990 16; and for 1991-

Yager and Rybalov assume m retrieval systems without 1994 11. The networks exhibit considerable change over
file overlap each providing a ranked list of texts based upon time although some consistent themes, like software devel-
their varying ranking criteria, and in response to a common opment and user interfaces, persist.
query, and define fusion as the construction of a single To address the role of information technology in non-
ordered list of the n most relevant texts over all n system traditional organizations Travica treats IT as level of use of
responses. This requires determining the potential of each several specific technologies, and non-traditional structure
system to provide relevant answers to the query. as the level of organization structure, plus other selected

A previous fusion method which is empirically effective variables. Data came from surveys of a random stratified
but where different runs will result in different orderings, sample of employees at twelve local accounting offices and
uses a random selection method biased toward the length of an interview with the local manager. Information technol-
the contributing list. Alternatively one might use the longest ogy correlates with non-traditional structure. Information
remaining list for each choice or take equally from each technology correlates negatively with formalization and
collection until the shortest is exhausted, and then continue centralization, and positively with cross boundary commu-
until the next shortest is exhausted, and on, until all are nication. Spatial dispersion is negatively associated with
exhausted. A centralized fusion scheme computes a value trust sharing'
based upon the number of documents in a list and the

Bert R. Boyce
©1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 19981029 033 Louisiana State University
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Topological Aspects of Information Retrieval

Leo Egghe,
LUC, Universitaire Campus, B-3590 Diepenbeek, Belgium and UIA, Universiteitsplein 1, B-2610 Wilrijk,
Belgium. E-mail: legghe@luc.ac.be

Ronald Rousseau
UIA, Universiteitsplein 1, B-2610 Wilrijk, Belgium and KHBO, Zeedijk 101, B-8400 Oostende, Belgium. E-mail:
rousseau@kh.khbo.be

Let (DS, DQ, sim) be a retrieval system consisting of a the set of "indexed document representation," denoted as
document space DS, a query space QS, and a function DS, the document space:
sim, expressing the similarity between a document and a
query. Following D. M. Everett and S. C. Cater (1992), we
introduce topologies on the document space. These to- f : X --> DS. (1)
pologies are generated by the similarity function sim and
the query space QS. Three topologies will be studied: Here "surjective" means that every element in DS is the
The retrieval topology, the similarity topology, and the representation of at least one document in X. Elements of
(pseudo-)metric one. It is shown that the retrieval topol-
ogy is the coarsest of the three, while the (pseudo-) DS will be denoted by D, E, D', etc. They can be biblio-
metric is the strongest. These three topologies are gen- graphical records with or without abstracts, or full-text
erally different, reflecting distinct topological aspects of documents, or any form of multimedia document.
information retrieval. We present necessary and suffi- Searching uses queries and refers to the way customers
cient conditions for these topological aspects to be express an information need, a topic on which they want to
equal. Several examples of topological retrieval systems
are presented. One of these examples is a vector space be informed. Users' needs are also transformed, and are
model that yields a simplification of the Everett-Cater represented by a formal query. The set of all formal queries
model, yet having a more diversified spectrum of topo- is called query space and denoted by QS. So, again we can
logical properties. Finally, it is shown that information consider a surective map, g, from the space of all topics (or
retrieval based on Boolean operators is an intrinsic part use needs) to the query space:
of the general topological model. This is a major moti-
vation of the introduction of topologies in theoretical IR
models. g : Y --> QS. (2)

From now on elements in QS will be denoted by the
1. Introduction symbols Q, Q', etc. We will mainly be interested in single

attribute queries, e.g., keywords or authors. Different query
Theoretical document retrieval has two main compo- definitions, hence different QS spaces lead to different

nents: indexing and searching. As our article only deals with retrieval systems.
theoretical aspects, we leave all software and hardware The spaces DS and QS do not completely determine a
aspects aside. Indexing determines the way documents are retrieval system. What is missing is a way to express the
placed in a database. We will use the term "indexing" in a degree of agreement between a query Q E QS and a
very broad way: Even when the original document has not document D E DS. This is done using a similarity function,
changed, e.g., it is directly put on the Internet, we call this denoted as sim:
a form of indexing. Therefore, indexing is considered as a
surjective map, f, from the set of original documents, X, to sim : DS X QS -> R : (D, Q) -> sim(D, Q).

We will often keep Q fixed, which yields functions of the
Received December 19, 1996; revised October 23, 1997; accepted October form:

23, 1997.

© 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. sim(., Q) : DS -> R : D - sim(D, Q). (3)
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The higher the value of sim(D, Q), the more D and Q We will show that this approach leads to a simpler model,
correspond and therefore, the more probable it will be that with more interesting properties, than the vector model
the document D satisfies the user's need. Consequently, studied in Everett and Cater (1992), which is based on
such documents are wanted in the set of retrieved docu- Salton's cosine measure.
ments. This retrieved documents set is further determined The last section shows that information retrieval based
by a cutoff value r E R. So, all documents D E DS, such on Boolean connectives AND and OR is an intrinsic part of
that the general topological model. In particular, it is only nec-

essary to have a query space QS consisting of elementary

sim(D, Q) > r (4) queries. The Boolean aspects are taken care of by the
topology of DS. This generalizes the Boolean algebra re-

are retrieved. sults of Cater (1986) and Everett and Cater (1992).
Mathematical proofs of most of the results are relegatedOther forms of thresholds such as

to the Appendices.

r, < sim(D, Q) < r2  (5) Notation. We will use the abbreviation iff for the phrase

"if and only if."
or even clustering techniques can also be used (Salton &
McGill, 1983). 2. Document Spaces as Topological Spaces

Everett and Cater (1992) have shown that requirements 4
and 5 can be used to determine topological properties of the A retrieval system is a triple (DS, QS, sim) consisting
space DS. The definition of a topology and of a topological of a document space DS, a query space QS and a simi-
space is given in Appendix A. As such, it is not clear that larity function sim. At this moment, DS is only a set.
such systems express "how near" points (here documents) However, using the query set QS and the similarity func-
are to each other. However, many topologies are determined tion sim will enable us to put an additional structure on
by functions that measure similarity or distance between DS, namely that of a topological space. We focus here on
two documents (see Equations 4, 5, or the example of a the document space as a topological space (by using QS)
metric space as a special case of a topological space- since we want to have a notion of similarity between
Appendix A) and, hence, the link with this powerful math- documents. But theoretically, there is no real difference
ematical tool is clear. between QS and DS: We could study a topological system

Topologies on DS as determined by Equations 4 or 5, or, on QS, determined by DS. This is an example of a dual
in general, by using queries Q G QS, are called topological situation. For more on this, see Egghe and Rousseau
retrieval systems. Indeed, the above described available (1997a).
notion of "how near" documents are, can be used in IR. It is At this point, we refer the reader who is not familiar
a kind of predetermined system of documents for which the with topological notions again to Appendix A, and the
notion of "relatedness" is available and this is independent second section of Everett and Cater (1992). Information
from a used query Q (i.e., prior to the retrieval action itself, on general topology can be found in any of the following
but with the knowledge of QS, the set of all possible books: Csiszdr (1978), Dugundji (1966), and Willard
queries). (1970). Special examples of topological spaces can be

Different topologies will, in addition, yield different re- found in Steen and Seebach (1978). Finally, Wilansky
trieval properties. As such, the notion of a topological (1970) and Kreyszig (1978) are good references on
retrieval system is closely linked to the dynamics of re- normed spaces.
trieval behavior. The mathematical tools made available In this article we will study three topologies on DS.
through these systems allow us to give answers to questions
such as: "How do slight alterations in queries or thresholds The Retrieval Topology 7 (Everett & Cater, 1992)
influence the retrieval result?"

In the next section, we will set up a general framework The retrieval topology, denoted as -, is generated by the
for topological retrieval. Three topologies on DS will play subbasis
a role: the retrieval topology '-, the (pseudo-)metric topol-
ogy T' (both introduced by Everett & Cater, 1992), and the {R(Q, r)lr E R, Q F QS} (6)
similarity topology 7'.

In the second section, we present examples of document where a retrieval R(Q, r) is defined as:
spaces DS for which the three topologies coincide, as well
as examples where any two of these topologies are different. R(Q, r) = {D E DSIsim(D, Q) > r}. (7)
These properties illustrate the specific role each of these
topologies plays. In particular, we give an example of a A subbasis is a subset C of the set of all open sets such that
vector space model on DS = I" (I denotes the unit interval all open sets can be constructed by forming finite intersec-
[0, 1], n G N) with the inner product as similarity function. tions of elements of C.
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Note that, usually, the range of all sim(., Q) is in R' (the (ii) d' : DS X DS -- [0, 1] by
positive real numbers, including zero), so that in these cases
T" is generated by d' (D, E) (11)

d'(D,~ ~ E E)QSu 0 0  1 + p0 (D, E) (1
{R(Q, r)lr E R +, a E- QS}.

(iii) d" : DS X DS -- [0, 1] by
There is no mathematical reason to limit the range of

sim to the positive numbers. Therefore, we decided to use d"(D, E) = supQ Es [min(l, pQ(D, E))]. (12)
R in theoretical arguments, but to use R + in all examples.
The set Clearly d' and d' always exist and are finite. The fol-

lowing theorem states that from a topological point of view,
ret7(Q) = {R(Q, r)Ir e R} (8) the pseudo-metrics d, d', and d" are "the same" (although

they are, of course, different as metrics).
is called the set of retrievals of Q (or, in short, the retrievals

of Q) w.r.t. '. Also, the sets R(Q, r), r E R, Q E QS are
called retrievals of the system (DS, QS, sim, ') or, in short, Theorem 2.1

of 'T. Let d, d', and d" be as defined in Equations 9, 11, and
Note that the set of retrievals of a query Q is the set of 12. Then

all possible answers to the query Q in the system (DS, QS,
sim) with the retrieval topology. Different answers are ob- (i) the (pseudo-)metrics d' and d" are equivalent
tained by changing the threshold. Consequently, the retriev- (ii) if d exists, it is equivalent with d' and d".
als of a fixed query Q, form a nested set, i.e.,

The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix B. The
R(Q, rl) C R(Q, r2) iff r1  . r2. topology generated by d (if it exists), d' or d" is called the

pseudo-metric topology on DS and is denoted by -'. The
Another name for T" could be the "threshold" topology, a topology T' measures absolute distances between docu-

name that is clear from the definition 7. Here, a document is ments, independent of a used query in IR.
retrieved if its similarity with a query Q is at least a a certain As noted by Everett and Cater (1992) the following
value r. result is true:

The (Pseudo-)Metric Topology r' (Everett & Cater, 1992) Proposition 2.2

Everett and Cater (1992) give the following definition. -' is generated by the subbasis
Let (DS, QS, sim) be a retrieval system. Define a function
don DS X DS as follows: V(D, s) = {E E DSIpQ(D, E) < s, V Q E QS}

d(D, E) = supQ 5QslSim(D, Q) - sim(E, Q)i. (9) where e is any strictly positive real number. The proof
follows readily from the proof of Theorem 2.1.

The function d should be a pseudo-metric (see Appendix A
for the definition), leading to the pseudo-metric topology T". Definition 2.3 (Everett & Cater, 1992)
However, there is a problem with definition 9. It is possible The retrieval system (DS, QS, sim) separates the points
that the supremum is infinite, in which case d does not exist of DS if,
in the usual sense. To correct this, we will define -' in a
more accurate way. For the ease of the notation, we first
define (V a QS:sim(D,Q)=sim(E,a)) (D=E).

pQ(D, E) = Isim(D, Q) - sim(E, Q)1 (10) It is obvious that the pseudo-metrics above are metrics iff
the retrieval system (DS, QS, sim) separates the points

here D, E E DS, Q E QS. Then define of DS.

(i) if the supremum of Equation 10 is finite: The Similarity Topology 7i'

d(D, E) = supQs (  In order to obtain consistent results, stability is very
d sp p(D, E) important in IR. It is, e.g., necessary that if documents D

and E are "alike" (an expression to be defined in each
i.e., the pseudo-metric defined by Everett and Cater; concrete case), their similarity values must also be close to
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each other. In this way slight changes in, e.g., recall require- DS determine a pre-defined structure on DS of "what
ments, yield only slight changes in the retrieval result. Such documents are close to (a) certain document(s)," even
a behavior can only be guaranteed if the functions sim(., Q) without the formulation of a specific query Q E QS. It is
are continuous. We therefore define the topology i", re- the totality QS of all possible queries that determines this
ferred to as the similarity topology, as the coarsest topology pre-defined structure. This, in turn, is comparable (but
on DS that makes all similarity functions sim(., Q) contin- totally different in nature) with the statistical clustering
uous. The next theorem describes a subbasis of the similar- techniques for documents that exist-see, e.g., Salton and
ity topology. McGill (1983).

The three topologies we have introduced are related in
the following way.

Theorem 2.4

The similarity topology ' is generated by the subbasis
Theorem 2.5

{U(Q, r1, r2)IQ E QS, rl < r2} 1 C r" c T'

where
Proof The sets R(Q, r) = sim(., Q)-(]r, + o[),

U(Q, ra, r2) = {D E= DSIrl < sim(D, Q) < r2} generating the retrieval topology, are open in 7' since sim(.,
Q) is continuous on (DS, T"). Hence, T C 7'. Furthermore,

= sim(., Q)-(]r1 , r2[) it is clear that sim(., Q) is continuous on (DS, r'), hence 7'

C T' as '" is the coarsest topology that makes all sim(., Q)

with r, < r 2 , r, r2 E- R, Q E QS. continuous. E
It will be shown in this and in the next section that it is

Proof The proof is easy: It follows immediately from possible that wl a s, ' ', and even T 7 * T' are

properties of the inverse relation and the fact that the open Everett and Cater (1992) claimed the following re-

intervals ]rl, r2 [ are a basis for the Euclidean topology on su ts:

the real line. E sults:

The set

ret,(Q) = {U(Q, ri, r2)Iri < r2} Statement I

For any Q E QS and t E [0, 1], the set U(Q, t) = {D
is called the set of retrievals of Q (or, in short, the retrievals E DSIsim(D, Q) < t} E T.

of Q) w.r.t. 7". Also, the sets U(Q, rl, r 2 ), r1 < r2 , rl, r2

E R, Q e QS, are called retrievals of the system (DS, QS,
sim, 7r,) or, in short, of r",. Statement 2

Note that if r3 < r, < r2 < r4 then Let T, and T2 be the retrieval topologies of two essen-

tially equivalent retrieval systems. Assume that (DS, T2) is
U(Q, ra, r2) C U(Q, r3, r 4). compact, then T" = T2 .

Recall (Everett & Cater, 1992) that two retrieval systems
The topology 7" describes the retrieval of documents (DS, QS, sim 1) and (DS, QS, sim 2) are said to be essen-

according to their closeness to a given query Q. Here (in tially equivalent if siml(D, Q) < siml(E, Q) iff sim2 (D,
contrast with -) the exact query Q must be matched. Q) < sim 2(E, Q). Essentially equivalent models retrieve all
When it is clear from the context with which topology we documents in the same order.
work, we will drop the subscript T" or T" and simply write In Egghe and Rousseau (1997b), we have shown that
ret(Q). these statements (Lemma 1 and Theorem 4 in Everett &

Results on these topologies will follow in the next Cater, 1992) are wrong. We briefly repeat the counterex-
sections. We can, however, already point out one intrin- amples constructed in Egghe and Rousseau (1997b) and add
sic property of these topological spaces. The topologies some new comments.
T, T-', and T" determine neighborhoods around every doc-
ument D E DS. These neighborhoods determine a filter- A Counterexample to Statement 1. Let DS = N (all
ing of documents: The finer we look, the more closely we natural numbers, including zero); QS can be any non-
end up in the neighborhood of D. The availability of such empty set. Let sim I be defined as follows: siml(D, Q) =
neighborhoods determines the degree of "fine tuning" 1 for all Q - QS, except for one special query Q1. For this
that is possible in IR-systems that work with -, T', or T". special query siml(n, Q,), n E N, is given by the follow-
Otherwise stated, the topologies on the document space ing table:
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Lemma 2.6n siml(n,Q1 )

For any Q G QS and any r - R, the set
0 1/5

1 1/6 {D C DSIsim(D, Q) < r}
3 3/8
5 7/167 15/32 belongs to the similarity topology '.

and so on for the odd numbers Proof. This follows readily from the definition of e'

2 1/2 and the fact that the sets ]--, r[ are open in R, for every r
4 3/4 e R. 0
6 7/8 Lemma 2.6 shows that Lemma 1 in Everett and Cater

and so on for the even numbers (1992) is true for i'. Also, their Theorem 4 becomes true
when using i ' instead of -; see theorem 2.8.2 further on.

Note that the similarity values for the odd numbers
converge to 1; the similarity values for the even numberscove 2 Definition 2.7
converge to 1.

Now the set U(Q1 , ) - {D G DSIsim I (D, Q1) < 1 We say that a retrieval system (DS, QS, sim) satisfies the
= {0} does not belong to the retrieval topology T'1. Indeed, maximum principle if Vr -> 0, VQ E QS, the set
the sets of T, are the following:

A = {sim(D, Q)ID E DS, sim(D, Q) -< r}
N and 0 (the empty set);
all natural numbers except zero; has a maximum, i.e., there exists Do G DS such that
all natural numbers except zero less the j smallest odd sim(D o, Q) = max A. An analogous definition can be given

numbers for the minimum principle.
(j = 1, 2,-..);
all natural numbers except zero, less the odd numbers and

the j smallest even numbers (j = 1, 2, 3, • •.).Examples. We formulate some cases of retrieval sys-
tems satisfying Definition 2.7 (minimum as well as maxi-

Note that the set consisting of all even numbers { 2, 4, 6, mum principle).

"" "337 is NOT an open set for this retrieval topology.

This example also shows that the function siml(., Q1) is (i) If the range of sim(., Q) is finite for every Q e QS,
not continuous for the retrieval topology. Hence, this is also then thensyste Tisis the minimumrashwellaasithemaximum principle. This is the case for the classical
a case where the retrieval topology differs from the simi- example where sim can only take values in f0, 1}. This
larity topology. is also the case for a finite document space.

(ii) If DS is compact for a certain topology S such that all
A Counterexample to Statement 2. We consider the sim(., Q) are continuous (e.g., 7"), then the system also

same retrieval system as before but-for the second simi- satisfies the minimum and the maximum principle. In-
larity function-make a slight change to the first one. The deed, under these conditions, sim(DS, Q) is compact in
similarity function sim 2 is everywhere equal to sim 1, except R for every Q - QS. Consequently, sim(DS, Q) is
for the value in (2, Q1). We set sim 2(2, Q1) equal to 1. It closed and bounded, and therefore has a minimum and

is now clear that the models (DS = N, QS, sim 2) and (DS a maximum.
= N, QS, sim ) are essentially equivalent. Moreover, as
simi (0, Q) is ?for every Q, i = 1, 2, the set DS = N is This brings us to Theorems 2.8.1 and 2.8.2.
compact for the retrieval topology (the point zero plays the
role of Do in the Proposition of Egghe and Rousseau Theorem 2.8.1
(1997b). However, the two retrieval topologies do not co-
incide. For T2 (the retrieval topology derived from sim 2), the If (DS, QS, siml) and (DS, QS, sim 2) are essentially
set consisting of all even numbers = {D G DSIsim2 (D, equivalent retrieval systems, and if one of the two satisfies
Q1) > 1 is clearly open (an element of T2). We noted the maximum principle, then their retrieval topologies are
before that this set is not open in '1. Hence, the two equal.
topologies are not equal, which contradicts statement 2.

We consider now the following question: Can statements Proof If one model satisfies the maximum principle
1 and 2 be adapted so that they become true? The answer to then, by the fact that they are essentially equivalent, the
this is yes, essentially by using 7' instead of T'. This will be other model does too (and the maxima are reached for the
shown in Theorems 2.8.1 and 2.8.2. We first state a simple same document DO). For every Q G QS and r G R, let Do
lemma and introduce a new notion. E DS be such that sim, (DO, Q) = max {siml(E, Q); sim
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(E, Q) - r}. Then the following expressions are equiva- topology r is the coarsest topology on DS that makes all
lent: functions

D e RI(Q, r) = {E E DSIsim,(E, Q) > r} sim(., Q) : DS -- R, S

,=siml(D, Q) > siml(D 0, Q) continuous.

<=sim2 (D, Q) > sim2(Do, Q) Proof. The functions sim(., Q) are continuous from
DS to R, S iff the sets R(Q, r) = sim(., Q)-(]r, + o[)

<=> D E R,(Q, sim,(D0 , Q)) are open in DS. El
One could also say that on (DS, r) all sims are lower

The same argument can be given when the indices are semi-continuous into R, equipped with s (see Willard,

interchanged. Since the sets {Ri(Q, r)IQ E QS, r E R}, 1970, p. 49, 7K). Also, the (pseudo-)metric topology 7' can

= 1, 2 form a subbasis for the respective retrieval be characterized through continuity properties of the simi-

topologies, these topologies are the same. El larity functions.

Theorem 2.8.2 Theorem 2.10

If (DS, QS, sim1 ) and (DS, QS, siM2) are essentially The following assertions are equivalent:

equivalent retrieval systems, and if one of the two satisfies
the minimum principle, and if one of the two satisfies the (i) T' =

maximum principle, then their similarity topologies are (ii) The family {sim(., Q)IQ e QS} is equicontinuous on
equal. (DS, T"), where the functions range in R, s

For the proof, we refer to Appendix C.

Proof Since the retrieval systems are essentially

equivalent, they both satisfy the minimum and the maxi-
mum principle. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem Corollary 2.11
2.8.1, we can now show that, for every Q E QS and rl, r 2  If QS is finite, then ' Based on the above theoremE R, rI <r2IfQisfntte -= ,.Bsdothabvterm

and/or Theorem 2.5, we obtain the following easy results.

{E E DSIrl < siml(E, Q) < r2}

Proposition 2.12
SE E DSIsim 2(D, Q) < sim2(E, Q) The following assertions are equivalent:

< sim(D 0, Q) (i) "= ';

(ii) All functions sim(., Q) are continuous on (DS, T), with
where D o resp. D1 are the documents featuring in the range in R, s.

definition of the minimum resp. maximum principle of the
first system. Hence

Proposition 2.13

U,(Q, rl, r2) = U2(Q, sim(D 1 , Q), sim,(D0 , Q)). The following assertions are equivalent:

Again, the same argument can be given with the indices (i) T = T' = 7;

interchanged and hence T" = T". El (ii) The family {sim(., Q); Q E QS} is equicontinuous on
The topology "' is defined as the coarsest topology on DS (DS, T) with range in R, e.

that makes all the functions sim(., Q) : DS - R continuous.
Here, R has the usual Euclidean topology s. Our next result
shows that the retrieval topology can be defined in a similar 3. Examples of Topologies on Document Spaces
way, but using a different topology on R. 3.1. The Counterexample to Statement 1

Theorem 2.9 We repeat that the counterexample to Statement 1 is an
example for which 7 = 1'. Since the similarity functions are

Equip the real line R with the topology, S, generated by clearly equicontinuous in T', we conclude by Theorem 2.10
the open half-lines ]r, + -[, r G R. Then the retrieval that 7' = T'.
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3.2. The Vector Space Model of Everett and Cater (1992) Proof The homeomorphism is obtained via the func-

We briefly recall the structure of the vector space model tion:

as presented in Everett and Cater (1992) and point out some
problems with this model. We will compare this vector f: DS* - S :D* -> D n S El (16)

model to another one in Section 3.3.
The Everett-Cater model starts by taking I' = [0, 1 ]' for Theorem 3.2

the document space, as well as for the query space, with the
following similarity function: - = T' = T' on DS* and on DS.

(D, Q) Proof The subbasic neighborhoods for an element D
sim(D, Q) = IDI12IQII2 - cos(D, Q) (13) G DSorD* G DS*, for'r as well as for T', are of the fonn:

An open cone with top 0 (not an element of DS*) and D*

where (.,.> denotes the usual inner product, 1.112 is the as central ray. Hence - = T', and thus, by Theorem 2.5, r

Euclidean norm and cos(D, Q) denotes the cosine of the T-'=. El

angle between the lines OD and OQ.
We see two problems with this model. Firstly, the model Corollary 3.3

does not distinguish between documents on a straight line
through the origin. Since documents in [0, 1]' are often DS* with T = T' = r", is compact.
obtained through a weighing process, it seems to us a waste
of possibilities not to use these different weights. Secondly, Proof This follows from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem
the similarity functions are not defined in points (D, Q) 3.2.
where at least one of the coordinates is zero. Moreover, it is
impossible to extend sim in such a way that this function Corollary 3.4 (Everett & Cater, 1992)
becomes continuous on I.

Everett and Cater solve these problems by taking DS DS with T" = T' = 71' is compact.
- QS = I\{ 0 and introducing an equivalence relation R,

where DRE iff there is straight line through the origin Proof The argument that proves that (S, s) is compact
containing both D and E. Then DS* = (I\{ 0 })/R with the can be used on DS if we use the functionf- 1 (the inverse of
usual quotient norm (and hence quotient topology). For function f of Equation 16) and consider D* as a subset
readers not familiar with quotient theory, we just note here of DS. El
that elements of DS* are straight half-lines through the
origin (0 not included), and only the part inside I' is used. Note. It is not true that DS and DS* are homeomorphic!
The similarity function 13 can be used unambiguously as Indeed, DS* is a Hausdorff (or T2) space, while DS is not.
above: If D* G DS* and Q G QS, then The vector space model that we will present in the next

section is an alternative for the usual one. Its mathematical
(D, Q) properties are less complicated and more interesting, as it

sim(D*, Q) = IIDII211QI12 (14) will be defined on I' (not on a quotient space) and will give
different topologies T- 0 7'. In addition to this, it takes into

for any representative D E D*. Also, for D*, E* E DS*, account the different weights of vectors in I.
we can define:

(D, E 3.3. An Alternative for the Classical Vector Space Model

sim(D*, E*) = ID121IE112 (15) Using the cosine of the angle between vectors does not

take into account the different weights given to each coor-

for any representative D E D*, E E E*. dinate (representing, e.g., a keyword). In addition to this,

By taking quotients as above, we now obtain that the documents can be situated close to each other, yet the

retrieval system separates points. Indeed, if sim(D*, Q) = similarity as measured by cosines can be relatively small

sim(E*, Q), VQ E QS, then cos(D, Q) = cos(E, Q) for too. Using the inner product between vectors takes care of

any D E D*, E E E*, and hence D* = E*. This shows these problems. In such a model, a query gives weights to

that here Tr' is a metric topology. This leads to: keywords. These weights can be interpreted as minimum
requirements: Documents with higher weights (for that par-
ticular keyword) will just score better.

Theorem 3.1 (Everett & Cater, 1992) We will now formalize this. Let DS = QS = I" = [0,
(DS*, T') = (S, s) with S that part of the unit sphere 1]n , n E No.For every D E DS, Q G QS:

that contains vectors with positive (or zero) coordinates and
with a the Euclidean topology on S. sim(D, Q) = (D, Q) = IIDI2IIQII2 cos(D, Q). (17)
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The following results describe the topologies of this re- 3.5. Three Examples for Which r = T'= = 9 (DS)
trieval model. Example 3.2 gave an example for which r = T' = T", but

different from the discrete topology, since they were ho-

Theorem 3.5 meomorphic with the Ecuclidean topology on S. Three
examples will follow where all topologies are equal to 9

(i) The function (. , .) : X QS - R,; (D, Q) --> (D, Q) (DS), the discrete topology on DS.
is continuous for the norm topologies on DS = QS = I.
(ii) The retrieval system (DS, QS = DS, sim), with sim 3.5.1. DS = QS any set
defined in Equation 17 separates the points of DS.

The proof of these results is well-known and is omitted. sim(D, Q){ 0, D Q (18)

Theorem 3.6 Hence, in this IR-model only exact matches are allowed!
So, VQ E QS, Vr R,R(Q, r) = Oifr-> land = {Q)

In this model, r' = s, the Euclidean topology on I. if r < 1. Hence, T = {9 (DS). By Theorem 2.5, T C 7" C
Hence, here DS with any of the topologies T, T', or T" is T'. Hence, T = T" = T' = 01 (DS).
compact. Note that the metric of T' is the discrete metric

)f = 1 ifD =E
Theorem 3.7 d(D, E) -o ifD=E (19)

For this model, T" = T', hence DS with this topology is
a T2 space. Discrete metrics yield discrete topologies but not con-

versely, as the next two examples show.

Theorem 3.8 3.5.2. The next example deals with documents that are

For this model, (DS, r) is a To-space, that is, not a ordered according to "similarity." This is an index approach

TI-space. Consequently T # 7. and cannot always be used in practice. However, if topics

The proof of these theorems can be found in Appen- can be ordered this way (e.g., for aspects on which a linear

dix D. order applies, such as distance, temperature .... ) the exam-
ple is useful. Let

3.4. Another Simple Example of a Document System for DS = {D1,. . .,D.} = QS, n G N fixed.
Which r : 7' = T'

Let DS = {a, b, c, d}, QS = {e} and define Define

i+j

sim(a, e) = 0.5 = sim(d, e) sim(Di, Dj) =2 max(i, J) (20)

sim(b, e) = 1, sim(c, e) = 0
Intuitively, this means that if i and j are far apart, then

Then: sim(Di, Dj) is small, and if i - j, then sim(Di, Dj) - 1.
In any case, sim(Di, Dj) = 1, for every i E { 1. n}.
We have the following results:S= {0, DS, {a, b, d{, {b}}

while Theorem 3.9

Vj= 1.... ,n, Vr>0:
T' = 7" = {0, DS, {b}, {c}, {a, d}, {b, c},

R(Dj, r) = {D, E DSli E {l,... n}

{a, b, d}, {a, c, d}} 9(DS),

the discrete topology. Note that the equality between r' and 2jr-j,2r j E (21)

7" illustrates Corollary 2.11, as here QS is a finite set. This
retrieval system does not separate points, which forms a subbasis for T.
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Theorem 3.10 Let DS = QS = [0, + -[, with sim(D, Q) = D • Q

Let d be the metric Of T'. Then, Vi, k 1, .n: (the simple product of the numbers D and Q). Let
(D,) ....... be a strictly increasing sequence in DS,

- k1 converging to D in the usual, Euclidean norm on [0, + -[

d(Di, Dk) = (22) (i.e., the absolute value). Consequently, lim, . D, = D in
2 max(i, k)" ) ' since, for every Q E QS:

Corollary 3.11 T = T" = T', = 9 (DS). sim(D,, Q) = Dn°Q -> DoQ = sim(D, Q).

For the proofs, we refer the reader to Appendix E. Now, Dn does not tend to D in T' since

d'(D,, D) = supQ Qs(min(1, Isim(D,, Q) - sim(D, Q)I))
A similar example, but with a completely different
similarity function, now follows. which is equal to 1 if D, :f D and is equal to 0 if Dn = D.

3.5.3. DS = QS {D1 .... DI n E N fixed. As here Dn is never equal to D, d'(DD) is always equal
Define to 1.

From this, it follows that T' = 95 (DS) 0 T". We still

2 / 1 have to prove that T 0 r". We know already that ' yields a
sim(Di, D) = - Arctan- . (23) T2-space, since T' coincides here with the Euclidean topol-

ogy on [0, + o[. (This follows from the fact that a sequence

Note again that sim(Di, Di) = 1, Vi = 1,..., n. D -- D in I I iff Dn Q - D • Q for every Q E [0, +
oo[.) Now, (DS, T) is not even a Tl-space: For every D
G DS and E = aD, a > 1, and for every i-neighborhood

Theorem 3.12 U of D, 3n E N and R(Fj, rj) such that

Vj= 1. n, Vr>0.
D E- n n R(Fj, r) C U.

j=1

R(D, )= Die DS~i E {1.....n}
i Hence, sim(D, Fj) = D • Fj > rj, for every j = 1 .....

n. Since D - Fj E [0, + oo[ also sim(E, Fj) = aD. Fj>

1 (24) rj, which implies that E E U. This shows that (DS, T) isn j- 7r', + -(4
7rr r not a Tl-space.

tan 2 tanT- In fact, if [0, + oo[ is equipped with the topology D
inherited from S on R (cf. Theorem 2.9), then T = D

which forms a subbasis for . (restricted to [0, + o[). We conclude:

- is the topology inherited from S on R
Theorem 3.13 7" is the Euclidean topology

T' is the discrete topology on DS,
Let d be the metricof T'. Then, Vi, k = 1,..., n:

and all three of them are different.
2

d(Di, Dk) = - Arctanli - k1. (25)
4. Boolean Information Retrieval as a Subsystem
of Any Topological IR-System

Corollary 3.14 In Cater (1986) and Everett and Cater (1992), the Bool-
T = T" = r' = 9P(DS). ean IR-model is shown to be an example of topological

retrieval, in the sense that specially defined similarity values
For the proofs, we refer the reader to Appendix F. yield traditional Boolean retrieval. In this section, we will

show that Boolean retrieval can be introduced in any IR-

3.6 An Example for Which r 0 Tmodel (DS, QS, sim) without having to specify the value of
a similarity function for Boolean combinations of elemen-

This final example shows that 7 0 T' 0 71 is possible. In tary queries. The Boolean model we will present has the
view of Theorem 2.10 and its Corollary 2.11, QS must be an further advantage that it presents a major clarification of
infinite space. This means that we must admit an infinite why the introduction of topologies in theoretical IR-models
number of possible queries. is essential.
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As defined in Section 1, let, for every Q E QS, Definition 4.2

Let Q1, ... , Qn be n elements of QS. Consider, sym-
ret7 (Q) = {R(Q, r)Ir e R} bolically, an element ®i= Qi and define

and
ret Qj n R(Qj , rj ) lrj G R . (28)

ret,(Q) = {U(Q, ri, r2)lrl, r2 E R, ra < r2} e = j=(

be the retrieval sets of Q w.r.t. the topology T (resp. 71). The set @jnL Qj is called the Boolean OR applied to the

Later in this section, we will focus on retT(Q), denoting this elementary queries Q1, . .. , Q,, G QS. By definition, this

set simply as ret(Q). (Exactly the same reasoning can be Boolean OR retrieves sets in ret(®7"1 Qj).
made for 7). Of course, we can as well define Boolean ANDs and

The set QS consists of elementary queries, which means Boolean ORs with respect to the topology 7". We suppose

that usually logical combinations of queries do not belong to that it is clear in every IR-search whether we want to work

QS, although they are not excluded either. ret(Q) consists with T (thresholds) or 7' (close matches).

of all possible results when Q is used as a query. The only Based on Definitions 4.1 and 4.2, we can easily define

difference between the use of the topologies T and 7' is that more arbitrary Boolean queries, based on elementary que-

we require "minimum" (threshold) values for sim(- case), or ries in QS.
"close" values (7" case).

Recall also that the sets in all ret,(Q), Q E QS, form a Definition 4.3
subbasis for '. This means that

Let(Qjj)i= I !n 1 be an array of queries in QS. The Boolean
{ }Iquery (not necessarily in QS) 0'l (®,1 Q1 ) is defined

B = n R(Qi, r)IQj G QS, ri E R, n EE N through its retrieval:
i=l

is a basis for T (similarly, a basis for 7" can be built using the /)
sets U(Q, r1, r2 )). An open set A in T- is then any union ret = Qi j

(finite or infinite) of sets in B:

us i n C R(Qij, rij) [ro e R (29)

A= U ( n R(Qij, rij)) { l Q )(

and similarly when E and 0 (hence U and n) are inter-
where J is a finite or infinite index set. From now on, we changed. We now need the following lemma:
will assume that DS and QS are finite. Note that then 7" =
T' (Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 2.11). So, we have only T

and 7 to consider, and, as stated before, we will focus on T. Lemma 4.4 (Dugundi, 1966, p. 25)

In this case, a general open set A in T has the form Let {Bala E Al be a family of sets and assume that

{Ax; A E AI is a partition of A (hence each A;Ae # 0).
M nj Let T = IAEA A).

A = U (n R(Q o, r3). (26) Then
j=1 i=1

Definition 4.1 ne (aEU Ba) = UeT nC B,(,)) (30)

Let Q1 ..... Qn be n elements of QS. We introduce, AEA C AA teT EA

symbolically, an element 0i=1 Q and define where t(A) F Ax and t = (t(A))A=A.

r iBy taking complements, one also has:

ret( Qi) n R(Qi, ri) I r G Rj (27)
U.. (oA nB-) = tnT B,(,)). (31)

We call 7=1 Qi the Boolean AND applied to the elemen- ACA (aEA = T(IUEA

tary queries Q1 ..... Q, E QS. By definition, this Boolean
AND retrieves sets in ret(7 ,= 1 Qi). We repeat that 0,= 1 Qi In plain terms: Any introduction of unions of sets Aii can be
is not necessarily an element of QS. Similarly, we define a interpreted as a union of intersections of the same sets (but
Boolean OR. in another order) and vice versa.
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We have now reached the following important result, 5. Summary
yielding a major reason why topologies on IR-systems are In this article, Everett and Cater's retrieval and pseudo-useful. I hsatce vrt n ae' erea n suo

metric topologies are examined. Counterexamples to two
statements are given, and results correcting the original

Theorem 4.5 statements are presented. These corrections lead to the in-
troduction of a new topology, namely the similarity topol-

For any JR-model (DS, QS, sim) with finite DS and QS, ogy. This new topology satisfies the interesting property of
we have the following equalities: making the similarity functions continuous (stable).

Several examples are presented, among them a modified
a) The topology T is equal to the set of all possible Boolean vector space model. Finally, the article shows that the

retrievals, based on elementary queries Q in QS, using retrieval and the similarity topology can be considered as
thresholds;

b) the topology 7' is equal to the set of all possible Boolean the sets of retrievals of arbitrary Boolean AND/OR queries.
retrievals, based on elementary queries Q in QS, using close
matches.

Appendix A: Generalities on Topological Spaces
Proof The principal elements of the proof have al-

ready been outlined. An arbitrary Boolean query can be Let X denote a set. Denote by QJ (X) the set of all subsets
denoted as a combination of AND and OR Boolean queries of X. A topology T on X is a subset of 9 (X) such that:
in any order, which can be denoted as in Equation 29 or with
U and n interchanged (cf. Definition 4.3). By lemma 4.4, (i) Any union of elements in r belongs to T;

(ii) any finite intersection of elements in T" belongs to r;its set of retrievals can be written in the form: (iii) 0 (the empty set) and X belong to T.

_ (° n The element of - are called open sets. The couple (X, -) is
U I) R(Qij, rj) Irij E- R. called a topological space.

j=i i=1 Given two topologies T- and T2 on X, we say that T- is
weaker (or smaller, or coarser) than T2, if T1 C T-2. We then

Letting m and nj vary over all possible natural numbers also say that T2 is stronger (or larger, or finer) than '1.
and Qij E QS, we see, by Equation 26, that the set of all A set F C X is called closed if its complement Fc EE T.

Boolean retrievals using thresholds, is nothing but the If A C X, the closure of A in X, w.r.t. -, denoted by A, is
topology T. Similarly, the set of all Boolean retrievals the set
using close matches is nothing but the topology '". El

The following result gives a relation between the usual A = n {B C XIB is closed and A C B).
OR relation and our somewhat more general use of the
Boolean OR. If it is not clear that the closure is w.r.t. T-, we denote AT.

If (X, -) is a topological space, a base for T- is a collection

Proposition 4.6 l C -, such that

If QI and Q2 are single attribute queries, if also Q = Q/ -
OR Q2 belongs to QS, and if sim(D, Q) is defined as T U BI TC "
max(sim(D, Q 1), sim(D, Q2))-as in the classical Boolean B E

or in the fuzzy set case-then (using thresholds) A subbase for T is a collection C C , such that the

collection of all finite intersections of elements of C forms
e ) ret( Q. a base for T. Any collection of subsets of a setX is a subbase\b=1 ) for some topology on X. This follows from the definition of

-. This assertion is not true for a base!
Proof Consider the set {D E DSIsim(D, Q) > r}, an Note that @ is a basis for - iff, whenever G E - and X

element of ret(Q). As sim(D, Q) = max(sim(D, Q1), G G, there is a B G @ such that x E B C G.
sim(D, Q2)), this set is equal to {D E DSImax(sim(D, Let x E X. We say that U C X is a neighborhood of x
Q1), sim(D, Q2)) > r). if there exists G E -, such thatx E G C U. We denote by
= ID E DSIsim(D, Q) > r, or, sim(D, Q2) > r} V,(x) the collection of all neighborhoods of x E X and it is

called a neighborhood system. A neighborhood base at x
= {D E DSIsim(D, Q) > r} U {D E DSIsim(D, Q2) > r} E X is a collection B Tx) C V,(x) such that each U
= R(Q 1, r) U R(Q 2, r) E ret(Q 1 9 Q2). E V(x) contains an element V E B,(x), i.e., V,(x) is

A similar result can be shown for any finite disjunctive determined by BT as
form, and for any finite conjunctive form. The Boolean
NOT will be studied in a future article. V7(x) = {U C XIV C U, 3V ( B,(X)}
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The elements of B,(x), once chosen, are called basic neigh- for all x G X.
borhoods. X, II • II, accordingly, is called a (pseudo-)normed space.

Let (X, ') be a topological space. We say that it is a To  If we define
space, if for every x, y E X, x :f y, there exists a
neighborhood of one of these points not containing the d(x, y) = ijx - Yll
other. We say that it is a T1 space, if for every x, y E X, x

y, there exist neighborhoods of each of these points not then it can be shown that d is a (pseudo-)metric.
containing the other point.

Let (X, T') be a topological space. We say that (X, T) is
a Hausdorff (or T2 ) space, if for every x, y E X, x 0 y, Example
there exists G, H EE T such that x E G, y E H, and G n
H = 0. Equivalently, if there exists U E V,(x), V R", I1°11, with, if x = (xl,,xn) E Rn

E V,(y), such that U n V = o.
Clearly, T2 = T, > To. In this article, we will have (n ) lip

examples showing that the converse is not true. Ilx1ll= Xil p

Let X be a set and

d:XXX --> R, forp- 1.
11 - 11p is called the Minkowski norm and, if p = 2, 11 112

(x, y) -> d(x, y) is called the Euclidean norm, d derived from I1" 112 is called
the Euclidean metric, and its topology the Euclidean topol-

a function such that ogy, denoted by s. For p = -, we define

(i) d(x, x) = 0 I1x11,0= max Ixi.
(ii) d(x, y) = d(y, x) l .
(iii) d(x, y) :- d(x, z) + d(z, y) (triangle inequality)

Also, II is a norm on R". All norms II " 11P (1 - p
for every x, y, z G X. Then d is called a pseudo-metric on 00) are equivalent, by which we mean that they all induce
X and (X, d) is called a pseudo-metric space. Every pseudo- the same topology (in this case, s). The same definition goes
metric space can be considered as a topological space as for equivalent pseudo-metrics.
follows: 11 " 112 has one special feature, however. Define, for x, y

E R8
(a) Define the "open balls," V x e X, Vs>0 B(x, E )={y

E XId(x, y)< E }.
(b) Define sets A C X open iff for every x G A, there is a B(x,

-) C A. It can be shown (cf. Willard, 1970, 2.6, p. 18) that the (x, y) xi Yi
open sets defined above form a topology on X, the so-called = 1
pseudo-metric topology on X.

If (i) above can be reformulated as the so-called inproduct in Rn. This inproduct is used in this
(i)' d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y article. It makes Rn into an inproduct space. Every inprod-
then we call d a metric, (X, d) a metric space, and the uct space X is a normed space via the definition
topology that it generates, the metric topology.

If X is a vector space over R, we can even go futher. We Ilxl = (x, x>
say that

for every x G X.
II :' X R The inproduct satisfies the so-called inequality of

Cauchy-Schwarz: Vx, y, G Xis a pseudo-norm on X if

(i) II11 = 0 (6 is the zero vector in X) 1x, YAI -> IlxlyIl.
(ii) axII + ll lxii, Va E R Let (X, T-) be a topological space and Y C X. Then

for all x, y E X. II • ii is called a norm if (i) can be replaced T-y = {G fl YIG E 'T}

by
is a topology on Y, the subspace topology induced on Y

(i)' Ilxii = 0 iffx = 0 by r.
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Example for every Q E QS. Hence, 6 Q(D, E) < sf2 for every Q
E QS. So, d"(D, E) < s and, hence B' (D, s') C B"(D,

I C R' where I = [0, 1]. s). This shows that d' and d" generate the same topology on
We can take the restriction of I1" 11 (or any other norm on DS, denoted as r'.

R') to I. This yields the Euclidean topology on I, being (iii) Assume now that d exists. Since for every D, E
the subspace topology of Ir, inherited from the Euclidean E DS : d' (D, E) :- d(D, E), we see that B(D, s) C B'
topology on Rn . (D, s) for every - > 0 and D E DS. Let now B (D, s) be

Let (X, -) and (Y, T') be two topological spaces and let an arbitrary open s-ball around D. Let s' = s/(2 + -) > 0,
f: X ---> Y be a function. We say thatf is continuous, if for then we have for every E E B' (D, s') that
every B E r',f- 1 (B) E T. We say thatf is open if G Er T
implies f(G) E T". Iff : X --> Y is a bijection that is open pQ(D, E)
and continuous, then we say that (X, T-) and (Y, T') are d'(D, E) = supQQs 1 + pQ(D, E)<5'.
homeomorphic, and we denote (X, -) =- (Y, T'). Topolog-
ically spoken these spaces are indistinguishable.

Let (X, ) be a topological space. We say that T is This implies that, for every Q F QS, ea(D, E) < sf2.
compact if every open cover of X has a finite subcover. Hence, d(D, E) <, which shows that B' (D, ) C B(D,s). This proves part (ii) of the theorem. El

Eample Appendix C: Proof of Theorem 2.10

[0, 1] is compact by ]0, 1[ is not (]l/n, 1[, n G N is an Theorem 2.10
open cover of ]0, 1[ without a finite subcover).

A set in R' (with the Euclidean topology s) is compact The following assertions are equivalent:
iff it is closed and bounded.

Let fj : (X, T) - R be a family of functions (j s J, (i) T' = 7'
where the index set J can be any, denumerable or non- (ii) The family {sim(., Q)IQ E QS} is equicontinuous on
denumerable, set). We say that the family (fj)j j , forms an (DS, ""), where the functions range in R, %.
equicontinuous family in x E X, if for every s > 0, there
is a neighborhood U of x, independent of j E J, such that Proof.- (ii)>(i). Let (Di) i , I be a net in DS, conver-
y G U implies that for everyj E J : Ifi(x) - fj(y)l < 8. gent to D G DS forr''. Since the set {sim(.,Q)IQ E QS}
The family fj)j , j is said to equicontinuous on (X, T) iff it is equicontinuous on ' into R, T, we have that Ve > 0,
is equicontinuous in every point x of X. Note that every li o(s) E I (independent of Q E QS), such that Vi
finite family of continuous functions is an equicontinuous - io(s)
family. Moreover, if the topology T = 9 (X), the discrete
topology, then any family is equicontinuous. I s Q) - Sim(D, Q)l <8

Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 2.1 VQ E QS. Hence, VQ E QS

Theorem 2.1 I sim(Di, Q) - sim(D, Q)I s1 ± I sim(D , Q) - sim(D, Q)I < 2

Let d, d', and d" be as defined in Equations 9, 11, and

12. Then Hence,

(i) the (pseudo-)metrics d' and d" are equivalent;
(ii) if d exists, is is equivalent with d' and d". I sim(Di, Q) - sim(D, Q)I

supQ E Qs 1 + I sim(Di, Q) - sim(D, Q)I
Proof. For every e > 0 and D E DS, we denote by

B(D, s), B' (D, s), and B"(D, E), the d- (resp. d' and d") so d'(D i, D) < s. Consequently, (Di)i I converges to D in
s-open ball around D. ' (by using the definition of T'). Hence, T' = '.
(i) It is clear that for every D, E E DS, d' (D, E) - d"
(D, E), hence, B" (D, s) C B' (D, s) for every s > 0 and Proof. (i) : (ii). Let the net (Di)iEI be convergent to
D E DS. Let now s > 0 and D E DS be given. Set s' = on DS equipped with the topology 7' = . Hence, Vs>
/(2+s). Then d' (D, E) < s' implies 0, Vio)s) E I, such that Vi -> io(s), i E I:

pQ(D, E) D
1 + pQ(D, E) I' d'(D1 , D) < 1 "s
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From this, it follows that, VQ E QS sup II(., Q)I < 0
Q E QS

I sim(D, Q) - sim(D, Q)I <S s(see, e.g., Wilansky, 1970, p. 291, ex. 201).

Now
(hence, Vi -- io(s), independent of Q). Since this goes for
every net (Di)i I that converges in ', we have that the set sup I1<., Q)HI = sup sup I(D, Q)I

Q E QS Q G QS I1DII2
-<1

{sim(., Q)IQ E QS}

-< sup sup IIDII211QII 2 (Cauchy-Scwarz)
is equicontinuous on (DS, 9'). El Q E QS 1112<q

=sup sup 110#12110112.
Appendix D: Proof of Theorems 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 IL1-, pD2- 1

Theorem 3.6 Since II " 1117o and 11 • 112 are equivalent, the result follows.
T = s. Hence r, 9', T' are compact. From Theorem 3.6, it now follows that T' = 9' aare T 2 -

spaces (since s is). El

Proof. Let Il • 111 be defined by, for D E DS

Theorem 3.8
IIIDI = sup I(Q, D)I

IIQII-51 T is a To-space, but not a T1 -space. Hence T T"9'.

= sup I(Q, D(I Proof. (i) is To . Let D, E e DS, D # E and we are
Q E QS lookinf for (sufficient condition)

(since D E I", we can indeed restrict ourselves to vectors
Q with positive coordinates). Hence, d defined by [D F R(D, r) A E € R(D, r)]

d(D, E) = 1I1D - Elil V

yields the metric topology T'. Furthermore, d' defined by [D s R(E, r) A E G R(E, r)].

d'(D, E) = 11D - Eli 2  Hence, we look for D = (D 1 ..... D), E = (E1, ... , E)
in DS, such that

with
nnIIDII2  sup I(Q,DI (D, D) = D 2 > rA (D, E) DjEi< r

yields the Euclidean metric. Since 11 II-1 and I1 112 are V
equivalent (see Appendix A), and since (aQ, D) = a(Q,
D) for every a G R, it follows that d and d' are equivalent n r
and hence, r' = s.[(E,D) DiEj:--r A (E,E) E?> r].Since r C 7' C T' = s, and since e is compact, T, 9', and = iA(

T' also are. []

It is therefore sufficient to look for r, such that

Theorem 3.7

T' = 9', hence they are T2-spaces. n

Proof. In view of Theorem 2.10, it suffices to prove
that the set

Di >Ei >r.

{ (.,Q)IQ E QS}

is Euclidean on (I", 9'). For this, it suffices to prove that Such as r exists if
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n forming a subbasis for T-.

i=1  Proof Vi,jE {1,..., n}, Vr > 0

or Di E R(Dj, r) = {D E DSIsim(D, Di) > r}
(El)

(D, E) < JIII21hJE112

i.e., the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz must be strict. This is
so iff sim(Di, Dj) = 2 max(i, j) > r

E E {aDlIa E R}.
a) i <j

Let now E = aD, I a E R. Since E E DS, a E R +. Then Equation El is equivalent to

If a > 1, take r = (D, E) = alIDII . Then, since
j> i> 2jr -j.

(E, E) > (D, E)

b) i > j
we have that E E R(E, r). Hence, R(E, r) E V,(E). But Then, by (a) and reversing i and j, we find
(D, E) = r, hence, D V R(E, r). If a < 1, then we have
the above with D and E replaced: D e (1/a) E. i >j > 2ir - i.

Proof" (ii) T is not T1. Choose any D, E 0 0 in DS Hence,
with E = aD, a > 1. For every V E V12 0(D), there is an
n E 319, Fj • DS, ri > 0 (i = 1... n) such that

j< i < 2r- I
D G n R(Fi, ri) C V.

i=1

Theorem 3.10
Hence (F i , D) > ri, V = 1, . . . , n and hence, also (F, E)

Sa(Fi, E > ri, Vi = 1 .... n. Let d be the metric of r'. Then, Vi, K= 1, n:
Hence,

1i - k1
n d(D, Dk) 2 max(i, k)I

E E n R(Fi, ri) C V.2 aik

i=l

So (DS, r) is not a Tl-space. Since -' = 7' are (even Proof Vi, k = 1 ..... n, by definition of d,
T2-spaces), we have that - 0 T". D,

Note. In the above proof, we had to check carefully if d(Di, Dk) = sup i + j k + j
D G R(D, r). This looks trivial, but it is not so. It is even 2 max(i, j) 2 max(k, j)
not always true. Indeed, D G R(D, r) iff (D, D) > r, i.e.,
iff JIDI12 > f. So, it can easily be that R(D, r) - 0, R(D,
r) • T, but D E R(D, r). Suppose first that i k.

Then,
Appendix E: Proof of the Results of Example 3.5.2

i+j k+j
Theorem 3.9 sup 2 max(i, j) 2 max(k, j)

j=l ,...,n

V=I .... n, Vr>0:

i+j k+j k-i
R(Dj, ) max 2i - 2

j=l ... 2i 2k 2k "

{d i G DS i • {1_ . . , n} nl J2r -j 2rr 111 (2) i : j - k
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Then, Appendix F: Proof of the Results of Example 3.5.3

Theorem 3.12
isj k+j

sup 2 max(i, j) 2 max(k, j) Vj= 1....n,Vr>0

i+j k+j R(Dj, r) = {di E DSli E {1,, . . , n}
-max 2

i-j2k 2k
] 1 1 [

lik - 2I= k - i n l r- + -r
=-maxk 2kj 2k tan 2 tan-[ J

the maximum being obtained in j = 1, as well as in] = k. which forms a subbasis for T.

(3) j - k
Proof Vj = 1, ... , n

i +j k +j 2/1\
sup max(i, 1) 2 max(k, j) Di E R(Dj, r) <j> - Arctan - > r

j=k, .... , n a~,j a~ ,j T( i

i+j k+j k-i (a) i <j
= max Then,

j=k,...,n 2j 2k

irr 1
So, if i - k, Di E R(Dj, r)/#> tan- < j _ 1

k-i 1
d(Di Dk)<=>j- -I-<i<j.

2k irr
tan-

For i - k we, hence, have (since d(Di, Dk) = d(Dk,
Di)) An analogous argument yields the right-hand side of the

open interval in Equation 24, in case j < i. E
i-k

d(Di, D) - 2i Theorem 3.13

Let d be the metric of T'. Then, --i, k = 1 ..... n:

This proves the theorem. D 2

d(Di, Dk) - Arctanli - k1.'IT

Corollary 3.11

T = T" = T' = 9 (DS). Proof Vi, k = 1,.....n:

Proof If suffices, by Theorem 2.5, to show that - = 2
(DS). Now =j = 1, ... , n and d(Dn, D) = max Arctan i)

2 (1_1V1/- Arctan U k1)

= - Arctan max tan
we have that R(Q, r) = {Q 1. This follows readily from IT (Ii -il/
Theorem 3.9. El

Note that also -' is the discrete topology, but that d is not/ 1 \ ,
the discrete metric. - ArctanNe - k159
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since Arctan is an increasing function. Corollary 3.14
By the two lemmas below, we have that Vi, j, k

-1 , . = = = (DS)

tan( ( )-Arctan(i _ ) ) Proof

R(Dj, r) = {D,} if r >

tanArcan( ) Arctan(j- ) indeed, then

Ij - k1 -1i -ji - 1

1i -jllj - k1 + 1 tan__rr

2

using the formula
1

tan a - tan/3 J + 1 > j +
tan(a /3) =1 + tan a tan " tan-

If we split up the cases, as in the previous example, we Hence, T = 9(DS) and, hence, also ' 9 (DS) by
find that, in all cases that i - k, we have that Theorem 2.5. FE

2
d(Di, Dk) = - Arctan(k - i).IT- References
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In recent years, in the context of the vector space model, oped in numerical taxonomy, and it supports various feed-
the view, held by many researchers, that documents, back techniques such as Rocchio's query feedback (Rocchio
queries, terms, etc., are all elements of a common space & Salton, 1965), or more perception-like feedback as in
has been challenged (Bollmann-Sdorra & Raghavan,
1993). In particular, it was noted that term independence Bollmann and Wong (1987) and Wong, Yao, and Bollmann
has to be investigated in the context of user preferences (1988). In the last decade, there have also been discussions
and it was shown, through counterexamples, that term about the underlying assumptions of this model. For exam-
independence can hold in the document space, but not ple, in Raghavan and Wong (1986), the question was raised
in the query space and vice versa. In this article, we
continue the investigation of query and document whether "vector space model" is just related to vector or
spaces with respect to the property of term indepen- tuple notation, or if really a Euclidean vector space was
dence. We prove, under realistic assumptions, that re- intended. Then, under the assumption that we really have a
quiring term independence to hold in the query space is Euclidean vector space, consequences for the retrieval pro-
inconsistent with the goal of achieving better perfor- cess were derived. The underlying assumptions of the vector
mance by means of weighted retrieval. The result that space model were as follows: Documents, terms, and que-
term independence in the query space is undesirable is
obtained without making any assumption about whether ries are all elements of the same vector space. The term
or not the property of term independence holds in the vectors are "independent" in the sense that they constitute
document space. The results of this article reinforce our an orthogonal basis of the space. It was, of course, accepted
position that the properties of document and query that the assumptions of this model might not be fulfilled
spaces must be investigated separately, since the doc- completely in reality (which is obviously true for many
ument and query spaces do not necessarily have the
same properties. mathematical models that want to capture the reality of

natural language processing), but whether these assump-
tions are consistent was not explored.

1. Introduction This view was challenged recently by Bollmann-Sdorra

The vector space model has been introduced by Salton's and Raghavan (1993) by showing that documents and que-

SMART group about 30 years ago. Since then, it is one of ries behave very differently. To this end, preference rela-

the most popular models in the sense that most investiga- tions and evaluation measures, which imply preferences on

tions use this model in one way or another. Its popularity queries, were exploited. A notion of term independence was

comes from the fact that queries and documents are repre- introduced, and by means of counterexamples, the possibil-

sented both in the same vector notation, which suggests a ity of having term independence in the document space, but

geometrical interpretation of the retrieval process in an not in the query space and vice versa, was established. This,

n-dimensional space. It suggests the use of many statistical in tum, implied that terms are not independent per se, but

techniques, such as association measures that were devel- that term independence has to be investigated in the context
of user preferences.

In that article, the investigation was based on examples
using unweighted document and query descriptions. In con-

Received January 5, 1996; revised October 24, 1997; accepted October 24, trititis idey gredctatweitd query terms hv a

1997. trast, it is widely agreed that weighted query terms have a
potential for better performance. Also, the following ques-

© 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. tion remained open: Would it not be desirable, at least for
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special cases, that term independence holds both in query
and document spaces? In this article, we will show that, for F(q, d) En

retrieval functions such as dot product or cosine, weighted qi ( , d )

retrieval is incompatible with term independence in the
query space. In other words, in order to capture the benefits The ordered list of documents returned by the IR system to

of query term weights, term independence is an undesirable answer a user's query, which is called the retrieval output,

property. This result highlights yet another important dif- is obtained by ranking documents with respect to their

ference between queries and documents, retrieval status values in descending order.

Furthermore, we want to mention that this investigation
is not meant to discredit the vector processing model as a 2.2. Document Space and Query Space
whole. On the contrary, we ascribe more power to it by
obviating the need for certain common restrictions. Our By a document space, we mean a relations system (D, •
suggestion is that the assumptions of the model (Euclidean --), where D is a set of document descriptions and- - is a
vector space, terms are independent, documents and queries preference relation on D (Bollmann & Wong, 1987; Wong
are elements of the same space, etc.) are too strong and are et al., 1988). A document description stands for a nonempty
not really needed. Finally, this work brings out the impor- equivalence class of documents-for all items with the
tance of investigating properties of a query space separately, same description. The preference relation • -- is defined
since it does not necessarily have the same properties as the relative to the information need of some user. We assume
associated document space, that, for the preference relation, the following two condi-

tions hold for all d, d', d" E D:

2. Basic Concepts i) d • - d' or d' • - d (connectedness)
ii) (d. - d' and d' • d') d - d' (transitivity).

2.1. The Vector Space Model
In other words, we consider. - to be a weak order and

The mathematical model for a typical information re- d • ->' is interpreted as: d is preferred to d', or they are
trieval system S can be defined as a 5-tuple S = (T, D, Q, V, equally good. If d. -- d' and d' • -> d hold, we write d - d',
F), where: T is the set of index terms; D is the set of which means that d and d' are equally good. If d. - d' and
documents; Q is a set of queries; V is a subset of the real not d' • - d holds, we write d" > d', which means that d
numbers; F : D X Q -- V is a retrieval function between a is better than d'. The following is an example of a prefer-
query and a document (Bookstein & Cooper, 1976). Infor- ence relation:
mation Retrieval (IR) systems based on the vector process-
ing model, represent each document by means of index d" -- d' iff all documents with description on d are relevant
terms (also known as keywords or index words). They are and all documents with description d' are nonrelevant;
extracted from either the body of a text or a surrogate text d - d' both d and d' represent either only relevant docu-
(e.g., abstract) through a process of indexing. Documents ments or only nonrelevant documents.
are represented by a vector of the form d = (dl, d2,. . . dn),
where di is the weight of tdi E T. At times, the dis are binary; In the case that there are relevant as well as nonrelevant
however, it is also conventional to assign a weight for each documents with the same description, we could have the fol-
term to reflect the relative importance of the term within a lowing preference, which is assumed in probabilistic retrieval
document. A user reveals his/her need either writing a models: d" -- d' iff P (relevant I d) -> P (relevant I d').
passage in natural language or using keywords connected
with Boolean operators. In the former case, the query may Example 2.1. Let D c {0,1} 3. Suppose that the prefer-
be represented within the IR system as a set of (index term, ence on the document space (D, - >) is given by

weight) pairs (Salton, 1989). In either case, a query can be
expressed in a vector of the form q = (ql, q2.. ... qn), (1, 0, 0 (0, 1, 0
where qi is the weight of tqi e T (Wong, Ziarko, Raghavan, (1, 0, 1 "> (0, 1,
& Wong, 1989). The result of applying a retrieval function, (1, 1, 0 (0, 1, 1
F, is called retrieval status value of d for q. Two commonly
used retrieval functions are dot product, which is

Documents in { }are considered to be equally good for
the user. Three of them, (1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), and (1, 1, 0), are

n relevant, whereas the remaining four are nonrelevant. #
F(q, d) = qidi A query space is a relational system denoted by (Q, •

1 *), where Q is the set of all possible queries and. - * is

a preference relation on Q. Preference relations on Q were
and the cosine measure, given by first considered implicitly by Rocchio and Salton (1965) in
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the sense that the generation of an optimal query always If we substitute each document by its relevance judg-
involves some preference. Preference relations on Q were ments, we obtain the ranking
also considered by Yu (1974), Yu and Salton (1976), and
Robertson, Maron, and Cooper (1982). The works of Roc- (+ I - I - - I -)
chio, Salton, and Yu relate more closely to this investiga-
tion, since they also considered preference on queries with where the + signs and signs represent the rank of,
respect to a particular user need. In Yu, Salton, and Siu respectively, the relevant and nonrelevant documents.
(1978), for example, it is shown that a study of query space For this ranking, which corresponds to setting q = (1, 1,
has implications for query modifications through term ad- 16 _

dition and deletion. Robertson et al. (1982), on the other 24

hand, consider a family of queries, where each instance queries, we obtain the following preference relation on

represents a different user need. queries, defined by their R values:

The preference relation on Q depends on the following R
factors: The document space (D, • -), the retrieval function norm:
F: D X Q --- R, which maps each document-query pair into (1, 0, 0) 1
the real numbers, and the evaluation measure that assesses
the rankings generated by F. We illustrate this in the fol- > (1, 0) 667
lowing example. In the example, the evaluation measure (1: 1, 0)
R defined in the Appendix, is chosen. R.,,, is intended • > *(1, 1, 1) .583
to compare the rank ordering of documents generated by the
system, relative to the preference ordering of the same "> (0, 1 0) 292
documents given by the user, with respect to a given need. I ( 1 }
Rno~ reaches the highest value of 1, if, for all d, d' E D, d • > *(0, 1, 1 0

> d' implies that system ranks d higher than d'.

Example 2.2. We consider the document space of Exam-
ple 2.1. Let Q = D. The retrieval function F is given by the
coefficient of Jaccard, where 2.3. Term Independence

We have already seen that term independence is consid-

F(d, q) = # of terms in d and q ered to be one of the basic assumptions of the vector space
# of terms in d or q model. If term independence is viewed as an empirical

property, it should have a definition such that the conduct of
The evaluation measure is the normalized recall, Rnorm. Let experiments in order to find out whether such an assumption
q = (1, 1, 0). This gives the following similarities for the holds in reality is possible. A notion of term independence
documents: was introduced in the context of probabilistic retrieval mod-

els. There, term independence means that terms contribute,
independently of each other, to the probability that a docu-
ment with certain description is relevant. Hence, the general
principle that we want to adopt is that term independence

F((0, 1, 0), q) = 5 means that terms contribute independently of each other to
some well-defined property. This means, in order to discuss

F((0, 1, 1), q) = .333 term independence among terms in queries, we need an
analogous property. Our review of IR literature shows that
the property that is mostly investigated for queries is how

F((1, 0, 0), q) = .5 well queries perform with respect to a given retrieval func-

tion and an evaluation measure (Robertson & Sparck-Jones,
F((1, 0, 1), q) = .333 1976; Robertson et al., 1982; Rocchio & Salton, 1965;

Wong et al., 1988; Yu & Salton, 1976). This is also sup-

F((1, 1, 0), q)= 1.0 ported by the fact that all query feedback methods are
intended to find some optimal query. Hence, we think, for
information retrieval, that it is natural to discuss term inde-

F((1, 1, 1), q) = .667 pendence in the query space in the context of preferences on
queries. For subsequent developments, we require a defini-

The resulting ranking of the documents is as follows: tion of term independence that is applicable to both docu-
ment and query space. The probabilistic concept of term

(0, 1 (0 1: 1)(0 independence that is used for the document space, which is
(1,1,0)1(1,1,1) 11,1) (0, 0 based on a frequency ration interpretation of probability,( (1R0:0) (0 0 1) 1))
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does not easily generalize to the query space. We, therefore, Rnorm:

consider a notion of independence that has been introduced
in measurement theory (Krantz, Luce, Suppes, & Tversky, (1, 1, 0) 1
1971, chap. 7). It is defined as follows: .>*(1, 1, 1) .9

Definition 2.1. LetA = A1 X -. • X A be the Cartesian [(1, 0, 0) 8
product of n nonempty sets. Let - - be a binary relation on > {(0, 1, I)J .8
A. Ai is independent of all other attributes Aj (that is, j 0 i),
iff the following condition holds for all i, 1 - i <- n, ai, a' .>.f1, 0 .725
EAi, and for all b = (bi, . . . , bn), c = (c1, .... c,) where b, 1(0,1, 1)(J

C E A : (0 , 0 , 1 ) 11c E A: ->*f(0,0,0)(} .5

(bl ..... bi- 1, ai, bi+, ..... b.)

• (b 1, . . . , bi-, ai, bi+,, ... , bn) Here, term independence does not hold in the query
space, as evidence by the fact that the third term is not

::>(cl ..... ci- 1, ai, Ci+l . . . , c.) independent of the first two; that is, (1, 1, 0) • >*(1, 1, 1),
• -(Cl, . . . .. ci-1, a i, ci+l, . .. cn) # but (0, 0, 0) - * (0, 0, 1). #

Whenever independence holds for document vectors,

This means that, for Ai to be independent of all other according to Definition 2.1, we see that terms contribute to

attributes, if the substitution of a; by ai gives an improve- document quality independently of each other; that is, it is

ment in one context, then it should give an improvement in an essential property for a linear decision function to exist.

every context. In the next section, we show that in the case that the

Sometimes, in information retrieval, not all objects of the query terms are weighted, insistence on term independence

Cartesian product are available. For example, if the retrieval in the query space can negate the effect of weights.

function is the cosine measure, then the zero vector is not
admissible. In that case, we assume the condition of the 3. Weighted Retrieval and Term Independence in
definition above to hold only for the admissible vectors, the Query Space

In the following example, we show that it is possible that
term independence holds in the document space, but not in It is widely accepted that weighted query terms offer the

the query space. potential for improving retrieval performance. Especially,
all query feedback methods are aimed at deriving the term

Example 2.3. Let D = Q ={ I,} 3. We consider the weights for the optimal query. In the following theorems,
following preference relation on D. we show that for a certain class of retrieval functions, which

may include either one or both dot product and cosine
[(0, 1, 0)] measures, weighted retrieval is incompatible with term in-

(1 0) J (0, 1,1) (0, 0, 0) dependence in the query space. To this end, we first closely
(1, 1,0) (1, 0, 0) " >1(0, 0, 1) consider the various assumptions needed.

1(1, 0, 1)J One of the assumptions in Theorem 3.1 is that the doc-
ument space is finite. Although, in many retrieval models,

Here the terms are independent. For term t1 we obtain: there are infinitely many document descriptions (as in the
vector space model with weighted document terms), a user

(1, 0, 0). > (0, 0, 0) will always have to make retrieval on a finite document
collection. This implies that the set of document descrip-

(1, 0, 1) • > (0, 0, 1) tions under consideration at any given time will be finite.
Hence, we think it is quite natural to assume that the
document space is finite.

(1, 1, 0).• > (0, 1, 0) There are basically two ways to evaluate retrieval results.

One approach is based solely on the ranking of the docu-
(1, 1, 1) • > (0, 1, 1) ments and it disregards the retrieval status values. Measures

that are based on this view are exemplified by recall-preci-
Hence, we see that the inclusion of term t, always gives sion graph, recall-fallout graph, normalized recall, normal-

an improvement, no matter what the other term values are. ized precision, and expected search length. They constitute
Hence, term t1 is independent of the other terms. Similar a majority of the evaluation measures so far designed.
considerations can be also made for the terms t2 and t3 . Cherniavsky and Lakhuty (1970) call this evaluation rela-

We now choose dot product as the retrieval function, and tive because only the positions of the documents relative to
the normalized recall, R as the evaluation measure. This each other is taken into consideration. The alternative ap-
gives the following query space (Q, • ->*): proach of evaluation uses the retrieval status values. Cher-
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niavsky and Lakhuty called such an evaluation absolute, not equivalent. They only differ in the term k + 1, and also
Examples of absolute measures are the measure of Swets qk+l and q"+, have the same sign. By rearrangement of the
(1969), or the measure used in the SMART project in order terms, we may assume, without loss of generality, that they
to define the optimal query (Rocchio & Salton, 1965). We only differ in the first term.
note that, with respect to query term independence, whether Theorem 3.1. Assume that the following assumptions
the evaluation is relative or absolute can make a difference, hold:
since we want to make use of the property that the prefer-
ence relation on the query space can only have finitely many i) The document space if finite;
levels. In Theorem 3.1, we assume that relative evaluation is ii) Q, • >*) is a weak order, and the preference relation is based

used. In general, in IR, there are sound theoretical reasons to only on the ranking of the documents as defined by the query
and the retrieval function, (i.e., the evaluation measure is

favor relative evaluation measures (Robertson, 1977). relative);
In the vector space model, among the most important iii) For all q E Q and X > 0, and X • q E Q and, q -* Aq; and

retrieval functions are the dot product and the cosine mea- iv) Term independence holds in the query space.
sure. Both retrieval functions have a common property. If Then for each query term the three weights, - 1, 0, and + 1,
we multiply a query vector q = (ql,..., q,) with some are sufficient.
constant A > 0, then Aq = (Aql, ..... , qn) gives the same
ranking of documents as q, for both functions. In the case of
dot product, we have Proof. The proof will be indirect. Assume that there

exists a query term for which the three weights -1, 0, + 1
F(q, d) -F(q, d')<*F(kq, d) >-- F(Aq, d') are not sufficient. Without loss of generality, we assume it

to be the first term. Hence, because of Lemma 3.1, there
Hence, we obtain exactly the same ranking of document. In exist two queries, q' and q" with q' • >* q", q' = (q1,
the case of the cosine measure, we obtain q* ..... q*) and q" = (q', q*, . . . , q*), such that q' and q'

are both non-zero and have the same sign. Let A = ql/q >

F(q, d) = F(Aq, d) 0.
From this we obtain, because of assumption iii,

which also implies the same ranking. In the case of a
relative evaluation, in both cases Aq - * q holds. For both (xk+Iq,; A kq+. kq*) *(Aq', q. q)

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we shall, therefore, assume a class of (q', q* . q* -> *(q, q*. q*)
retrieval functions with the property q - * Aq. We think that
this class of retrieval functions is of special interest in ( , kq*. Akq)

information retrieval, since it includes both dot product and
cosine. It should be noted that for some absolute evaluation Because of the independence assumption iv, this implies
measures (e.g., measure of Swets), the property q - * Aq ( Ik+l)q', q. . qn)" > * (Akq', q2I . n... q)for all qi E R,
holds for dot product. i = 2, .... , n. This then implies that there are infinitelymany

The following theorem states that under certain assump- preference levels in (Q, • -*). On the other hand, the
tions three query weights, - 1, 0 and + 1, are sufficient. By this finiteness of the document space (assumption i) and the
we mean, that for each query q there exists a query q', such that adoption of relative evaluation measure (assumption ii)
all the term weights of q' are one of - 1, 0, or + 1 and q - * q'. imply that there are only finitely many rankings of the

document space. Since, by assumption ii), only these rank-
Lemma 3.1. Assume that there exist a query q' = ings are evaluated, (Q, • ->) can have only finitely many

(qj..... q') and a query q = (q', ..... q ), such that preference levels. Hence, we have a contradiction. Let q

= (q ,.... , q) E Q be an arbitrary query. We now define q'1 ql!> 0 = (q ..... q' ) as

q= 0 q=0
q -l0 q1 = 0 1, if qi > 0

!q= 10, if qi = 0

and q' + * q". Then, there exist two queries, q' = (q,, - 1 if qi < 0
q. .... q) and q" = (q", q*, q*), such that q/q'" > 0
and q' • > * q". Then q -* q'. Hence, the three weights -1, 0, and +1 are

sufficient. #
I, t

Proof. Let q' = (ql. .... ql, qk+l, ., qn), for k The theorem can be used to derive several corollaries.
= 0, 1...n. Then q'o = q' and q = q". If, for all k, q'k For example, in a real retrieval situation, the three weights

* ' then, because of transitivity q' -* q". Hence, -1, 0, and + 1 will not be sufficient. Hence, we can con-

there exist two queries, q' = (q'. q, q,.... q') clude that under the given assumptions, term independence
and q0(k+l) = (q , q qk, qk+, qk+2,..., q.), that are will not hold in the query space. Another conclusion is that
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if term independence holds, and for some reason negative For k = 1, we obtain
query weights are not included, then unweighted queries
perform as well as weighted ones. This basically means that, Aq1, q* .... q'.) > *(q*, q*. q

under the given assumptions, term independence in the But this is a contradiction because (q*,. . ., q*) is an opti-
query space holds only for unweighted queries. Moreover, it mal query. #
shows that, for the query space, term independence is not a In the theorem above, there are no assumptions made
desirable property. It also should be noted that the only about the finiteness of the document space. Another impor-
assumption made about the document space is that it is tant difference to note between Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 is that
finite. There are no assumptions made as to whether the the latter does not mention the type of evaluation measure.
document terms are weighted, or whether term indepen- If the evaluation measure is absolute, it can happen that q
dence holds in the document space. This again shows that and Aq produce the same ranking, but q - * Aq. In such a
documents and queries are fundamentally different objects, case, Theorem 3.2 holds only for cosine retrieval function.
and that they should not be treated in a uniform manner. In contrast, if relative evaluation is used, then Theorem 3.2

We next present a theorem that deals with the incompat- applies for both dot product and cosine. Of course, because
ibility between term independence in the query space and of fewer assumptions, conclusions are a bit weaker. We
weighted retrieval in a more general setting. Before present- cannot say that three weights
ing the theorem, we define the notion of an optimal query. are sufficient for any query; rather, that result holds only for

Definition 3.1. Let (Q, • -*) be a query space. then q* E optimal queries. But this does not make the situation any
Q is an optimal query iff q* . -* q for all q E Q. better. Why should we use weights if, for optimal queries, the

Lemma 3.2. Assume that there exist an optimal query q* weights {-1, 0, + 11 are sufficient for any query; rather, that
= (q* ..... q*) and a query q' n (qj.... q'), such that result holds only for optimal queries. But this does not make

the situation any better. Why should we use weights if, for
1 q*> 0 optimal queries, the weights { -1, 0, +11 are sufficient?

qi = 0 q*= 0 Hence, again, term independence in the query space contra-
-1 0 dicts the benefits of weights. Of course there is always the

possibility that, in the general case, no optimal query exists.

and not q* -* q'. Then there exist an optimal query q* But in any case, IR in such a context is a hopeless endeavor.
an t q . an = The notion of independence that is involved in Definition(q*l,, q*n and a query q' = (qol, *, q),sc

a quey 0 02 .  sh 2.1 is a kind of utility theoretic independence. In the case of the
that qol/ql > 0 and q • >* q~. probabilistic binary independence model, there exists a linear

decision function in the document space. Probabilistic inde-
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1. pendence implies utility theoretic independence in the docu-

Theorem 3.2. Assume the following holds: ment space. But from Theorem 3.2, we can conclude that, even
under the assumptions of the probabilistic binary independenceii) There exists an optimal query q* = (q*l .... q*). model, query term independence does not hold.

ii) (Q, • >-*) is a weak order. iii) For all q E Q and A > 0, A. q
E Q and q -* Aq. In the following example, we show a particular situation

iv) Terms are independent in the query space. where term independence holds in the query space and the

Then there exists an optimal query q' - (q', .... q'), such weights -1, 0, and + 1 are not sufficient.

that q! E for all i = 1,. . ., n and q -* q*. Example 3.1 Let Q C R and let the retrieval function be
F(q, d) = Yi'=Ifi (qi, di). Examples of such a retrieval

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem function are dot product and Canberra metric (Sneath &
3.1. Assume such a q' does not exist. Then, because of Sokal, 1973). Furthermore, let the evaluation measure, .t, be
Lemma 3.2, we can conclude that there exists a query q t-(q = a YdeR F(q, d) - 13 Ydd. F(q, d), where a, 3 > 0, R
- (ql, q*,.... q*), such that is the set of relevant documents and k is the set of nonrel-

evant documents. Such an evaluation was, for example,
(q*, * ... q*)" > *(q

1
, q* ..... q*) chosen in the SMART-project in the context of query feed-

back. Usually in such a case, three query term weights are
and q*/q1 = A > 0. not sufficient. We now obtain

As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we conclude
ig(q) = at E F(q, d) - [3 F(q, d)

(Akk+ lql, Akq, ..... Akq*n) dER dER

> *(Akq 1 , Akq *
. Akq, V k =1

= a I I fi(qi, di) - 3 > fi(qi, di)

and because of term independence in the query space dFR i=l dER i=1

(Ak+q, q .q > *(k,, q = fi(qi, di) - E fi(q, di)

11 deR de
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If we now define Appendix

0 l(q) = a I fi(qi, di) - P ( fi(qi, di) Definition of R,,O,
dR d(e Let (D, • -) be a document space, where D is a finite set of

documents on which a preference relation,- >, that is complete
then tk(q) = Y7i=1 0i (qi). and transitive (weak order) is defined. Let A be some ranking

Then for the preference relation. -- * defined as q ->* q' of D given by a retrieval system. Then R,,rm is defined as
€ J./(q) -> .(q'), it is easy to see that term independence
property holds in the query space. Unfortunately, however, I S+ -S-)
according to Theorem 3.2, there are infinitely many prefer- R.orm(A) = 1 + S+
ence levels in (Q, • -*). Thus, if one insists on term

independence, optimal query cannot exist and, Rocchio's where S+ is the number of document pairs where a better
objective of finding an optimal query is unattainable. # document is ranked ahead of a worse one, S- is the number

of pairs where a worse document is ranked ahead of a better
one, and S+ma is the maximal possible number of S'. This

4. Conclusions Ror was introduced in the LIVE-Project (Bollmann, Jo-
chum, Reiner, Weissmann, & Zuse, 1985) and further in-In a previous article, we (Bollmann-Sdorra & Raghavan, vestigated by Yao (1995).

1993) showed by a number of examples, that properties of Example. We consider the ranking

a document space can be very different from those of the

associated query space. In contrast, in this article, we for- A = (rplpnlrnnlnnn)
mally establish that, with respect to the property of term
independence, requiring query and document spaces to be where r stands for a relevant document, p for a partially
identical has undesirable consequences. relevant document, and n for a nonrelevant document. There

It is proved that, under realistic assumptions, in order to are two relevant documents, two partially relevant docu-
realize the benefits of weighted retrieval, the property of ments, and six nonrelevant documents. Vertical lines are
term independence must not hold in the query space. More- used as rank separators. That is, first rank has one relevant
over, term independence in the query space is found to be and partially relevants document, etc. Hence S+,,,, = 28,
undesirable, with no assumptions made regarding whether S+ = 21, S- = 3, and Rnonm(A) = .82.
such a property holds in the document space.
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Optimizing a Library's Loan Policy: An Integer
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Providing the best service in order to satisfy users is the that concerns reservations and recalls. Of these four regu-
main objective of any library. The loan policy is a major lations, the first two are much more important. Buckland
tool available to achieve this objective. Previous studies (1972) finds that while there is a strong tendency for books
have all focused on the loan period, ignoring the loan
policy's other equally important aspect, which is the to be kept out until their due date, the great majority of loans
maximum number of books a user can borrow. More- are not renewed. Somewhat surprisingly, even the length of
over, only book availability has been used as a measure the official loan period has little effect on the frequency of
of user satisfaction. User satisfaction with either the renewals. Moreover, Buckland (1975, p. 91) also observes
length of the loan period or the number of books allowed that reservations are made only on a small fraction of
to be borrowed has been largely overlooked. This article
combines those relevant components into a more com- instances when books are not immediately available.
plete model. An easy-to-solve integer programming This article is mainly concerned with the two more
model is formulated, whose solution yields the optimum important aspects of the loan policy: (1) The length of loan
loan period and optimal limit on the number of books period, and (2) the number of books allowed to be bor-
that can be borrowed to maximize user satisfaction. A rowed. The objective is to maximize user satisfaction with
case study of an actual university library is presented. both of them, in addition to satisfaction with book avail-

ability. The article is organized as follows. First, a review of
1. Introduction previous relevant literature is given. Then, the integer pro-

With resources shrinking, and collections and the num- gramming model of the problem is formulated. Subse-

ber of users ever growing, library management is an increas- quently, considerations for implementing the model are

ingly difficult task. Hindle and Buckland (1976) maintain discussed. Next, a case study is presented, and availability

that the main objective of a library, as a service facility, is percentages are compared with previously published values.

to satisfy its users. They classify library management into Finally, conclusions and recommendations are given.

the following decision areas: Acquisition, collection con-
trol, user education, and administrative systems. The major 2. Literature Review
tool available to library management for achieving its user The application of operations research (OR) techniques
satisfaction objective is the collection control, or loan pol-
icy. While the loan policy has a large influence on user

satisfaction, it is also directly under the control of the In his book, Library Effectiveness: A Systems Approach, he

librarians, relies primarily on queuing theory and Markovian processes

According to Buckland (1975, p. 75), three regulations to model circulation and book use. Morse also uses queuing

constitute a loan policy: (1) The maximum loan period, (2) theory to analyze loan policies, in particular the effect of

the maximum number of books that can be borrowed by the reducing the loan period on satisfying circulation demand.

same user, and (3) the number of renewals allowed. For the For library effectiveness, the criterion that Morse uses is the

sake of completeness, we can add a fourth regulation: One ability to provide service (that is, the availability of desired
books) to users.

Using computer simulation, significant contributions
have been made by the library research group at the Uni-

Received September 25, 1996; revised August 1, 1997; accepted October versity of Lancaster (Buckland, 1972, 1975; Hindle &
Buckland, 1976). Their main objective is maximizing book

© 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. availability, which they consider to be the result of three
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interacting factors: (1) The frequency of demand, (2) the lation frequency distributions. Burrell and Fenton (1994)
length of the loan period, and (3) the amount of duplication, develop a modified model of library circulation which
Two measures of effectiveness are defined: (1) Satisfaction accounts for book unavailability for borrowing while it is
level: The average immediate availability for a given time out on loan. Goehlert (1978) analyzes the influence on
duration; and (2) collection bias: The average availability of availability by several factors, including book reshelving,
the 10% most requested books. The group's main recom- search, circulation, on order, not owned, duplication, age,
mendation is to implement a variable loan policy, in which and subject. Goehlert determines that circulation is the
the most popular books are subject to a shorter loan period. most important factor. Kantor (1979) presents a compre-

Several studies related to loan period, availability, and hensive review of library operations research up to 1979.
satisfaction have been conducted at Case Western Reserve Kraft and Boyce (1991) provide the most recent and
University. Kantor (1976b) proposes using document expo- extensive bibliography of library OR literature.
sure time and user satisfaction level as a combined measure
of library performance. Kantor (1976a) uses a branching
diagram to describe how availability is reduced by four 3. The Integer Programming Model
factors: Lack of acquisition, circulation, misshelving, and The literature review confirms the importance of loan
user error. Shaw (1976a) develops a simulation model that policy for library user satisfaction. The four elements of the
evaluates the effect of the loan period on user satisfaction, loan policy have been identified as: Loan period, number of
which is measured by book availability and delay associated books allowed, renewals, and reservations or recalls. The
with recalls. Shaw (1976b) conducts a survey of loan period first two are shown to be more important; however, all of the
distribution in academic libraries. Saracevic, Shaw, and reviewed research seems to focus only on the loan period.
Kantor (1977) use a branching approach to analyze the Although the maximum number of books to be borrowed is
causes of user dissatisfaction, including the loan period. also significant for achieving user satisfaction, it has been

An approach employing basic queuing theory has been apparently overlooked in the literature. The model to be
used by Goyal (1970) to determine the optimal loan periods presented here considers the two major elements of the loan
for periodicals. Two models are proposed, both considering policy: (1) The length of the loan period, and (2) the
readers as customers, periodicals as servers, and the loan maximum number of books allowed to be borrowed.
period as service time, which is considered exponentially User satisfaction appears to be a common objective
distributed as a simplifying assumption. The objective of based on all the literature surveyed. For measuring satisfac-
the first model is to minimize the total cost of providing the tion, most articles simply choose immediate availability-
service plus the cost of waiting. The objective of the second the probability of finding a required book available on the
model is to maximize customer satisfaction, assumed to be shelf. Variations include availability of the most popular
a function of the loan period, book availability, and waiting books, satisfaction with the loan period and the waiting
time. time, and some cost-based objectives. We believe that im-

Bookstein (1975) develops a more sophisticated analyt- mediate availability is not an adequate measure of user
ical model based on queuing theory in order to determine satisfaction, which must include satisfaction with both the
optimal loan periods. The model assumes that no queues are loan period and the maximum number of books that are
allowed to form (no reservations permitted), but it considers allowed to be borrowed. Just as a user becomes dissatisfied
the effect of user satisfaction with the loan period. Consid- when books are not available, he or she will be dissatisfied
ering transactions at the circulation desk as generating costs, if the loan period is too short or the books he or she is
the objective of the model is to minimize the number of allowed to borrow are too few. Thus, three measures of
these transactions. Alternative objective functions, such as satisfaction are used in this article:
maximizing book availability or maximizing the probability s 1 = satisfaction with the loan period,
of successful book use, are also discussed. s2 = satisfaction with the maximum number of books allowed to

Several studies deal with the loan policy and its rela- be borrowed, and
tionship to various aspects of the library system. Burkhal- s3 = satisfaction with book availability.
ter and Race (1968) analyze the effect of renewals, over-
dues, and other factors on the optimal loan period. Bruce
(1975) models the library loan dynamics as a four-state
Markovian system, relating the loan period to this sys- 1. User satisfaction, for all three types, is defined to be a
tem. Yagello and Guthrie (1975) examine the increase in ratio of satisfied demands to total demands. This is consis-
circulation resulting from reducing the loan period. Sinha tent with approaches used in the literature. For example,
and Clelland (1976) present a general model for collec- Hindle and Buckland (1976) define satisfaction level as the
tion control, which can be extended to include variations proportion of demands which can be immediately satisfied.
in the loan period. Burrell (1980) proposes, and Hindle 2. User demands, for the number of books or the length
and Worthington (1980) discuss, simple stochastic mod- of loan period, will not be affected by changes in the loan
els for library loans which explain some empirical circu- policy. If this is not the case, then according to Hindle and
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Buckland (1976), one would expect the renewal probability 1b
to change with the loan period. It was mentioned earlier s2 = mini 1, (2)

that, to the contrary, the length of the official loan period is
seen to have negligible influence on the frequency of re- a
newals. s3 = - (3)

3. As discussed previously, availability is affected by b

many factors, such as the loan period, duplication, and
demand, which have been identified by Buckland (1975), Surveys of user needs must be conducted to determine
Kantor (1976a), and Goehlert (1978). However, both Buck- user borrowing needs and current book availability. From
land and Goehlert conclude that the loan policy has, by far, these, probability distributions can be constructed for both
the most significant impact on availability. Therefore, all the loan period and number of books required for borrow-
other factors are assumed constant, and thus their effect is ing. Given
ignored, as we concentrate on the relationship between the the probability that a user needs w weeks
loan policy and availability. = the probability that a users needs b books.

4. For the model to be realistic, s3 should be considered
to have a more significant impact on overall user satisfac- The average satisfaction with the loan period, Sli, and
tion than either s 1 or s2. The level of dissatisfaction result- with the number of books, S2j, can be calculated for any
ing from book unavailability should be greater than that given policy as follows:
resulting from not getting all the borrowing time or number
of books desired. If books are not available, the user will not .
be concerned about how many to borrow or how long to Sl--= f*min 1,- i 1 1 (4)
keep them. Determining the relative weight of the three w=1 I W1

satisfaction components requires further research well be-
yond the scope of this article. Therefore, it will be assumed
here that s3 is much more important than either sI or s2. S2j = g* min 1, j J. (5)

b=1

3.2. Model Parameters
Another approach is used to calculate average availabil-

Let ity S3. It is easier to calculate book unavailability (S3' = 1
- S3), since it is directly related to the loan period i and the

I = upper limit on the official loan period in weeks a maximum number of books j. A logical assumption is that
J = upper limit on the maximum number of books a user is uaalblt-h rbblt fntfniganee

allowed to borrow unavailability-the probability of not finding a needed
i = length of the official (maximum) loan period in weeks, i book- depends on the average borrowing time Wi times the

= 1. I average number of borrowed books Bj . If the needed time w
j = maximum number of books allowed to be borrowed by the is less than the official loan period i, the user will keep

same user, j = 1 .... J books for w weeks; if w is greater than i, he/she will borrow
w = number of loan weeks desired by the user, w = 1,.. b
b = number of books desired to be borrowed by the user, b them for only i weeks. Similarly, if the number of needed

=1. J books b is less than the maximum number allowed j, the
a = number of books available, out of those desired by the user, a user will borrow b books; if b is greater than j, he will

= 0 ... b. borrow only j books. Noting that the loan period cannot
exceed i, and that the number of books cannot exceed j, Wi

Obviously, s 1 (satisfaction with loan period i) is a func- and . an tiate for ec olys sow elow
and Bj can be estimated for each policy as shown below.

tion of i, and s2 (satisfaction with number of books j) is a
function of j. Since availability is affected by the loan
period and the number of books allowed, s3 (satisfaction = (6)
with book availability) is a function of both i and j. A user
is partially satisfied if the loan policy does not allow him all
the borrowing time or number of books he needs; in this
case, we assume that satisfaction is the ratio of what is
needed to what is allowed. On the other hand, a user is Bj = Zgbmin{b,j},j = 1 .... J (7)

b=1

completely satisfied if the policy meets or exceeds his
needs. Keeping in mind that satisfaction cannot exceed For each policy, average unavailability S3' is assumed
100%, sl, s2, and s3 can be defined for each user as proportional to the product of the average borrowing time W
follows: times the average number of borrowed books B. Let us

r ~ define a as the average demand per book per week. If one
sl = min1, -i (1) book is checked out for one week, there will be an average
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of a unavailabilities (unsatisfied demands). In general, if on It can also be reasonably assumed, as indicated by Buck-
average Bj books are checked out for W i weeks, the average land (1972) and Shaw (1976b), that user needs for different
unavailability is aWiBj.Thus, for each library, there is a loan periods have little effect on book return time, i.e., that
demand constant a such that: users almost always wait until the books are due back. In

this case, the average loan period W i is equal to the official
S3'= aWiBj, i = 1. I,j = 1 .... J. (8) loan period i, and the objective function becomes:

I i

3.3. Decision Variables Maximize > S1Yi + > S2jYj

1 if the loan period is i weeks
Xi= 0 otherwise t

i= 1. 1 (9) -Ca iBjXYj. (15)
i=1 j=1

1 if the number of books isj books From the data for the current loan policy of n weeks and
10 otherwise m books, the constant a is now computed by:

j = 1, ... ,J (10) $3"3-' (16)

3.4. Objective Functions nBz (

The objective is to maximize average total satisfaction, Both objective functions 12 and 15 are nonlinear, since
which is the aggregate of Si, S2, and S3. First, S3 is they involve the product of Xi and Yj. In order to solve by
multiplied by the constant C (C > 1) to indicate that it is linear programming, the linearization technique developed
much more important than S1 or S3. However, since S3 by Watters (1967) for 0-1 variables must be applied first.
= 1 - S3', maximizing the availability S3 is replaced by Fortunately, this is not necessary, since the solution can be
maximizing the negative of unavailability S3'. easily obtained by simple search.

I 1 3.5. Constraints
Maximize 2 SlXi + S2jYj

j=1 Since only one official loan period must be chosen, only
one of the 0-1 Xi variables must be equal to 1, while the

- C S3, yXj (11) others must be equal to 0.
i=1 j=1

or, from Equation 8: Xi = 1 (17)

I I

A similar constraint must be included to make only oneMaximize >SX, + >S2,Yj, choice for the maximum number of books.
i=1 j=1

- C at WiB. iYj. (12) Yj = 1 (18)

i=1 j=1 j=1

Here, a is a demand constant, defined by Equation 8,
which must be calculated from the data for each library. 4. Implementation Considerations
First, calculate average unavailability S3' for the current Unfortunately, computerized circulation data do not usu-
loan policy of n weeks and m books. For a sample of K ally show user needs with respect to the loan policy, nor
users, S3' and a are calculated as: contain information on book availability. An exit poll must

be conducted at the circulation checkout counter to obtain
K K these data from users after they have been through the

S3'. 1 - (E ak/E bk) (13) library; only then can they supply information regarding
k=1 k=1 book availability. A convenient approach for doing this is

by means of a short questionnaire that the user is requested
a = W (14) to fill out at the time of checking out books. It is important

W, Bm" to emphasize the fact to users that we want to know their
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TABLE 1. Loan period demands and calculations.

Maximum loan period in
weeks i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

% Demand for i weeks =
100 * fi 5 6 8 2 36 3 6 5 20 9

% Satisfaction with i weeks
= 100 * Si  23.5 41.9 57.4 70.2 82.5 87.6 92.2 96.0 99.1 100

Average borrowing time in
weeks W, 1 1.95 2.84 3.65 4.44 4.87 5.27 5.61 5.90 5.99

actual needs, regardless of the official loan policy currently dents, and undergraduate students. The study concentrated
in force. on the class of undergraduate students, as it was the largest

The input parameters to the model must be obtained by group. The loan policy for undergraduates allows a maxi-
surveying users of the library. For each user, data must be mum of seven books and 4 weeks. First, a questionnaire
collected on the needed number of weeks w, needed number form was developed to obtain data on student needs and
of books b, and number of needed books available a. In book availability. Students were asked to ignore the current
determining the frequency of user demands for given num- loan regulations and express their actual needs by answering
bers of books gb, the number of needed books b must the following questions:
include books already on loan by the same user, reflecting
total user needs. However, in calculating availability using 1. How many books do you need to borrow?

2. How many other books have you already borrowed and not yet
Equations 3 or 13, books already on loan must be included, returned?
since we are interested only in immediate availability. The 3. Of the number needed (stated in Question 1), how many books

upper limits on the number of weeks I and number of books were checked out by others?

J must be set by the librarian, according to both user needs 4. How many weeks do you need to keep the borrowed books?

and practical considerations. Any given user needs that
exceed any of these limits must be considered equal to the On the basis of students input and practical consider-
violated limit(s). ations, the maximum number to be considered of weeks I

For obtaining the optimum solution, it is not necessary to and books J were both set to 10. This agrees with Hindle
use specialized integer programming software. Because of and Buckland's (1976) survey which showed that loan
the simple 0-1 structure, it is more convenient to use peiods in most university libraries do not exceed 10 weeks.spreadsheet packages such as Excel or Lotus. With simple Table 1 shows the demand probabilities, percentage sat-
spreadsheet techniques, one can develop an I J matrix, in isfaction, and average borrowing time for each official
which each (i u) cell contains the following value for the (maximum) loan period. Frequency of student needs for
objective function: certain lengths of the borrowing time in weeks, taken from

the survey, was used to obtain the demand probabilities. For

Sl + S2 - CaW~B (19) each official loan period i, average percentage satisfaction
with the number of weeks Sii was calculated using Equa-

The cell with the highest value is chosen. Let this be cell tion 4. The average borrowing time in weeks Wi was com-

(d, e), then the optimum loan policy calls for a maximum puted by Equation 6.

loan period of d weeks and a maximum of e books per user. Table 2 shows the demand probabilities, percentage sat-

Of course, Wi must be set equal to i for the second objective isfaction, and average number of borrowed books, for each

function 15. Although the integer programming model is limit on the number of books. Frequency of student needs

not necessary for the solution, it provides a formal mathe- for certain numbers of books was used to obtain the demand

matical representation of the optimization problem. More- probabilities. For each limit on the number of books j,

over, it serves as a basis for more elaborate models with average percentage satisfaction with the number books S2j
additional realistic considerations. For example, different was computed using Equation 5. The average number of

loan policies for faculty, graduate students, and undergrad- borrowed books Bj was calculated for each book limitj by

uates can be optimized in an enlarged model. Equation 7.

5. Case Study 5.1. Objective Function 12

The proposed model was applied successfully at the In order to apply the model, constants must be calculated
central library of King Fahd University of Petroleum and based on the present loan policy and current book availabil-
Minerals in Saudi Arabia. There are three classes of users ity. First, using Equation 13 on the survey data, current
with three different loan policies: Faculty, graduate stu- average unavailability S3' was determined to be 22.5%,
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TABLE 2. Number of books' demands and calculations.

Maximum no. of books
allowed j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

% Demand for j books =
100 * g1  6 6 15 17 25 7 13 3 2 6

% Satisfaction withj books
= 100 * S2j 27.5 48.9 67.4 80.9 90.1 94.3 97.4 98.6 99.4 100

Average no. of borrowed
books B 1 1.94 2.82 3.55 4.11 4.42 4.66 4.77 4.85 4.91

which meant average availability is 77.5%. Tables 1 and 2 a = 0.225/4 * (4.66) = 0.01207
respectively show the average loan time and average num-
ber of borrowed books for the existing policy of 4 weeks The optimal solution for the second objective, also ob-
and seven books (W4 = 3.65, B 7 = 4.66). Equation 13 tained by LINDO®, is given below.
can now be used to calculate the demand constant for the
first objective function 12. Maximum loan period i = 7 weeks

Maximum number of books j = 5 books

a =0.225/(3.65) * (4.66) = 0.01323 Percent average satisfaction = (92.2 + 90.1 + 71.9)/3
= 80.9%

Having calculated a, we can determine average book
availability Sii, the probability of finding a needed book, 5.3. Sensitivity Analysis
for each limit on the loan period i and number of books j.
First, average unavailability $3 is found by Equation 8, With both objective functions, the above solutions have
then S3 is set equal to 1 - S3 zj. The values obtained are been obtained by using the somewhat arbitrary value of
displayed in Table 3. (2.0) for C, the coefficient of S3, indicating that S3 is twice

Now, all the input parameters needed for the model have as significant as S1 or S2. For objective function 12, the
been calculated. Arbitrarily setting C = 2, the resulting above solution remains valid for values of this coefficient
binary integer programming model was then solved using ranging from 2.0 to 2.2. For objective function 15, the
the LINDO® linear programming package. The following solution is valid for coefficient values ranging from 1.8 to
optimal solution was obtained: 2.1. This indicates that the solution is rather sensitive to the

value of the coefficient. There is clearly a need to establish
Maximum loan period i = 7 weeks more reliable values for the coefficients of S1, S2, and S3.

Maximum number of books j = 5 books Therefore, a full-scale investigation of user opinions must
Percent average satisfaction = 100(S1 +$2+$3)/3 be carried out to determine the relative influence of the three

= (92.2+90.1+72.3)/3 factors on overall satisfaction.
= 81.3%.

5.2. Objective Function 15 6. Comparison with Buckland's Values

For the second objective function 15, the constant a is It is interesting to note the remarkable similarity between
calculated by Equation 16, then average availability values the availability figures found by the new model, shown in
S3ij are calculated as before and shown in Table 4. Tables 3 and 4, and those determined by Buckland (1975).

TABLE 3. Percentage book availability S3ii for each policy with objective 12, assuming average borrowing time is i weeks.

Books j

Weeks i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 98.7 97.4 96.3 95.3 94.6 94.2 93.8 93.7 93.6 93.5
2 97.4 95 92.7 90.8 89.4 88.6 88 87.7 87.5 87.3
3 96.2 92.7 89.4 86.7 84.6 83.4 82.5 82.1 81.8 81.6
4 95.2 90.6 86.4 82.9 80.2 78.7 77.5 77 76.6 76.3
5 94.1 88.6 83.4 79.2 75.9 74 72.3 72 71.5 71.2
6 93.6 87.5 81.8 77.1 73.5 71.5 70 69.3 68.8 68.4
7 93 86.5 80.3 75.3 71.4 69.2 67.5 66.8 66.2 65.8
8 92.6 85.6 79.1 73.7 69.5 67.2 65.4 64.6 64 63.6
9 92.2 84.9 78 72.3 67.9 65.5 63.6 62.8 62.2 61.7

10 92.1 84.6 77.7 71.9 67.4 65 63.1 62.2 61.6 61.1
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TABLE 4. Percentage book availability S3ii for each policy with objective 15, assuming average borrowing time is i weeks.

Books j

Weeks i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 98.8 97.7 96.6 95.7 95 94.7 94.4 94.2 94.1 94.1
2 97.6 95.3 93.2 91.4 90.1 89.3 88.8 88.5 88.3 88.1
3 96.4 93 89.8 87.1 85.1 84 83.1 82.7 82.4 82.2
4 95.2 90.6 86.4 82.9 80.2 78.7 77.5 77 76.6 76.3
5 94 88.3 83 78.6 75.2 73.3 71.9 71.2 70.7 70.4
6 92.8 85.9 79.6 74.3 70.2 68 66.3 65.5 64.9 64.4
7 91.6 83.6 76.2 70 65.3 62.7 60.6 59.7 59 58.5
8 90.3 81.3 72.8 65.7 60.3 57.3 55 53.9 53.2 52.6
9 89.1 78.9 69.4 61.4 55.4 52 49.4 48.2 47.3 46.7

10 87.9 76.6 66 57.1 50.4 46.6 43.8 42.4 41.5 40.7

The availability values obtained by the two objective func- A case study has been presented, illustrating how model
tions 12 and 15 were compared to those determined by parameters are calculated from user demand distributions.
Buckland for loan periods of 1, 2, 5, and 10 weeks. Table 5 The values obtained compared well with previously pub-
shows the percentage availability values computed by the lished results. For future research, further investigation
proposed model for the current policy of seven books, with could be carried into the relative weights of the three mea-
the corresponding Buckland (1975, p. 92) values for popu- sures of satisfaction mentioned above. Alternatively, loan
larity class B one-copy loan policy, policies for different groups, i.e., faculty, graduate and

It is not surprising to see that the second objective undergraduate students, could be simultaneously optimized.
function yields the closest values to Buckland' s. After all, Furthermore, renewals and reservations (recalls), as well as
the two models are based on the same assumption that users duplication and multiple loan periods, could be included for
will always wait until the books are due back before return- a more comprehensive analysis.
ing them to the library. Naturally, complete agreement is not
expected, since availability values calculated by the pro-
posed model depend on the frequency distributions of user References
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We investigate the problem of fusing collections of doc- leads to a randomness in the result. In this work, we look at
uments provided by multiple information retrieval sys- the problem of fusing ordered lists of documents and sug-
tems. A parameterized approach is suggested in which a gest a number of alternative approaches, all of which are
parameter determines how the documents in the indi-
vidual collections are interleaved to form a fused list of deterministic.
documents. We then suggest a mechanism for learning
this parameter.

2. Collection Fusion Problem

1. Introduction In Voorhees et al. (1994, 1995), the collection fusion
problem is formally described. Assume that we have a

An important problem is that of the retrieval of text group of information servers. Here we have in mind, as a
documents, satisfying the requirements of a user. In Salton server, a collection of text documents, like that which could
and McGill (1983), Salton (1989), Meadow (1992), and be maintained by the New York Times consisting of all the
Frakes and Baeza-Yates (1992), a number of techniques to articles that have appeared in it. We shall denote these as Si
address this information retrieval problem are described. In for i = 1 to m, m being the number of servers. We assume
some situations, especially with emergence of the Internet, each server contains a unique collection of documents, a
users have at their disposal multiple independent sources in document appears in only one server. Furthermore, it is
which to search for their documents. For example, in assumed that each server has its own distinct searching
searching for some information about future stock prices, a mechanism. Using these searching mechanisms, for a given
user may search information bases of articles maintained by query Q, each server can associate a score with each doc-
the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the Chicago ument contained in it and thus provide an ordered list of
Tribune, and other newspapers. Each one of these sources relevant documents in response to the query. The problem
can provide a list of relevant articles which they published, we are interested in solving is one in which we desire to
Having these multiple sources raises the problem of fusing obtain an ordered list of the N most relevant documents,
the results of searchers on these individual information where these documents can come from any of the servers.
bases (Bartell, Cottrell, & Belew, 1994; Belkin, Kantor, The difficulty in accomplishing this task resides in the fact
Cool, & Quatrain, 1993; Voorhees, Gupta, & Johnson- that the scoring mechanisms used by the individual servers
Laird, 1994, 1995). This problem is called the collection may be incomparable, and hence we cannot just simply take
fusion problem. A particularly interesting solution to this the N highest scoring documents across all servers. An
problem has been suggested in Voorhees et al. (1994, 1995). approach for solving this problem has been suggested (Voo-
One difficulty with the methodology used in Voorhees et al. rhees et al., 1994, 1995) which can essentially be seen to
(1994, 1995) is the nondeterminism of the fused list; the consist of a three-step process:
same query run twice in a row can result in a different
ordering of the retrieved documents. This is due to the use 1. Pass the query Q to each of the individual servers and
of a probabilistic mechanism in the fusion process which obtain a score for each of the documents. This scoring

allows us to obtain, from each of the servers, a list of
documents ordered by their relevancy to the query.

Received April 7, 1997; revised August 19, 1997 and September 29, 1997; 2. Based upon the nature of the query Q, determine how
accepted October 31, 1997. many documents should be contributed by the server Si .
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We shall denote this as Ni; it is assumed that IT. 1 Ni = In forming the combined list L from the individual lists,
N. Combining this with step one, we obtain, from each we require that one property be satisfied, intra-list consis-
server, an ordered list, Li, consisting of its N i highest tency. This condition requires that if x and y are two
scoring documents. documents appearing in list L i and if x is preferred (is

3. Fuse the individual lists, L, L2, ... L, to obtain an higher up on Li) over y in this list, i.e., x > iy, then it is
ordered list of the N desired documents which we denote required that in the fused list L x is higher than y, i.e., x
as L.

> Ly.
In order to combine these individual ordered lists, we

It should be clear that the issues relating specifically to n o e guid in t ie Hoev er, o n the s e

the collection fusion problem arise with respect to steps two tee appe n naturaie for n the task
and hre, te dterinaionof te nmbe ofeleent to there appears no natural principle for guiding us in the task

and three, the determination of the number of elements to of combining these lists. Essentially, there appears only one
select from each collection and the fusion of the lists; step distinction between the lists: The number of elements in

one can be implemented by any of a number of approaches each list.

that are now available (Frakes & Baeza, 1992; Meadow, An approach to the fusion of these lists has been sug-

1992; Salton, 1989; Salton & McGill, 1983). gested and tested (Voorhees et al., 1994, 1995) and which,

Step two requires some comparison between the individ- according to the studies, worked well. The method uses a

ual information servers regarding their potential for contain- probabil e to de erme each ofth emes
ing ocuent relvan tothe uesionbein ased.The probabilistic mechanism to determine each of the elements

ing documents relevant to the question being asked. The to be placed on L. In the method suggested, the list L is
solution to this problem is highly information intense and constructed in descending order. In particular, using a ran-
can be seen to require empirical studies on the contents of dom experiment, one selects one of the contributing lists,
the different information bases, with respect to the query and then selects the top available element from that list and
being posed. Formally, in order to determine how many places it in the next position in L. One continues in this
documents we should take from each server under the query manner until all contributing list are depleted. The basic
Q, given the constraint that we should take a total of N mechanism for selecting the next element to be added to L
documents, all we need is the relative proportion of the is as follows.
documents which we should take from source Si with Assume after selecting the first r documents in L, one
respect to another server, say S1. That is, we need to obtain has ni documents left in each of the individual lists to be
for i = 2 to m, a value 3i , based upon the query, where Pi fused. One then associates with each list L i, a probability
is the proportion of documents to be contributed by Si,
compared to that of S1. Once having these 3i, we know that

ni
Pi- Xm__ j

Ni = PiN, for i = 2 to m P i j

One then associates with each collection Li, an intervaland since

Ii = [ai, bi)

Ni = N where
i=1

al = 0
we get N = N1 + P 2 N 1 + 32N, + -3mN 1 = NI(1
+ IT 2 3i). This can be solved for N 1 = N(1 + ]7i 2  ai = bi- 1  i = 2,... m
Pi)- which gives us all the N i .

In this work we shall concentrate on the solution to the bi = ai +p i 1,.•m.
problem in the third step, fusing the individual collection to
get one collection, for as we shall see in the following, the One next generates a random number ran E [0, 1]. If ran
solution suggested in Voorhees et al. (1994, 1995) has EE Ii, one selects the top element in list Li to be added to L.
problems. This process can be seen as a biased random generation. It

is clear that this method satisfies the property of intra-list

3. Ordered List Fusion consistency. In Voorhees et al. (1994, 1995), it is shown
empirically that this procedure results in good ordering.

We now focus on the process involved in step three of However, this approach has one fundamental flaw. Because
the preceding algorithm; we have a collection of m ordered of the probabilistic mechanism used, each time we imple-
lists, Li, of distinct elements, and we desire to fuse these ment this procedure, we could get a different ordering in L,
lists into one ordered list L. We should note that this i.e., it is non-deterministic. In the environment of informa-
problem has some connection with the classic work done by tion retrieval, this is unacceptable. For if a user starts going
Arrow (1951) on social choice. down the list to check the documents, stops, and then later
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resubmits the query, the user will get a different list. This, S 1
of course, causes confusion and anxiety.

The spirit for fusing the individual lists used in Voorhees
et al. (1994, 1995) can be seen to be based upon the
following imperative: S 2

The more elements left in an individual list, the more likely 3

it is to contain the best remaining element. S4

We should note that the spirit of the above approach
seems reasonable. First, it is efficient in that it uses as the
basic discriminating factor the only distinguishing feature
between the contributing lists, the number of elements cur-
rently in each of the lists. Furthermore, since, as indicated in FIG. 1. Collection to be fused.

step two, the original number of elements in each list is ing procedure results in our fusion process always being
determined by some measure of the overall relevancy of the deterministic for a given query.
documents in that server to the query, the usage of the Figure 1 helps provide an understanding of the perfor-
number of elements in the individual lists to reflect its mance of this fusion approach.
potential for having the next best document is consistent. In We take the first N 1-N 2 elements from collection one.
addition, the empirical results described in Voorhees et al. We then take, from collections one and two, the top ele-
(1994, 1995) seem to validate the use of the number of ments in round-robin fashion,1 until each of these collec-
elements as a good source of discriminating information. tions have been reduced to containing N 3 elements. We next
However, the non-determinism is unacceptable in real sys- take, from collections 1, 2, and 3, the top elements in
tems. round-robin fashion until the number of elements in each of

In the following, we suggest an altemative approach, these collections have been reduced to containing N4 ele-
which is essentially in the same spirit, but leads to a deter- ments. Finally, we take documents from collections 1, 2, 3,
ministic ordering. Assume, after selecting the first r docu- and 4, in round-robin fashion, until all collections have been
ments in L, we have ni elements left in list L i. We now emptied.
associate with each of the individual collections, a value This approach can be seen to be one in which the

potential of list Li providing the next element for the fused
ni list is determined by the number of documents remaining in

S nj L i . Essentially, the preceding imperative becomes a deter-

ministic one, that is:

Note that V5 = pi. We then select, as the next element to The more elements left in an individual list, then it contains

add to L, the top element left in the collection with the the best element.
highest value for Vi. We also note that this approach uses
the same information to determine which contributing list is Here we have replaced likely with a kind of certainty that
the best source for the next document, without using a allows us to avoid the non-determinism of the random
non-deterministic, random mechanism. approach.

One problem must be addressed, situations in which two In the scheme just introduced, we use, as the value to
or more lists are tied with respect to their V value. In order determine from which collection to take the next document,
to address this problem, we shall use the following deter- a function proportional to the number of documents left in
ministic tie-breaking procedure based upon an indexing of a collection. Another approach is to consider the number of
the information sources. We index the individual collections elements we have taken from the collection. In particular,
in descending order on the basis of the total number of here we consider an alternative imperative which says that
documents they are going to contribute to the fused collec- the fewer elements taken from a collection, the more likely
tion; thus, if Si and Sj are two servers, we shall assume i < ] it is to contain the best element. In order to accomplish this,
if N, > Nj. Furthermore, if there are any ties with respect we can associate with each of the individual collections a
to the number of documents that individual collections are value
going to contribute, we shall adjudicate these by alphabet-
ically ordering the tied collections; thus if Si and S1 are such Min(1, (Ni - gi))
that Ni = Nj, we shall assume i < j if the name of Si  Vi = i
appears higher in the alphabet then Sj. Using this indexing,
if at some point in the fusion process there is a tie with
respect to the V values, we select the next document from i By round-robin fashion, we mean that we select the top element from

the collection with the smallest index. Using this tie-break- S1, then the top element from S2.
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where Ni is the number of elements originally in collection S S S 3  S4
Si , and gi is the number of elements taken from collection 1 2
Si . We place the top element from the collection with the
highest score on the next position on the overall ranking. If
there are ties with respect to this score, we use our previ-
ously described tie-breaking procedure, taking from the one
collection among the tied collections that has the lowest
index value. Using A for Min and V for Max, we can
express this as

1 A ((N, - g) V 0)V. = ______

gi

FIG. 2. View of second fusion procedure.

We note that if a collection has no element left, Ni - gi
0, then Vi = 0. On the other hand, when Ni - gi > 0, collections are assumed equal regarding the possibility of

then we see that Vi = 11g i . In the case when all the being the next best available document.
collections have at least one element left, we can express An alternative manifestation of this fusion agenda can be
this selection function in a normalized form had using the function

1 Vi = -gig

Ui- 1 where again gi is the number of elements taken from

I l 
g collection. Here again, we take from the collection having

the highest Vi value, unless it is empty.

where Ui (=- [0, 1]. If we let "kj gk equal the product of Thus far, we have considered two alternative determin-
istic approaches to the fusion of the individual lists. The firstall the gs except gj, then we can express the above as apoc ae h eteeetfo h o ftels
approach takes the next element from the top of the list

having the most elements remaining. This approach essen-

I Hk#i gk tially makes some distinction between the lists based upon
7i-- (Ik j g" the number of elements remaining. The second approach,

while formally selecting from the list which has contributed

It should be noted that the approach described here is the least number of elements to L, essentially makes no
very much in the same spirit as a random selection in which distinction between the lists and says the top elements inerh ceach list are just as good. It is a deterministic manifestation
each collection is assumed to have an equally likely chance ofrnmlsectgfomahli.

of having the best document available. We can see this as As an bebetsn from th p in u d

follows. Initially gi = 0 for all i, hence Ui must be the same t s a vie o the wo edlgies lis fi
for ll , U = ~m.Usig or ti-brakig mchaism we there exists a view of the two methodologies for list fusionfor all i, Ui = 1/rn. Using our tie-breaking mechanism, we

select the top element for each of the tied collections in based on the relative arrangement of the individual lists. In
the two approaches discussed so far, one consisted of a

round-robin fashion based on their index. After this selec- mvn o ofcoecis, so a the ost n a

tion, we now have gi = 1 for all i, and again Ui = 1/m. moving down of collections, so that the worst elements are
Again, we use our tie-breaking mechanism. It should be on the same level (see Fig. 1), while the other can be seen

tthat using this approach means that the U are as one in which all collections are equalized by moving thealways equal for non-empty collections smaller ones up, so that all top elements are equal (see Fig.

Figure 2 helps to provide an understanding of the work- 2). In Figure 3, we show an alternative way of fusing the
ings of this approach. individual collection documents.

In this approach, we essentially push all of the individual In this approach, we essentially center the collections and

orderings up so that their top elements are equal. We then fuse them. In order to formally implement this imperative,
will take the top elements from collections 1, 2, 3, and 4 in we associate, with each of the collections to be fused, a

round-robin fashion. We continue until all the elements in value

S4 are exhausted. We then take the top elements in 1, 2, and
3 in round-robin fashion until all the elements in S 3 are Vi = - gi
exhausted. We continue in this manner until all elements are
exhausted. where again, Ni is the number of documents initially in

The underlying assumption with this approach can be collection i, and gi is the number of documents already
viewed as one in which the top element in each of the removed from collection i. Using this function, we again
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S 1  a, a 2 a 3 a 4 a5 a 6 a 7 ag a 9

b, b 2 b 3 b4 b5
S C1  C2 C3

3 d.
I, S4

It is interesting to look at a generalization of this cen-
tralizing fusion approach. Consider the function

Vi = oNi- gi

where a E [0, 1]. If we let a = 1, we get

Vi = Ni- gi = ni

FIG. 3. Centralizing fusion approach. where ni is the number of documents left in collection Si.
This is essentially the same evaluation function used in
the first fusion method we introduced. If we let a = 0, we

take the top element from the collection having the largest get as our evaluation function Vi = -gi. This is essen-
V value, if that collection is not already depleted, and place tially the same valuation function used in the second
it in the next highest position in our fused collection. If two fusion method we introduced. If we let a = 0.5, we get
or more collections are tied with respect to their Vi value, this last centralizing fusion method. Thus, we see that by
we use our usual tie-breaking procedure. The following selecting a, we are essentially changing the relationship
example illustrates the performance of this methodology, of shorter lists with respect to the longer ones. It is

interesting to note that since Ni = ni + gi, we can express

Example this general formulation as

Assume we have four collections having respectively 9, Vi = a(ni + gi) - gi
5, 3, and 1 elements to be fused. The lists of elements from
each of these collections are given below: Vi = ani - (1 - a)gi a E [0, 1].

a, a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a 7 a 8 a9  This general fusion function can be seen as a weighted
b, b2 b 3 b 4 b5  average of the number of elements remaining in each stack
C1 C2 C3  and the negative of the number of elements taken from each
d. collection.

= 4.5, V2 = 2.5, V 3 = 1.5, In the following, we illustrate the fusion of the four
Initially, the scoe reo: V1 a I Vo =o2.5,tVn =ne.5, collections in the previous example using a = 0, a = 0.25,

and V4 =- 5. We then remove a1 from collection one and a = 0.5, a = 0.75, and a = 1. (Tied elements are shown in
place it on top of the fused list. This gives us new scores of t sa colum n

V1 = 3.5, V2 = 2.5, V3 = 1.5, and V4 = 0.5. Again, we

remove the top element from collection one, a2 , and place 1. a=0

it in the next top position in the fused list. This gives us new a, a 2 a 3 a4 a 5 a 6 a7 a8 a9

scores of V1 = 2.5, V 2 = 2.5, V 3 = 1.5, and V 4 = 0.5. b, b2 b3 b4 b5
We now take the top elements from collections 1 and 2, a3  c1 c2 C3
and b 1 , and place them in the fused collection. We note we d,
put a3 first because of our tie-breaking rule. This gives us
new scores: V1 = 1.5, V2 = 1.5, V3 = 1.5, and V4 = 0.5. 2. a = 0.25
From this, we place elements a4 , b2 , and c1 in the fused
collection. Following this procedure, we get the following al a2 c a3 c2 a4 c3 a 5 a 6 a7 a 8 a9

fused list: b b2  b3  b4 b5

ala 2a3bla 4b2Cla5b3c2dla 6b4c3a7b5a8a9. 3. a .5

We see that the fused list essentially is a centralized type of a, a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9
fusion. Immediately below, we illustrate the same fusion but b, b2 b3 b4 b5
show tied elements in the same column, which makes more C1 c2 c3

apparent the centralizing aspect of this fusion mechanism: d,
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4. a = .75 We should note that documents from the same list will always
have distinct values, Vj 0 V for j Of course, it is possible to

a, a2 a3 a4 a5 cl a6 c2 a7 c3 as a9  have ties between elements from different lists. In this case, we
b, b2  b3  b4  b, use our tie-breaking procedure to adjudicate these ties. Using

d, this approach, we can easily form the overall fused list from the

individual lists in a deterministic way.
5. a = 1

a, a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 as 4. Learning the Fusion Parameter
b, b, b3 b4 b5  The parameterization of our selection function with the

C1 C2 C3  introduction of a gives us considerable freedom. It allows
us to decide upon an appropriate choice for the value of a.

From these examples, we clearly see the shifting of the One way to obtain a is to use empirical observations to

resulting fused ordering as we change a. Essentially, we see learn the value of a. In the following, we shall describe anresultiagroachdtortheileaainwofhaagbased usonnobselyations.
that the larger the value of a, the more we delay using the approach to the learing of a based upon observations.

shorter stacks, while for smaller a's, we hasten the use of An observation consists of a query, Q, which generates

the shorter stacks. a set of ordered lists, L,, L2, • • • L, one from each of the
information sources. In addition, we shall assume that thereOne semantic that we can associate with the parameter a

is that of being a measure of the degree to which one exists a final fused list L. This final fused list is provided by

believes the collection with the most remaining elements a user who integrates the individual lists based on their

contains the best of the unfused documents. On the other perception of the satisfaction of each of the documents to

hand (1 - a) can be interpreted as the degree to which one the query.2 We shall assume that we have a collection of p

believes that any collection can contain the best element, observations. We shall indicate each observation by 2i, thus

It should be noted that Vi = aNi - gi has two inter-
esting properties. The first is that Vi only depends on 9i = [Q, L19 ... Lm, L].
attributes associated with the collection Si; it is independent
of the attributes associated with any of the other lists. Note that Q, L 1, Lm, and L are unique to each obser-
Second, Vi is monotonically decreasing in gi. These prop- vation.
erties have important implications in tied environments. In order to learn the value of a, we now consider a
Assume, at some point in the process, the biggest scores are smaller component which we call an action and which we

Vi = Vj = Vk where i < j < k. According to our define as follows. Assume that we have an observation -i. L

tie-breaking mechanism, we select the top element in L i. is constructed by the user taking an available element from
This selection, because of the monotonicity property noted one of the individual lists and placing it in the next available
above, reduces Vi, however, because of the independence position in L. We shall call this process an action. The
property, this selection leaves all other values the same. construction of L is made up of a collection of actions, if
Thus, we now have as our maximum scores V = Vk. We there are N elements in L, then we have N actions. Thus, at
would then select the element from Lj. Finally, we select the each step in the construction of L from the individual lists,
top element in Lk. The implication here is that, at any point the user implements an action.
in the process, if we have a tie for the biggest score, we can The following example illustrates this idea.
select the top element in all the tied collections at once and Example
place them in the fused list, based upon their index.

Actually, we can provide a unique value associated with L, L2  LL

each of the documents to be fused under this agenda. Let Xij a, b, c, a1

be the jth document in the ith collection. Again, Ni is the a2  C2

total number of objects to be contributed by the ith collec- a3  b3  a2

tion. We can associate with each document, x0 , a value Vij a4  a3

and place the documents in the fused list based upon this a5 c,
value, noting that the higher the value, the higher the posi- b2

tion in the fused list. We recall that for the top element in a4
collection Si, its score is Vi = aN i - gi, where gi is the a5

number of elements already removed from this collection. C2
Furthermore, we note that if xi is the jth element in a
collection, when it comes to the top, j - 1 elements will
have already been removed. Thus the score associated with
this element, Vii, will always be 2 It is possible that this list L may not satisfy the intra-list consistency

property. However, we shall see our approach is indifferent to this possi-
Vij = aNi - (j- 1) = aN i + I -j. bility.
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In this observation, action 1 is to place a, in L, action 2 is 2, and 1 documents, respectively. Under this approach, we
to place b1 in L, and action 3 is to place a2 in L. would take two from the first collection, then one from the

As we indicated earlier, one semantic that can be asso- second, and again two from the first than one from the
ciated with a is to interpret it as the degree to which an second and one from the third, etc. In the following, we
action is to select an element from the collection with the provide the final list:
most remaining elements. Thus, for the purpose of learning
a, the aspect of an action of interest is whether the element a, a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8
was selected from one of the collections having the most b, b2 b3 b,
remaining elements. In particular, what we need to obtain cl C2

from each observation is the count of the number of actions dl.
in which we have individual collections having different
numbers of elements, and the count of the number of times We now introduce a formal mechanism which imple-
in these situations we select the document from one of the ments this fusion mechanism. We associate with each col-
lists with the most elements. We do not consider situations lection a value
in which all the individual lists have the same number of
available elements. The following example, using the data ni - 1
of the proceeding example, illustrates this process. Vi = --

Example
where Ni is the number of documents originally in that collec-

Step ni n2  n3  Action tion, and ni is the number of documents remaining in that
collection at the current step in the fusion process. We then

1 4 3 2 L select the top element from the non-empty collection having
2 4 3 2 Lz

3 4 2 2 L, the largest V value. Ties are adjudicated by the usual tie-
4 3 2 2 L, breaking method described earlier. Because we are always
5 2 2 2 L3  taking the top element from each collection, we can, in this
6 2 2 1 L, case, also assign a unique value to each of the documents to be
7 2 1 1 L28 2 0 1 L, fused. Ifxj is the jth document in the ith collection, the unique

9 1 0 1 L, value associated with this document is
10 1 0 0 L,

Ui - (i- 1)- 1 N - j

We see that in steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8, we had a solution VU = Ni N
in which one of the non-depleted collections, had less ele-
ments than the other ones, thus the total number of relevant To illustrate this approach, we consider the following
actions (RAs) is #RA = 7. We also see that in actions 1, 3, two examples. In each case, the number in parenthesis is the
4, 6, and 8, the expert selected their document from one of value of V.
those lists having the maximal available elements, thus the
number of affirmative actions (#AA) is 5.

We now are in a position to provide a method for
obtaining the measure a from these observations. Assume L, L2  L3  L4

we have p observations, let #RA(i) indicate the number of
relevant actions in the ith observation, and #AA(i) be the a1 (7/8) b, (3/4) c, (1/2) d, (0)

number of affirmative actions. Then, an estimate for a is a2 (6/8) b2 (2/4) c2 (0)
a3 (5/8) b3 (1/4)
a4 (4/8) b4 (0)

,p=, #AA(i) a5 (3/8)
a= #RA(i) a6 (2/8)

a, (1/8)

as (0/8)

5. Proportional Approach to List Fusion From this, we get the following fused list:

We will now introduce a different agenda for fusing the
individual collections based upon the proportion of ele- a, a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8
ments.3 The basic idea of this approach can be seen in an b2  b2 b3  b4
example in which we have four collections containing 8, 4, C1  C2

d l .

3 We acknowledge our debt to Henrik L. Larsen, of Roskilde Univer- A second example, using this fusion method, is the case
sity in Denmark, for suggesting this type of fusion, of four lists having 10, 6, 4, and 2 documents, respectively.
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Example collections are interleaved. Associating this parameter with
the action that it is best to select a document from the

L2  L3  L4  collection with the most elements, we introduced a mecha-

a, (.9) b, (.83) c1 (.75) d, (0) nism for learning the parameter.
a2 (.8) b2 (.67) c2 (.5) d2 (0)
a3 (.7) b3 (.5) c3 (.25) 7. References
a4 (.6) b4 (.33) C4 (0) Arrow, K. J. (1951). Social choice and individual values. New York:
a. (.5) b (.06) Wiley.
a6 (.) b6 (0) Bartell, B. T., Cottrell, G. W., & Belew, R. K. (1994). Automatic combi-
a7 (.3) nation of multiple ranked retrieval systems. Proceedings of the 17th
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Discussion in the research community and among the understaffed with researchers. Where some fields have 10
general public regarding content indexing (especially researchers working on any given question, we have often
subject indexing) and access to digital resources, espe- had one researcher for 10 questions. A promising research
cially on the Internet, has underutilized research on a
variety of factors that are important in the design of such result from an information science study may languish for
access mechanisms. Some of these factors and issues years before a second person takes up the question and
are reviewed and implications drawn for information builds on the earlier work. (This is not universal in the field;
system design in the era of electronic access. Specifi-call th folowng ae dscused Humn fctos: ub- some questions are well studied.) As a consequence of thiscally the following are discussed: Human factors: Sub-

ject searching vs. indexing, multiple terms of access, understaffing, we know a lot about many elements of infor-
folk classification, basic-level terms, and folk access; mation retrieval, but often in a fragmented and underdevel-
Database factors: Bradford's Law, vocabulary scalabil- oped way.
ity, the Resnikoff-Dolby 30:1 Rule; Domain factors: Role At the same time, what we do know is of great value.
of domain in indexing. Years of experience, not only with research but also with

application in dozens of information-industry companies,
Introduction have given information scientists a deep understanding

about information retrieval that is missing in the larger
Objectives world of science and information technology.

In the current era of digital resources and the Internet, So at this particular historical juncture in the devel-

system design for information retrieval has burst onto the opment of information retrieval research and practice, I

stage of the public consciousness in a way never seen believe there are a number of both research results and

before. Almost overnight, people who had never thought experience-based bits of knowledge that information sci-

about information retrieval are now musing on how to get entists need to be reminded of, and non-information

the best results from their query on a World Wide Web scientists need to be informed of-information scientists

search engine, or from a remote library catalog or digital because the fragmentation and understaffing in our field

library resource. At the same time, and under the same has made it difficult to see and build on all the relevant

stimulus, experts in a variety of fields cognate to informa- elements at any one time, and people outside of informa-

tion science-such as cognitive science, computational tion science because these results are unknown to them,
liguistics, and artificial intelligence-are taking up informa- or at least unknown to them in the information retrieval
tion retrieval questions from their perspectives, implications.

In the meantime, those of us in information science, My purpose here is to draw attention to that leaming and
where information retrieval from recorded sources (as dis- those research results associated with indexing and access to
tinct from mental information retrieval) has long been a information, which have been relatively under-utilized by
core, if not the core, concern, are faced with a unique mix those both inside and outside of information science. These
of challenges. Information science has long been a field are results that seem to me to have great potential and/or

importance in information system design, and for further
research.

Received January 31, 1997; revised August 28, 1997; accepted November Making such a selection is, of course, a matter of judg-
7, 1997. ment. I believe that the material below offers the possibility
© 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. of enriching design and, when studied further, enriching our
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understanding of human interactions with information in possible for computers to do everything needed in infor-
automated environments, mation retrieval.

The human side of the IR process needs attention too.
The really sophisticated use of computers will require de-

Fully Automated Subject Access signs shaped much more in relation to how human minds
and information needs actually function, not to how formal,

Before beginning to review that knowledge, we must first analytical models might assume they do. Attention to these
address a prior issue. Many people in our society, including points will be productive for effective IR, no matter how
many in the Internet and digital resources environments, soon, or whether, we find a way to develop good, fully
assume that subject access to digital resources is a problem automated, IR.
that has been solved, or is about to be solved, with a few
more small modifications of current full-text indexing sys-
tems. Therefore, why worry about the various factors ad- Human Factors
dressed in this article?

There are at least two reasons. First, the human, domain, Subject Searching vs. Indexing
and other factors would still operate in a fully automated
environment, and need to be dealt with to optimize the It is commonly assumed that indexing and searching
effectiveness of information retrieval (IR) systems. What- are mirror images of each other. In indexing, the contents
ever information systems we develop, human beings still are described or represented, or, in full-text searching,
will come in the same basic model; products of human indicative words or phrases are matched or otherwise
activity, such as databases, still will have the same statistical identified. On the searching side, the user formulates a
properties, and so on. As should become evident, failure to statement of the query. Then these two representations, of
work with these factors will almost certainly diminish the document and of query, are matched to retrieve the
resulting product. results.

Second, it may take longer than we think to develop fully But, in fact, this is only superficially a symmetrical
automated systems. At conferences, researchers present relationship. The user's experience is phenomenologically
their new system and say, "We are 70% there with our different from the indexer's experience. The user's task is to
prototype system. Just a little more work, and we will have describe something that, by definition, he or she does not
it solved." This happens because, indeed, it is not difficult to know (cf. Belkin, 1982). (Knowledge specifically of what is
get that first 70% in retrieval systems-especially with wanted would lead to a "known-item" search.) The user, in
small prototype systems. effect, describes the fringes of a gap in knowledge, and can

The last 30%, however, is infinitely more difficult. only guess what the "filler" for the gap would look like. Or,
Researchers have been making the latter discovery as the user describes a broader, more general topic area than
well for at least the last 30 years. (Many of the retrieval the specific question of interest, and says, in effect, "Get me
formulas that have recently been tried were first used in some stuff that falls in this general area and I'll pick what
the 1950s and 1960s. See, e.g., Luhn, 1957; Stevens, looks good to me." Usually, the user has no tools available
1965.) Information retrieval has looked deceptively sim- to help with that problem of describing the fringes of the
ple to generations of newcomers to the field. But IR gap, or the broader subject area.
involves language and cognitive processing, and is there- In many cases, the problem for the user is even more
fore as difficult to automate as language translation and difficult than indicated above. In years of studies, Ku-
other language processes based on real-world knowledge, hlthau (1993) has documented that the very process of
which researchers have been trying to automate virtually coming to know what one wants in the first place is
since the invention of the computer. Information retrieval seldom straightforward. In a search of any complexity, as
also poses serious scalability problems; small prototype for a student term paper, one does not so much "pick a
systems are often not like their larger cousins. Further, topic," as is usually assumed, but rather discovers, de-
user needs vary not just from one time to another, but velops, and shapes it over time through exploration in
from one subject domain to another. Optimal indexing materials in an area of interest. One may use an infor-
and retrieval mechanisms may vary substantially from mation system at any point in this gradually developing
field to field. process. The need may evolve and shift at each stage of

We can do an enormous number of powerful things developing knowledge of the subject. (See also my own
with computers, but effective, completely automated in- model of the evolving and changing information need-
dexing and access to textual and text-linked databases Bates, 1989a.) Use of an information system early in a
eludes us still, just as 100% perfect automatic translation project will naturally come out of a much less well-
does, among other things. Meanwhile, a lot of other IR specified and articulated information need-yet the
capabilities go undeveloped, in deference to the collec- searcher must nonetheless find a way to get the informa-
tive assumption that we will soon find a way to make it tion system to respond helpfully.
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The indexer, on the other hand, has the record in hand. It of Congress Subject Headings (Library of Congress, 1996)
is all there in front of him or her. There is no gap. Here, runs to two volumes and hundreds of pages (Library of
ideally, the challenge for the indexer is to try to anticipate Congress, 1991- ). This manual is not the same as the
what terms people with information gaps of various descrip- subject heading listings. It does not consist so much of
tions might search for in those cases where the record in general indexing principles as it does of rules for applying
hand would, in fact, go part way in satisfying the user's individual headings or types of headings. For example,
information need. This can be seen to be a very peculiar under the subject "Strikes and Lockouts," section H2100 of
challenge, when one thinks about it. What kinds of infor- the manual, four pages of instructions are given for creating
mation needs would people have that might lead them to headings for strikes in individual industries and for individ-
want some information that this record would, in fact, ually-named strikes of various types.
provide? Thesaural indexing systems also frequently have "scope

As Harter (1992) points out, discovering that a particular notes" that tell the indexer how to decide which term to use
article is relevant to one's concerns, and therefore a good under debatable circumstances.
find, does not necessarily mean that the article is "about" the Often, these rules are not available to searchers, but even
same subject as one's originating interest. As he notes, when they are, the naive searcher-and that includes
regarding his own article on the concept of psychological Ph.D.s, as long as they are naive about indexing-will
relevance: "The present article [on psychological relevance] usually not realize there are any ambiguities or problems
may be found relevant, by some readers, to the topics of with a term, and will not feel a need to check it. The user has
designing and evaluating information retrieval systems, and in mind the sense of a term that interests him or her, not the
to bibliometrics; I hope that it will. However, this article is other senses that the indexer is aware of. Only upon retriev-
not about these topics" (p. 603, emphasis in the original). ing false drops will the user realize there is even any
Conceivably, infinitely many queries could be satisfied by problem.
the record in hand. Imagining even the more likely ones is In short, the user almost always knows less about the
a major challenge. (See extensive discussions in Ellis, 1996; indexing issues in a topic area than the indexer does. The
Green & Bean, 1995; O'Connor, 1996; Soergel, 1985; and user approaches the system with an information need that
Wilson, 1968.) may be formulated out the of the first words that come to

But in fact, historically, and often still today, catalog- mind. (See Markey, 1984b, on the many queries she
ers and indexers do not index on the basis of these found that "could be categorized as 'whatever popped
infinitely many possible anticipated needs. Instead, and into the searcher's mind"' p. 70.) Consequently, the
perhaps much more practically, they simply index what is user's input is liable not to be a good match with the
in the record. (See also discussion in Fidel, 1994.) In indexer's labeling, which is derived from years of expe-
other words, they attempt to provide the most careful and rience and analysis. The indexer, on the other hand,
accurate possible description or representation of the cannot undo his/her far greater knowledge of the index-
contents of the record. This situation differs in many ing issues. After indexers have been at work for one day,
ways from the phenomenological circumstances of the or attended one training session, they know more, and
user. We should not be surprised, then, if the user and the have thought more, about indexing issues than even the
indexer use different terminology to describe the record, most highly educated typical user has. Already, an ex-
or, more generally, conceptualize the nature and charac- pertise gap is forming between the user and the indexer
ter of the record differently. that nearly guarantees some mismatches between user

For the indexer, there is no mystery. The record is search terms and indexing terms on records.
known, visible before him or her. Factual information can The same phenomenological gap will hold true for the
be checked, directly and immediately, to create an abso- match between the system user and bodies of data that
lutely accurate record. The user, on the other hand, is have been automatically indexed by some algorithm as
seeking something unknown, about which only guesses can well. The creator of the algorithm has likewise thought
be made. What happens in retrieval if the searcher's guesses more and experimented more with the retrieval effects of
have little (or big) inaccuracies in them, and do not match various algorithms than the typical user has, before se-
the precise and accurate description provided by the in- lecting the particular algorithm made available in a given
dexer? system. Yet, at the same time, the full statistical conse-

Further, the indexer is experienced with the indexing quences of such algorithms can never be anticipated for
system and vocabulary. Over the years, with any given every circumstance.
system, fine distinctions are worked out regarding when one Results achieved through such algorithms will seldom
term is to be used and when another for two closely related dovetail exactly with what humans would do in similar
concepts. Indexers create rules to cover these debatable circumstances. So, the result is a peculiar mix of expert
situations. Eventually, mastery of these rules of application human understanding of indexing with non-sentient statis-
comes to constitute a substantial body of expertise in itself. tical techniques, to produce a result that is never just like
For example, the subject cataloging manual for the Library interacting with another human would be. Again, we have a
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phenomenologically different experience for the researcher/ scription, without having to be experts themselves. (For
designer on one side, and the user on the other. Further, no further discussion, see Bates, 1986a, 1990.)
retrieval algorithm has been found to be anywhere near
perfectly suitable (more on this later), yet the principles by Multiple Terms of Access
which the algorithm is designed are seldom made fully
available to end users-just as the indexing principles sel- On this next matter there is a huge body of available
dom are-so the user could try to find ways around inade- research. Several people have written extensively about it
quacies. (Bates, 1986a, 1989b; Furnas, Landauer, Dumais, & Go-

Still another factor is likely to operate in the behavior of mez, 1983; Gomez, Lochbaum, & Landauer, 1990), and
catalogers, indexers, and system designers for manual and yet the results from these studies are so (apparently)
automated systems. The information professional has an counterintuitive that little has been done to act on this

understandable desire to create, in an indexing vocabulary, information in IR system design. It is as if, collectively,

classification system, or statistical algorithm, a beautiful we just cannot believe, and, therefore do not act upon,

edifice. He or she wants a system that is consistent in its this data. A few examples of these results will be de-

internal structure, that is logical and rigorous, that can be scribed here; otherwise the reader is encouraged to ex-

defended among other professionals, as well as meet all the plore the full range of available data on this matter in the

usual expectations for creations of human endeavor. After above-cited references.

years of working with problems of description, the creators In study after study, across a wide range of environ-

of such systems have become aware of every problem area ments, it has been found that for any target topic, people

in the system, and have determinedly found some solution will use a very wide range of different terms, and no one

for each such problem. Therefore, the better developed the of those terms will occur very frequently. These variants

typical system, the more arcane its fine distinctions and can be morphological (forest, forests), syntactic (forest

rules are likely to be, and the less likely to match the management, management of forests) and semantic (for-

unconsidered, inchoate attempts of the average user to find est, woods).

material of interest. One example result can be found in Saracevic and Kan-

This is by no means to suggest that IR systems should tor (1988). In a carefully designed and controlled study on
be inchoate or unconsidered! Instead, the question is a real queries being searched online by experienced searchers,
different one that is usually assumed. That question when search formulations by pairs of searchers for the
different one: tHocat s usuall sumed that questn identical query were compared, in only 1.5% of the 800
should not be: "How can we produce the most elegant, comparisons were the search formulations identical. In 56%

rigorous, complete system of indexing or classification?," of the comparisons, the overlap in terms used was 25% or

but rather, "How can we produce a system whose front- less; in 94% of the comparisons, the overlap was 60% or

end feels natural to and compatible with the searcher, and less (p 24).

which, by whatever infinitely clever internal means we ls p 0)
whvich, byp whseaer nfiny cleer iera man wote In another study, by Lilley (1954), in which 340 library
devise, helps the searcher find his or her way to the students were given books and asked to suggest subject

dScheved in rnal? mheadings for them, they produced an average of 62 different
Such clever intemal means may include having distinct headings for each of the six test books. Most of Lilley's

means of access and indexing. The two functions of index- examples were simple, the easiest being The Complete Dog
ing and access are not one and the same. It is not necessary Book, for which the correct heading was "Dogs." By my
to require the user to input the "right" indexing term, which calculation, the most frequent term suggested by Lilley's
the system in turn uses to search directly on record indexing, students averaged 29% of total mentions across the six
The design of the access component of a system can be books.
different from the design of the indexing component, pro- Dozens of indexer consistency studies have also shown
vided these two are appropriately linked, that even trained experts in indexing still produce a surpris-

Thus, the user, with only vague, poorly thought through ingly wide array of terms within the context of indexing
ideas initially of what is wanted, can be helped, with the rules in a subject description system (Leonard, 1977; Mar-
right access mechanism, to find his or her way into the key, 1984a). See references for many other examples of this
portions of the database that have been carefully and rigor- pattern in many different environments.
ously organized. It is unreasonable to demand of system To check out this pattern on the World Wide Web, a
users that they develop the expert indexer's expertise. At the couple of small trial samples were run. The first topic,
same time, it is unreasonable to demand of the indexers that searched with the Infoseek search engine, is one of the best
they be sloppy and fail to note critical, and useful, distinc- known topics in the social sciences, one that is generally
tions. By developing an access mechanism-a user-friendly described by an established set of terms: The effects of
front-end-for the user, and linking it to the indexing, television violence on children. This query was searched on
indexers can maintain standards, and users can benefit from five different expressions that varied only minimally. The
the intellectual work that has gone into the system of de- search was not varied at all by use of different search
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capabilities in Infoseek, such as quotation marks, brackets, case was compared to the first 10 for the other three
or hyphens to change the searching algorithm. Only the queries. The number of different addresses could vary
words themselves were altered-slightly. (Change in word from 10 (same set across all four queries) to 40 (com-
order alone did not alter retrievals.) These were the first five pletely different set of 10 retrievals for each of the four
searches run: queries). Result: There were 40 different addresses alto-

gether for the four queries. Not a single entry in any of
violent TV children the retrieved sets appeared in any of the other sets.
children television violence Next, the search was expanded by combining the eight
media violence children different terms in all the logical combinations, that is, each
violent media children first term combined with each second term (free speech and
children TV violence Internet, free speech and Web, First Amendment and cy-
As is standard, each search produced 10 addresses and berspace, etc.). There are 16 such orders, for a total of 160

"slots" for addresses on first 10 retrievals in each case. All
associated descriptions as the first response for the query, 16 of these combinations could easily have been input by a
for a total of 50 responses. Each of these queries could
easily have been input by a person interested in the identical person interested in the very same issue (as well as dozens,
topic. If each query yielded the same results, there would be if not hundreds, of other combinations and small variations
only 10 different entries-the same 10-across all five on the component terms).
searches. Yet comparison of these hits found 23 different entries were produced. Thus, if each of the 16 queries had
entries among the 50, and in varying order on the screen, been entered by a different person, each person would have
For instance, the response labeled "Teen Violence: The missed 128 other "top 10" entries on essentially the sameMyths and the Realities," appeared as #1 for the query"violent media children" and #10 for "violent TV children." topic, not to mention the additional results that could be
"vioen eachildrthen" axtnded #1 foilenarthTVcildreproduced by the dozens of other terminological and search
The search was then extended a little farther afield to a

query on "mass media effects children." That query yded syntax variations possible on this topic. In sum, the data
nnery n "ss among efects creieved, forhattolyieded from these small tests of the World Wide Web conform wellnine new sites among the 10 retrieved, for a total of 32 with all the other data we have about the wide range of
different sites--instead of the 10 that might have been vocabulary people use to describe information and to search
predicted-across the six searches.

The previous example varied the search words in small, on information.

almost trivial ways. The variation could easily have been If 85 or 90% of users employed the same term for a given

much greater, while still reflecting the same interests from topic, and only the remainder used an idiosyncratic variety
of other terms, we could, with a moderate amount of com-the searcher. Let us suppose, for example, that someone fort, endeavor to satisfy just the 85 or 90%, by finding that

interested in freedom of speech issues on the Internet enters most popular term and using it in indexing the topic. But
this query: description of information by people just does not work this

+"freedom of speech" +Internet way. Even the most frequently used term for a topic is
employed by a minority of people. There are generally a

This time the search was run on the Alta Vista search large number of terms used, many with non-trivial numbers

engine. The plus signs signal the system that the terms so of uses, and yet no one term is used by most searchers or

marked must be present in the retrieved record and the indexers.

quotation marks require the contained words to be found as For search engines designed as browsers this may be a

a phrase, rather than as individual, possibly separated, good thing. The slight variations yield different results sets

words in the record. So, once again, we have a query that is for searchers, and thus spread around the hits better across

about as straightforward as possible; both terms, as written the possible sites, thereby promoting serendipity. But for

above, must be present. people making a directed search, it is illusory to think that

Let us suppose, however, that three other people, inter- entering that single just-right formulation of the query, if

ested in the very same topic, happen to think of it in just a one can only find it, will retrieve the best sites, nicely

little different way, and, using the identical system search ranked, with the best matches first.

capabilities, so that only the vocabulary differs, they enter, Under these circumstances, any simple assumption about

respectively: one-to-one matching between query and database terms
does not hold. In million-item databases, even spelling

+"First Amendment" +Web errors will usually retrieve something, and reasonable, cor-
+"free speech" +cyberspace rectly spelled terms will often retrieve a great many hits. (In
+"intellectual freedom" +Net one of my search engine queries, I accidentally input the

misspelling "chidlren" instead of "children." The first four
All four of these queries were run, in rapid succession, retrievals all had "chidlren" in the title.) Users may simply

on Alta Vista. The first screen of 10 retrievals in each not realize that the 300 hits they get on a search-far more
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than they really want anyway-are actually a small minority likely different term endings and possible good Boolean
of the 10,000 records available on their topic, some of combinations.
which may be far more useful to the user than any of the 300 A popular approach in IR research has been to develop
actually retrieved, ranking algorithms, so that the user is not swamped with

Another possible reason why we have not readily hundreds of undifferentiated hits in response to a query.
absorbed this counter-intuitive study data: Interaction Ranking will help with the 300 items that are retrieved on
with a system is often compared to a conversation, the term-that-came-to-mind for the user-but what about
Whether or not a person consciously thinks of the inter- the dozens of other terms and term variations that would
action that way, the unconscious assumptions can be also retrieve useful material (some of it far better) for the
presumed to derive from our mental model of conversa- searcher as well? IR system design must take into account
tions, because that is, quite simply, the principal kind of these well-attested characteristics of human search term use
interaction model we language-using humans come and matching, or continue to create systems that operate in
equipped with. In a conversation, if I say "forest" and you ignorance of how human linguistic interaction in searching
say "forests," or I say "forest management" and you say actually functions.
"management of forests," or I say "forest" and you say
"woods," we do not normally even notice that different All Subject Vocabulary Terms Are Not Equal
terms are used between us. We both understand what the
other says, each member of the example pairs of terms There is considerable suggestive evidence that the hu-
taps into the same area of understanding in our minds, man mind processes certain classes of terms differently
and we proceed quite happily and satisfactorily with our from others, i.e., that certain terms are privileged in corn-
conversation. It does not occur to us that we routinely use parison with others. If so, we can ask how we might take
this variety and are still understood. Computer matching advantage of these characteristics in IR system design.

algorithms, of course, usually do not generally build in
this variety, except for some stemming, because it does Folk classification
not occur to us that we need it.Expoccr e tonlidate eare rs hv lThere is a substantial body of linguistic and anthro-E xp erienced online datab ase sear ch ers h ave long under- p o o i a re a ch nt w at re al d "f k c as f c -stoo th ned fo vaiet in ocaulay whn tey o a pological research into what are called "folk classifica-stoo d th e n eed for v ariety in v ocab u lary w h en th ey d o a ti n , th se s o ca g r es u d b y v i us ul r s f rthorughseach. n te erly aysof nlin serchng, tions," the sets of categories used by various cultures for
thorough search. In the early days of online searching, plants, animals, colors, etc. (See, e.g., Brown, 1984;searchers would carefully identify descriptors from the the- Ellen & Reason, 1979; Raven, Berlin, & Breedlove,saurus of the database they were searching. The better 1971.) As Raven, Berlin, and Breedlove note: "In all
designed the thesaurus and indexing system, the more use- languages, recognition is given to naturally occurring
ful this practice is. However, searchers soon realized that, in groupings of organisms. These groupings appear to bemany cases where high recall was wanted, the best retrieval treated as psychologically discontinuous units in nature
set would come from using as many different terms and and are easily recognizable" (p. 1210). These they refer
term variants as possible, including the official descriptors. to as taxa. Across many cultures, these groupings have
They would do this by scanning several thesauri from the been shown to fall into a few class types, which the
subject area of the database and entering all the relevant authors label, going from general to specific: "Unique
terms they could find, whether or not they were official beginner, life form, generic, specific, varietal" (p. 1210).
descriptors in the target database. Of these, the "generic" is pivotally important, contain-

In some cases, where they had frequent need to search a ing readily recognizable forms such as "monkey" or
certain topic, or a concept element within a topic, they "bear." The more specific forms, "specific" and "vari-
would develop a "hedge," a sometimes-lengthy list of OR'd etal," are generally few in number, and "can be recog-
terms, which they would store and call up from the database nized linguistically in that they are commonly labeled in
vendor as needed. (See, e.g., Klatt, 1994.) a binomial or trinomial format that includes the name of

Sara Knapp, one of the pioneers in the online search- the generic or specific to which they belong" (p. 1210),
ing area, has published an unusual thesaurus-not the such as-in Western cultural terms-"howler monkey"
kind used by indexers to identify the best term to index or "Alaskan grizzly bear."
with, but one that searchers can use to cover the many The generics are so readily recognized because there are
terms needed for a thorough search in an area (Knapp, many physical discontinuities that distinguish one from
1993). Figure 1 displays the same topic, "Child develop- another (Brown, 1984, p. 11). For instance, the shape and
ment," as it appears in a conventional thesaurus, the appearance of a cow (generic level) is very different from
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (Houston, 1995), and in the shape and appearance of a fox (generic level), while the
Knapp's searcher thesaurus. It can be seen that Knapp's same for a Guernsey cow (specific or varietal) is not so
thesaurus provides far more variants on a core concept different from the shape and appearance of a Hereford cow
than the conventional indexer thesaurus does, including (specific or varietal).
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Child development. Child development.
Choose from: child(renhood), juvenile, pe-
diatric, infant(s), bab(y,ies), neonat(ees,

RRt DE 1IE:lT 10. 1966 al), adolescen(t,ce), psychosocial, psy-
CUE: 4101 RIE: 3775 GC: 120 chosexual, emotional, personality, physi-

BT 410u 1evelpmit cal, cognitive, moral, intellectual, social,

RT Child Behavior language, autonomy, motor, sexual, psy-
Chid Development Centers chophysiological, psychomotor, speech
Chid Developmen Specialists with development(al), develop(ed,ing),
Child eath growth, matur(edingation), immatur(e,Chid Language
Chid a ity), transition(sal), stage(s). Consider
Child Responsibilty also: oral, anal, phallic, genital witir
Chadreh stage(s). See also Adolescent develop-
Deayed Speech ment; Age differences; Autism; Bonding
Developmental Delays

o Ss (emotional); Child development disor-
Deeopetl Tasks ders; Child language; Child nutrition;
Faike to Thrve Childrearing; Cognitive development;
Fanity EnWonment Delayed development; Developmental
ParethooEducalion disabilities; Developmental stages; Early
Piagew ihw/ childhood development; Egocentrism;

Emotional development; Failure to thrive
(psychosocial); Home environment; Hu-
man development; Individual differ-
ences; Infant development; Life cycle;
Motor development; Object relations;
Oedipus complex; Perceptual develop-
ment; Physical development; Psychomo-
tor development;, Socialization.

FIG. 1. Comparison of "child development" in two thesauri. Note. Entry on left reprinted from Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, 13th Edition, p. 43, edited
by James E. Houston © 1995 by The Oryx Press. Used with permission from The Oryx Press, 4041 N. Central Ave., Suite 700, Phoenix, AZ, 85012.
800-279-6799. http://www.oryxpress.com. Note. Entry on right reprinted from The Contemporary Thesaurus of Social Science Terms and Synonyms: A
Guide for Natural Language Computer Searching, p. 52, compiled and edited by Sara D. Knapp © 1993 by above-named publisher, and reprinted with
the publisher's permission.

Raven, Berlin, and Breedlove (1971) go on to say: of a particular area of Europe." (Raven, Berlin, & Breed-

love, 1971, p. 1211).

Folk taxonomies all over the world are shallow hierarchi- Both linguistic and anthropological research are more

cally and comprise a strictly limited number of generic taxa and more frequently demonstrating common underlying
ranging from about 250 to 800 forms applied to plants and patterns across cultures and languages, whatever the partic-
a similar number applied to animals. These numbers are ulars of the expression of those patterns in given cultures. I
consistent, regardless of the richness of the environment in believe, even, that an argument can be made that the Dewey
which the particular people live. (p. 1213) Decimal Classification also betrays some of these same folk

classification characteristics.
So the English-speaking Californian will have a set of But whether or not Dewey or other formally constituted

names for plants or animals that falls in the same number classifications retain folk classification roots, we can cer-
range as the Yapese speaker on an island in Micronesia or tainly expect the average information system user to ap-
an Eskimo in Canada. (And, no, in contrast to what is proach that system with a mind that creates-and expects to
commonly stated, even in serious scientific works, Eskimos find-classifications with such characteristics.
do not have hundreds of words for "snow," trouncing En- What would these classifications look like? Research
glish with just one or two words for the same phenomenon. was not found that links this research in anthropology with

Read Pinker, 1994, p. 64ff, as he skewers what he calls the IR research, but we might at least expect, and test for, the
"Great Eskimo Vocabulary Hoax.")

A striking discovery in this research on folk classifi- pattern described above: Shallow hierarchy (few levels),

cations has been the observation that formal scientific with the generic level of prime significance. In any one area
taxonomies of biological taxa started out, and remained that generic level might contain 250 to 800 terms. If we

for some time, folk classifications in structure. Several were to find this pattern in information-seeking behavior-

generations of biological taxonomies, including, above that is, people are found to favor use of systems with

all, that of Linnaeus, resemble folk classifications on categories numbered in this range-then the implications
several structural features. "In broad outlines ... the sys- for design of access in automated information systems are
tem of Linnaeus was a codification of the folk taxonomy clear.
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Basic level terms are "basic level"), and if we could find a way to identify and
use those terms for access, system users would make a

Other research has been conducted in psychology that match much more readily in their searches.
also supports the "not all vocabulary terms are equal" idea.
Eleanor Rosch and her colleagues (Rosch, Mervis, Gray,
Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976; Rosch, 1978) have done Folk access
extensive research supporting the idea that, in natural lan- The discussion above was about "folk classification." We
guage vocabulary grouping and use, there are what she calls in information science might also talk about "folk access."
"basic level" terms. As a psychologist, Rosch has endeav- There is some evidence that there are identifiable patterns in
ored to identify patterns, not to compare across cultures, but what people expect of information systems, though much
rather to discover as fundamental human patterns of cogni- more needs to be studied on this matter. In their study of
tive processing. She, too, identified the importance of nat- online catalog design, Kaske and Sanders (1980a, 1980b)
ural discontinuities. She states: found that focus groups responded positively to the idea of

some sort of classification tree being available to users at the
A working assumption of the research on basic objects is beginning of their search. My dissertation research (Bates,
that (1) in the perceived world, information-rich bundles of 1977, p. 371) also uncovered a substantial amount of spon-
perceptual and functional attributes occur that form natural taneous classification behavior on the part of the student
discontinuities, and that (2) basic cuts in categorization are participants in a study of the Library of Congress Subject
made at these discontinuities. (Rosch, 1978, p. 31) Headings (Library of Congress, 1996). That is, a substantial

minority of the students frequently used broad terms with
In a long series of studies, she found that these basic level narrower topical subdivisions, despite the fact that such
terms are the ones that are learned first by children, and are topical subdivisions were forbidden at that time in indexing
easiest to process and identify by adults (Rosch et al., 1976; with Library of Congress subject headings.
Rosch, 1978). Both Rosch (1978, p. 32) and Berlin (1978, p. There are many problems with attempting to offer
24) note the likely correspondence between the generic classified access in the design of subject access systems
level in folk classifications and the "basic level" in the in manual and automated information systems, and I am
psychological studies. not suggesting that access systems should necessarily

She (Rosch et al., 1976) and Newport and Bellugi (1978) offer that approach, at least in the conventional sense of
even found that the centrality of basic level terms appears in classified access in library systems. Rather, I suggest that
sign language for the deaf. Research throughout the Rosch some sort of design that enables people to approach a
studies was done on basic level terms (e.g., chair) plus digital information system with the feel of classified
superordinate (e.g., furniture) and subordinate (e.g., kitchen access may be helpful for users. There will be more on
chair) terms. Newport and Bellugi (1978) state, regarding this matter later in the article.
the signs in American Sign Language, that "superordinate Finally, there is another body of evidence about the
and subordinate signs are usually derived from signs at the nature of "folk access." It is an anecdotal truism among
basic level: They contain basic-level signs as their compo- reference librarians that users frequently do not say what
nents. In short, Rosch's basic level is formally basic in they really want when they come to a reference desk, but
American Sign Language" (p. 52). rather ask broader questions. The user who really wants to

When we turn to information science, we do not know find out Jimmy Hoffa's birth date instead asks where the
if there are basic level search terms used by information books on labor unions are.
system users. Rosch's work has tantalized the field for In an empirical study of reference interviews, Lynch
many years, but it is not easy to find a way to identify (1978) found that 13% of the several hundred interviews
basic level terms when people are talking about topics of she observed involved shifts from an initial presenting
interest in information seeking in contrast to Rosch's question to a different actual question. Although Lynch
very carefully controlled laboratory studies. (See did not analyze these shifts in terms of breadth, she did
Brown's (1995) efforts to study subject terms from a find that the great majority of the 13% were cases in
more psychological perspective.) However, the task which the user presented either a directional question
should not be insurmountable. Looking at how college ("Where are the.. . ") or a holdings question ("Do you
students search for material on a topic when assigned to have [a specific item]"), and it turned out that the person
write a paper might reveal patterns in the level of gen- really wanted information on a subject not specific to a
erality of their search terms, for instance. Much more particular book.
research is needed in this area. Thomas Eichman has argued persuasively (1978) that

However, it would seem to be a reasonable assumption this is a quite reasonable approach for users to use in the
that we would find that certain terms come more commonly actual circumstances of the reference interview, and should
to mind for the general user of the Web browser or database, be expected rather than bemoaned by reference librarians.
terms that are neither the broadest nor narrowest (i.e., that Usually, the person with a query is approaching a total
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stranger, and has no idea how much the librarian might fore enable that searcher to submit queries better matched to
know about the subject of interest, or how helpful she will the strengths of the system.
be able or willing to be. Initial interactions constitute Another part of my dissertation analyzed the match
"phatic" communication, wherein the user is opening up a between the student-generated terms and the library sub-

channel of communication, sizing up and getting to know ject headings actually applied to the test books. The
the person on the other side of the desk. students without library training more frequently used

Eichman argues that in asking an initial broad or general terms broader than the actual heading applied than they

question, the user is much more likely to be able to establish used terms narrower than the correct heading (Bates,

some point of contact with the stranger behind the desk. 1977, p. 370ff).

Consider: If the user asks, "Where are the psychology Other data in my study supported the idea that use of

books?" or "Do you have so-and-so's Introduction to Psy- broader terms was a wise (if probably unconscious) strategy

chology?", can he not have a higher expectation of the on the part of the students. One might expect, a priori, that

librarian's being able to answer than if he asks for his true broader search terms would be easier to match to index

information need, a book that can tell him about the Pur- terms than narrower ones, because they are usually shorter,

kinje Effect? simpler, and more generally agreed-upon in phrasing. This

Let us suppose, further, that the librarian has, indeed, indeed proved to be the case. That half of the students who

never heard of the Purkinje Effect. If the user asks for this erred most by using broader terms were compared with the

point-blank, the librarian cannot immediately help him, half who used the fewest broad terms. The match rates of

without asking more questions. The user anticipates that the former were higher (Bates, 1977, p. 373).

there will be a socially awkward moment, as he gets a In a study of different design, Brooks (1995) also con-

blank look from the librarian. If, on the other hand, he firmed my result, finding that "narrower descriptors are

starts with the question about psychology books, and the harder for subjects to match to bibliographic records than

conversation proceeds well, he and the librarian will the other two types" (p. 107). The "other two types" were

move through a conversation that makes it clear that the what he called "topical-level" and "broader." The former

user is interested in visual perception, and the Purkinje were terms assigned to a record by an indexer; broader and

Effect is a topic within that area. The librarian, having narrower terms were those that were broader and narrower

been given this necessary context, can now, in fact, direct in relation to the assigned term.

him to the right books in the psychology section, even
though she still may not know specifically what the Statistical Indexing Properties of Databases
Purkinje Effect is. A fair amount of data exists on the statistical properties

Starting general, then, would seem to be an effective of databases (though we could benefit from quite a bit
strategy in the information-seeking conversation between more), but these data have seldom been brought to bear on
librarian and user. Librarians sometimes fail to recognize the discussion of indexing and access in IR system design.
the value of this approach from the user, because they (the Here, three statistical features of databases that have impli-
librarians) are focusing on the technical, professional matter cations for indexing and access to digital records will be
of getting the question answered, just as some physicians discussed: Bradford's Law, vocabulary scalability, and the
bypass the phatic and contextual interactions in a patient Resnikoff-Dolby 30:1 rule.
interview to get at what they see as the "real business" of
diagnosis and treatment. Unfortunately, the patient does not
yield up private matters to total strangers so easily, and the Bradford's Law

professional's "short" route to the technical content of the The first point about statistical properties of databases is
interview often founders on its failure to recognize how the that there are very robust underlying patterns/distributions
interview feels to the user/patient, of vocabulary and index terms to be found in bibliographic

In broad outline, this movement from general to specific and full-text databases. It is likely that many people in-
in the course of the reference interaction sounds rather like volved with information organization and retrieval have not
the pattern of broad term/narrower term noted above in known or acted upon this fact.
some of the student subject headings. It is as though they Most information-related phenomena have been found
expect to connect with the information system by starting to fall into a class of statistical distributions known as
broad and working down to the specific: Psychology- Zipfian distributions, named after George Zipf, who pub-
Visual Perception-Purkinje Effect. If, as assumed, people lished data on the relationship of word frequency to word
carry conversation patterns over into interaction with infor- length (Zipf, 1949). In information science, Samuel
mation systems, then enabling the human user to survey the Bradford developed what came to be known as Brad-
territory, to size up the system's offerings before settling ford's Law in describing the distribution of articles on
down directly to business might equip the searcher with a topics through the journal literature (1948). Subse-
better understanding of the system's capabilities, and there- quently, Bradford's Law was found to appear in a variety
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FIG. 2. A frequency-size Zipfian distribution. Note. This is Figure 2, reprinted from Nelson, M. J. and Tague, J. M. (1985). Split size-rank models for
the distribution of index terms. Journal of the American Society for Information Science, 36, p. 291.

of other information-related phenomena (see Chen & quency-size model shows the number of terms assigned
Leimkuhler, 1986; Rousseau, 1994). in a database at each frequency level. In either case, there

Other Zipfian formulations besides Zipf's and Bradford's is generally a small number of terms with a very high
are the distributions of Yule, Lotka, Pareto, and Price (Fe- frequency, and a large number of terms with a very low
dorowicz, 1982). Over the years, there has been extensive frequency. In Nelson and Tague's data, for example,
debate on the nature of the social processes that produce approximately 1% of the terms were in the high-fre-
these distributions, and how best to represent them mathe- quency portion of the distribution (p. 286). At the other
matically (e.g., Brookes, 1977; Chen & Leimkuhler, 1986; end, the great majority of terms in a typical database
Qiu, 1990; Rousseau, 1994; Stewart, 1994). The intention might have been applied just once or twice.
here is not to justify any one Zipfian formulation-for our These distributions are quite robust and defy efforts of
purposes they look similar-but rather to draw attention to thesaurus designers and indexers to thwart them. For in-
the fact that information-related phenomena fall into this stance, librarians have historically used some subdivisions
general class of distributions, as do many other distributions in the Library of Congress Subject Headings to break down
associated with human activity, large sets of records indexed under the popular high-end

Zipfian distributions have a characteristic appearance terms into smaller sets. For example, "U.S.-History," an
which is quite different from the familiar bell-shaped enormously popular term, would get another layer of sub-
normal distribution that is the usual focus of our statistics
courses. Zipfian distributions are characterized by long divisions to produce headings like "U.S.-History-Revo-

tails and must often be presented on log paper in order to lution, 1775-83," and "U.S.-History-Civil War, 1861-

capture all the data produced in a research study. See 65," and the like. However, the self-similar nature of this

Figure 2. type of data indicates that the distribution of the subdivi-
Zipfian distributions are presented as rank-frequency sions will again fall out into a Bradford form within the set

and frequency-size models (Nelson & Tague, 1985). For of all headings beginning with "U.S.-History" (R. Rous-
instance, a rank-frequency distribution of number of in- seau, personal communication, 1996). Thus some of the
dex terms assigned in a database displays the frequencies combined headings will be very popular and some will have
of application of the terms against their rank, with the few or one application each, for a mini-Bradford distribu-
most frequent being the highest rank (i.e., first). A fre- tion within the larger Bradford distribution.
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In fact, Zipfian distributions are so common in informa-
tion-related phenomena that there would be more surprise in
finding that such data did not express a Zipfian pattern. To
show how far afield this pattern can go, Brookes (1977)
reports data from a 3-day-long closed conference with 50
people in attendance (pp. 207ff). One of the attending
members kept a record of who contributed how many times
each to the conference discussion. The results fell into a
Bradford pattern, similar to what we have all experienced in
school, where some students in class speak very frequently
and many hardly at all.

To better understand the implications of these distribu-
tions for information retrieval, it may be helpful to visualize
the Bradford distribution in a different way. When Bradford
originally developed his data, he studied the rates at which
articles relevant to a certain subject area appeared in jour-
nals in those areas. (His two test areas were applied geo-
physics and lubrication.) He identified all journals that pub-
lished more than a certain number of articles in the test area
per year, as well as in other ranges of descending frequency.
He wrote:

FIG. 3. Bradford scatter of hits across three zones. Note. Hits are sparser
in sources in outer zones, therefore more sources must be covered-hence

If scientific journals are arranged in order of decreasing larger territory in each successive zone. Each zone contains the same total
productivity of articles on a given subject, they may be number of hits.
divided into a nucleus of periodicals more particularly de-
voted to the subject and several groups or zones containing
the same number of articles as the nucleus, when the num- consequences in searching that can be anticipated. When
bers of periodicals in the nucleus and succeeding zones will searching with core, "right-on" terms, many relevant hits
be as l:n:n2 . (Bradford, 1948, p. 116) are retrieved, a high precision result. If, however, some

high percentage of all the relevant articles are to be found
In principle, there could be any number of zones, with "farther out," under still related but somewhat more

the number of articles in each zone being the total number remotely connected terms, then the percentage of good
of articles divided by the number of zones. In his empirical hits per added term goes down, the more remotely related
data, however, Bradford identified just three zones, and the search term is.
three will be used here for simplicity's sake. Bradford found The pattern in Figure 3 would thus reflect the classic
in his empirical data that the value of "n" was roughly 5. recall/precision trade-off. The better the recall, the lower
Suppose, then, that someone doing an in-depth search on a the precision, because, as one incorporates more and
topic finds that four core journals contain fully one-third of more remotely related (OR'd) terms in the query, fewer
all the relevant articles found. If the value for n is 5, then 4 and fewer relevant hits are found. To be confident in
x 5 = 20 journals will, among them, contain another third finding all relevant items, one would have to go very far
of all the relevant articles found. Finally, the last third will afield, scooping up large numbers of records, with more
be the most scattered of all, being spread out over 4 X 52 = and more remotely related terms, in order to find the
100 journals. See Figure 3. occasional relevant item. The new system user who may

Figure 3 shows that one could find a great many relevant never have thought about problems of retrieval may
articles on a topic nicely concentrated in a few core journals. assume that a simple query will retrieve all relevant
But finding the rest of the relevant articles involves an records; the experienced searcher knows that one must go
increasingly more extensive search, as the average yield of very far afield to catch all relevant materials, and must
articles per additional journal examined becomes smaller tolerate increasingly many irrelevant records the farther
and smaller the farther out, i.e., the more remotely from the out one goes.
core topic one goes. The Bradford data thus tell us that Bradford's work was very important for special librari-
desired material is neither perfectly concentrated in one ans to know about. It demonstrated that an organization that
place, as we might hope, nor is it completely randomly specializes in a certain subject area can readily purchase a
distributed either, as we might fear. good percentage of all relevant materials in its area by

If we assume that Bradford-type distributions of num- buying a small set of core journal subscriptions. But the
bers of relevant hits per term in a database could also be higher the percentage of relevant materials the library seeks
arrayed as in Figure 3, then there are some predictable to capture through additional purchases, the smaller the
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payoff per journal added. The same can be said, of course, "scaling up" systems from smaller to larger. Can a system
of the recall/precision trade-off in IR. that functions well at a certain size also function well

So, what are the implications of this discussion for in- when it is 10 or 100 times larger? This is an important
dexing digital resources? First, we can expect that even the question in information system design, because there is
most beautifully designed system of indexing-whether hu- ample reason to believe that there are problems with
man or automatic-will produce Zipf-type distributions. If a scaling in this field. Small systems often do not work well
system has a 10,000-term thesaurus, and a 100,000-record when database size expands. New and different forms of
database, and each record has just one term applied to it, organization and retrieval have to be introduced to main-
each term would then have 10 hits, if the distribution of term tain effectiveness.
applications across the database were perfectly even. The Evidence of the need to change with growth in size can
research on these distributions, however, suggests that the be detected in the longer history of information organi-
distribution will be highly skewed, with some terms applied zation and access. In the 19th century, Charles Cutter
thousands of times, and a large number of the 10,000 terms developed alphabetical subject indexing ("subject head-
applied just once. ings") to make growing book collections more accessible.

Further, there is some evidence (Nelson, 1988) that fre- In the 1950s, when the conceptually broader subject
quencies of term applications in a database are significantly headings began producing too many hits, especially in
correlated with frequency of terms in queries, i.e., terms journal and report collections, "concept" indexing, which
popular in indexing are also popular in information needs forms the basis of most current Boolean-searchable da-
expressed as queries. So, those terms with lots of hits under tabases, was developed. When manual implementation of
them will also be used frequently among the queries coming concept indexing bogged down on collections of even
into the database. This question needs much more research, modest size, computer database searching was developed
however. in the 1970s for faster searching.

Finally, even in the best-designed database, users will Now that databases are exploding into the tens of mil-
usually retrieve a number of irrelevant records, and the lions in size, it can be guessed that new responses will again
more thorough they are in trying to scoop up every last be needed. The purpose in this section is to draw attention
relevant record by extending their search formulation to just one statistical feature that bears on scalability in
with additional term variants, the greater the proportion indexing and/or full-text term matching as a means of
of irrelevant records they will encounter. However, as the retrieval from digital resources-the limitations of human
"core" terms will probably retrieve a relatively small vocabulary.
percentage of the relevant records (certainly under half, It is harder than it might at first seem to estimate the
in most cases), they must nonetheless tolerate sifting vocabulary size of the average person. Should the words one
through lots of irrelevant records in order to find the can produce be counted, or the much larger set one can
relevant ones. It is the purpose of human indexing and recognize? Are proper noun names of products, people's
classification to improve this situation, to pull more names, etc., counted, or only "regular" lower-case words?
records into that core than would otherwise appear there, How does one count the many morphological variations
but it should be understood that even the best human language creates for many words (e.g., compute, computes,
indexing is not likely to defeat the underlying Zipfian computing, computed)? Here is Pinker (1994) on this ques-
patterns. tion:

Indexers and system designers have to find a way to
work with these database traits, rather than thinking they The most sophisticated estimate comes from the psycholo-
can, through good terminology design, produce a data- gists William Nagy and Richard Anderson. They began with
base full of terms, each of which falls in some ideal range a list of 227,553 different words. Of these, 45,453 were
of 10 to 50 hits. The latter, desirable as it may be, is not simple roots and stems. Of the remaining 182,100 deriva-
likely. tives and compounds, they estimated that all but 42,080

How then can we design systems to satisfy users, could be understood in context by someone who knew their
given this robust configuration of database term applica- components. Thus there were a total of 44,453 + 42,080
tions? I do not have any miracle solutions for it, but as = 88,533 listeme words. By sampling from this list and
long as these patterns are not recognized or understood, testing the sample, Nagy and Anderson estimated that an

we will not even know how to begin to improve retrieval average American high school graduate knows 45,000

for users, words. (p. 150)

Vocabulary Scalability This estimate did not include proper names, numbers, for-
eign words, and other such terms.

Scalability in the development of digital resources is Not all of the 45,000 words would be suitable for search-
one of the issues currently being discussed (Lynch & ing for information. On the other hand, college graduates
Garcia-Molina, 1995). Scalability deals with questions of might know more words, including some that are technical
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terms useful for searching and not in the general vocabulary, more words and usually drastically reduces the number of
So, just to make a general estimate, let us take the closest retrievals. Indeed, based on my own experience, I would
round-number figure, 50,000, as the vocabulary size of an estimate that a study on databases in the 1-million to 5-mil-
average information seeker on the Internet or in a digital lion item range would find that the best starting point for a
collection. search is to use two words or two concepts; that is, such a

A recent study found that 63% of the search terms combination will most often produce sets of tolerable size.
employed by scholar searchers of databases were single- One-word searches produce too many high-hit searches and
word terms (Siegfried, Bates, & Wilde, 1993, p. 282). three-word (or concept) searches produce too many zero or
(Solomon, 1993, also found that children overwhelmingly low-hit searches. It remains to be seen whether three-word
used single-word search terms.) So if users mostly employ queries are optimal for searches on mega-databases of tens
single-word terms, let us, for the moment deal with just of millions of records.
single-word indexing terms. Let us further assume that we Other problems arise at this point, however. There are
have a million-item database-small by today's standards. astronomically many different combinations possible for
We did arithmetic like this in the previous section-with even just two- and three-word phrases. If every one of our
50,000 core terms available for searching by the user, and if searcher's 50,000 words can be combined with every other
the frequency in the database for each term were precisely one, then there will be just under 2.5 billion possible com-
even across the database, then each index term would have binations for the two-word combinations alone. As we
to have been applied to exactly 20 records (1,000,000/ learned in an earlier section, varying the search terms by just
50,000). Such multiple uses of each term cannot be avoided morphological changes (not even included in that 50,000
when the size of the database is so much larger than the size figure)-"violence" to "violent," for example, produced
of the indexing vocabulary, substantial changes in the retrieved set, and varying by

But that assumes that only one term is applied per synonymous or near-synonymous terms often produced re-
record. In fact, it is common for anywhere from 10 to 40 sults that were entirely different.
terms to be applied per record in human-indexed biblio- So, by using more than one term, we succeed in
graphic databases, and, of course, indefinitely many- reducing the retrieved set, but in ways that are quite
easily hundreds or more-words are indexed in each unpredictable in relation to the question of which set of
record in a full-text databases. Let us suppose our little records will most please the searcher. How can I know a
million-item bibliographic database has an average of 20 priori whether I should use "violent" or "violence" to find
index terms per record. Then, if the distribution of terms the hits that would most please me, if I could somehow
across the database were again exactly level, each term look at all the records and determine which ones I would
would have 400 hits. like? What if I think of "freedom of speech" and "cyber-

This is a very problematic hit rate-it is far more than space" and do not think of the other 15 combinations
most people want. But we have only just begun. With discussed earlier for this topic? Brilliant ranking algo-
natural-language indexing of the abstracts, let us suppose rithms for the retrieved set will have no impact on the
there are 100 indexable words per record, then if the appli- many relevant unretrieved records.
cation of words across the million-item database is level, The distribution of frequency of use of two-word
there will be 2,000 hits for every indexable term used in the combinations will probably fall out into a Bradford dis-
database. With digital libraries and the Internet, where tens tribution too, so there will be the usual problem of some
of millions of records are currently involved, 20,000 or combinations with very many hits and many combina-
50,000 or 100,000 hits per word can easily become the tions with few or no hits. The "perfect 30-item search"
minimum on the assumption of level application of terms that we all want from databases-actually, say, a range of
across the database. 10-50 items-will likely occupy a small part of the

There is no avoiding these statistics. As a database entire distribution of hits in a database of almost any size,
grows, the number of words a human being knows does not with most of the match rates being substantially larger or
grow correspondingly. Consequently, the average number smaller.
of hits grows instead. For browsing purposes, the current indexing along with

It can be expected from the Bradford data, however, that the ability to go in any of thousands of directions-some-
the actual number of hits will be highly skewed, so some times with just the change of a character or two in a search
will have tens of thousands of hits and other terms very few. statement (and, of course, also by following up hypertextual
Further, if the popular terms are also popular in queries, per links)-makes the World Wide Web entertaining and some-
Nelson's data (1988), then a high proportion of all the times informative. But active, directed searching for even a
queries will be pulling up that small set of terms with the moderately focused interest, has yet to be provided for
huge numbers of hits. effectively, for data collections of the size available on the

To be sure, a searcher is not limited in most cases to Net. The time has clearly arrived to develop a next round of
single-word terms. The use of implicit or explicit Boolean innovations as information stores scale up another explosive
logic in a query makes possible the combination of two or level.
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The general assumption has been that the needed TABLE 1. Resnikoff and Dolby's "ranges in level structure."*

innovations will be all automatic. Certainly, the solution
will require substantial automated production, but what No. of volumes

has been discussed so far in this article surely indicates Level Type Minimum Mean = K" Maximum

that some role for human intervention is needed too.
Algorithms based on current designs, or even enhance- 1 Encyclopedia 5 30 161
ments of current designs, cannot deal with the many 2 Personal 161 873 4,747

3 Juniorcollege 4,747 25,803 140,266

issues raised here. 4 University 140,266 762,483 4,144,851

122,480,276
5 National 4,144,851 22,531,361

Resnikoff-Dolby 30:1 Rule
* Their Table 2, Resnikoff & Dolby (1972, p. 12). Used by permission.

Earlier, in discussing Bradford-type distributions in in-
formation-related phenomena, we had to contemplate the beings to absorb and process information. Consequently, the
possibility that our many individual actions and decisions as pattern shows up over and over again.
information system designers, and information providers But Resnikoff and Dolby's research did not stop there.
and users, however motivated by individual choice and They found that book superstructures, as well, tended to
need, nonetheless fall out into remarkably persistent and cluster around multiples of 30. Drawing on library sta-
robust statistical patterns. In examining the Resnikoff- tistical data, they found that junior college libraries clus-
Dolby 30:1 rule, we will discover an even more striking and tered around 29.553 volumes, or 25,803; university li-
hard-to-credit statistical pattern, which is nonetheless braries clustered around 29.554, or 762,483. The next
backed up by considerable data. level up, 29.555, or 22,531,361, represented what they

Under a grant from the Department of Health, Education, called a national library (Library of Congress) level. We
and Welfare, Howard Resnikoff and James Dolby re- would now add bibliographic utilities, such as OCLC,
searched the statistical properties of information stores and and, of course, Web browsers. With the spectacular
access mechanisms to those stores (Dolby & Resnikoff, growth of the Internet, we may soon expect to need to be
1971; Resnikoff & Dolby, 1972). Again and again, they able to provide access to resources in the 29.556 range,
found values in the range of 28.5:1 to 30:1 as the ratio of the or, in the 660-million range.
size of one access level to another. For mathematical rea- Of course, not all libraries or books fit the above
sons, they used K = 29.55 as the likely true figure for their averages. Libraries are constantly growing, and figures
constant, but they and I will use 30 for simplicity's sake in could be expected not to rest strictly on average points.
most cases. They found from their data: But Resnikoff and Dolby did find that the data clustered

fairly tightly around these means (1972, p. 92). The
" A book title is ± the length of a table of contents in largest item at one level seldom exceeded the smallest

30
characters, on average (Resnikoff & Dolby, 1972, p. 10). item at another (p. 90).

" A table of contents is I the length of a back of the book Resnikoff and Dolby (1972) suggested that the line be-
index, on average (p. 10). tween two access levels should be drawn in the following

" A back of the book index is 1 the length of the text of a manner: "Mathematically, the natural way to define a
book, on average (p. 10). boundary between two values on an exponentially increas-

SAn abstract is 0the length of the technical paper t ing scale is to compute the geometric mean of the two
represents, on average (p. 10).

* Card catalogs had one guide card for every 30 cards on values" (p. 12). Their table listing these range values (p. 12),
average. Average number of cards per tray was 302, or is adapted as Table 1.
about 900 (p. 10). Resnikoff and Dolby (1972) bring mathematical and

" Based on a sample of over 3,000 four-year college physical arguments to bear in support of why this pattern
classes, average class size was 29.3 (p. 22). appears, which will not be reproduced here. As they note:

" In a test computer programming language they studied,
the number of assembly language instructions needed to The access model presented in this chapter is not restricted
implement higher-level generic instructions averaged to the book and its subsystems and super systems. There is
30.3 (p. 96). considerable evidence that it reflects universal properties of

information stored in written English form, and, in a slightly

All these results suggest that human beings process in- generalized version, may be still more broadly applicable toAll hes reultssugestthathumn bingsproessin- the analysis and modeling of other types of information

formation in such a way as to move through levels of access te suc as toselasso th te matiof
systems such as those associated with the modalities of

that operate in 30:1 ratios. Resnikoff and Dolby did not use sensory perception. These wide ranging and difficult issues
this term, but I think a good name for it would be: Infor- cannot be examined here in a serious way; moreover, we do
mation Transfer Exchange Ratio. Something about these not yet have sufficient data upon which a definitive report
size relationships is natural and comfortable for human can be based. (p. 93)
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To demonstrate results with such wide-ranging signifi- Expert opinion and one study of users of a first-generation
cance would indeed require vast amounts of data, more than online catalog have suggested that users normally display
one funded study could possibly produce. But Resnikoff no more than 30 to 35 postings.... Analysis of transaction

and Dolby do bring forth a great deal of data from a wide logs from the second-generation system revealed that par-

variety of environments-more than enough to demonstrate tially persistent users typically displayed 28 postings, but

that this is a fertile and very promising direction for research that overloaded users did not outnumber totally persistent
users until postings retrieved exceeded 200. The findings

to go. (See also Dolby & Resnikoff, 1971. Later, Resnikoff, suggest that given sufficient resources, designers should still
1989, pursued his ideas in a biophysical context, rather than consider 30 to 35 postings typical persistence, but the find-
in library and information science applications.) While there ings also justify treating 100 or 200 postings as a common
are hundreds, if not more, papers pursuing questions related threshold of overload. (p. 247)
to Bradford distributions, this fascinating area of research
has languished.1  Note the parallels between this data and that in Table

Indeed, one may ask why these promising data have 1. Resnikoff and Dolby's level 1 shows a mean of 30

not been followed up more in the years since. When I items, with a maximum of 161. In the Wiberley, Daugh-

have presented them, there is a common reaction that erty, and Danowski research, people feel comfortable

these relationships sound too formulaic or "gimmicky," looking at 30 items, and will, if necessary go up to "100

that there could not possibly be such remarkable regu- or 200" (ideally, 161?), but beyond that figure go into

larities underlying the organization of information re- overload.

sources. There has also been a strong shift in the years Another parallel appears in the research on library cata-

since from physical interpretations of information to con- logs. Time and time again, when asked, catalog users say
structivist views, which see each event or experience as they want more information, an abstract or contents list, on

uniquely constructed by the person doing the experienc- the catalog record (Cochrane & Markey, 1983). Resnikoff

ing. I would argue that there are nonetheless regularities and Dolby discuss at some length questions of the role the

underlying our "unique" experiences, that while the in- catalog plays, in terms of levels of access, to the collection.

dividual construction of a situation generally cannot be The argument will not be made here in detail, but both

predicted, there are often strong statistical patterns un- bodies of data converge on the idea that people need another

derlying human behavior over a class of events. We will 30:1 layer of access between the catalog entry and the book
find that there is no fundamental contradiction in the itself. This need shows up in the request for an abstract or

physical/statistical and the social/constructivist views; summary, presumably 30 times as long in text as the aver-

only a failure to accept that they can, and do, operate at age book title or subject heading. The Resnikoff and Dolby

the same time. research also clearly needs to be related to the research on
Equipped with the ideas in the Resnikoff-Dolby research, menu hierarchies in the human computer interaction litera-

it is possible to see how certain results in the research ture (e.g., Fisher, Yungkurth, & Moss, 1990; Jacko & Sal-

literature-done independently of Resnikoff and Dolby's vendy, 1996).

work-in fact, fit nicely within the framework of their Finally, at many points in their analysis, Resnikoff and

model of information. Wiberley, Daugherty, and Danowski Dolby (1972) work with the lognormal distribution: "These

did successive studies on user persistence in displaying examples and others too numerous to report here prompt us

online catalog postings, first on a first-generation online to speculate that the occurrence of the lognormal distribu-

catalog (1990), and later on a second-generation online tion is fundamental to all human information processing
catalog (1995). In other words, they studied how many activities" (p. 97). That distribution is one of the common
postings users actually examined when presented with a hit candidates for modeling Zipfian distributions (see Stewart,
rate of number of postings found when doing a search in an 1994). Those with more mathematical expertise than I will

online catalog. They summarize the results of both studies surely be able to link these two bodies of data in a larger
in the abstract of the second (1995): framework of analysis.

It may yet be found that human information processing
characteristics are the underlying driving force behind many

1 For those unable to access the ERIC technical report, White, Bates, other seemingly random or unpredictable statistical charac-

and Wilson (1992) have a brief summary and discussion on p. 271. White teristics of the information universe. If so, it may be dis-
says there that in writing my paper "The Fallacy of the Perfect 30-Item covered that the two seemingly disjoint approaches taken so
Online Search" (Bates, 1984), I did not know of Dolby's work. That is not far in this article, the "Human Factors" and the "Statistical
strictly true. I took a class from Dolby when I was a graduate student at the
University of California at Berkeley, where he mentioned the 30:1 ratio and Indexing Properties of Databases," are, in fact, very closely
some of the instances where the ratio had been found. The class preceded linked and both derive from common sources.
the publication of the technical report, however, and I did not know until
White wrote his chapter that Dolby's figure was based on extensive data Domain-Specific Indexing
and had been published through ERIC. Had I known of the work, I would
have addressed it in my own analysis of book indexes, tables of contents, Research emanating from two areas of study strongly
etc. (in Bates, 1986b). indicates that attention to subject domain in the design of
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content indexing and access has potentially high payoff in various domains, in how social processes and relationships
improved results for users. Research in computational lin- among researchers function differently in one domain as
guistics and automatic translation has increasingly been compared to another, and on and on. We should rather
looking to sub-domains of language as more productive assume that these many differences do make a difference in
venues for improving effectiveness in application of auto- means to optimize access to recorded materials than that
matic techniques (Grishman & Kittredge, 1986; Kittredge & they do not-at least until such time as we have much more
Lehrberger, 1982). The value of sublanguage analysis is research in hand on the effectiveness of various access
beginning to be recognized and studied in information sci- techniques and vocabulary types.
ence as well (Haas & He, 1993; Liddy, Jorgensen, Sibert, & Recently, Hjorland and Albrechtsen (1995) made an
Yu, 1993; Losee & Haas, 1995). extensive and cogent argument for the value of domain

Research in library and information science on domain analysis in information science. Their argument will not be
vocabularies for indexing and retrieval has likewise dem- adumbrated here, except to quote them briefly:
onstrated the importance of domain in the provision of
access to resources. Stephen Wiberley has demonstrated The domain-analytic paradigm in information science (IS)
that the character of the humanities vocabulary does not states that the best way to understand information in IS is to
match the conventional assumptions that such vocabulary is study the knowledge-domains as thought or discourse com-
fuzzy and hard to pin down (Wiberley, 1983, 1988). Nor is munities, which are parts of society's division of labor.
the vocabulary similar in character to natural and social Knowledge organization, structure, co-operation patterns,
scientific vocabulary, according to a study carried out at the language and communication forms, information systems,
Getty Information Institute (Bates, Wilde, & Siegfried, and relevance criteria are reflections of the objects of the
1993; Bates, 1996b). That study found several classes of work of these communities and their role in society. The

vocabulary types used in the humanities literature that were individual person's psychology, knowledge, information

virtually non-existent in the science literature. Tibbo (1994) needs, and subjective relevance criteria should be seen in

surveys the distinct issues associated with humanities in- this perspective. (p. 400)

dexing, Swift, Winn, and Bramer (1979) draw attention to
unique characteristics of social science vocabulary, and Much could be written and hypothesized, well beyond
Pejtersen (1994) applies domain analysis to fiction classifi- the scope of this article, on how domain factors might affect
cation. retrieval. The goal here, however, is rather simply to estab-

Weinberg (1988) also makes a strong case for a whole lish, in general, the importance and value of paying atten-
different class of access to information, viz., aspect, or tion to domain as a way to improve retrieval. So, the final
comment, as distinct from the usual "aboutness" that index- argument to be brought forth is a practical, real-world one,
descriptive terms are intended to provide. This sort of in- a description of a database that uses domain analysis and
formation would be particularly valuable for the humanities has met the test of the marketplace.
and the "softer" social sciences. Yet it is the characteristics BIOSIS, the database of biological periodicals, is just
of scientific and engineering vocabulary that have driven one of several that might serve as examples, but illustrates
most of the theory of indexer thesaurus development since particularly well the points being made in this section. The
World War II. database contains over 10 million records and adds over half

Likewise, Mavis Molto, who was interested in develop- a million records per year (BIOSIS Search Guide, 1995, p.
ing automated techniques for genealogical literature, found A-3), so it represents a very large body of information with,
that the distribution of term types in that literature is very as we shall see, substantial value added in the handling of its
different from general text at large, and that means of indexing, both human and automatic.
optimizing retrieval in such text may be quite different from The developers of BIOSIS studied the literature of the
those assumed previously (Molto, 1993). These results sug- field and the needs of their users, and created a resource that
gest dramatic differences in the character of vocabulary and serves many of the distinctive needs of the biological re-
information needs across the various intellectual domains, search community. Articles are coded for whether they
Techniques that work well in one may not work well in describe a new species, for example, a likely important
another. question for many biologists searching the database.

There are other reasons, as well, for suspecting that But the analysis of the literature of the field goes much
treatment of the various intellectual domains as though all deeper than that. In the end, the database makes available
vocabularies are equal is an ineffectual and sub-optimal two broad classes of information-taxonomic (descriptions
approach. Research in the sociology of science (Meadows, of species and broader classes of flora and fauna) and
1974; Merton, 1973) and scholarly communication general subject information. These are, in turn, broken out
(Bakewell, 1988; Bates, 1994, 1996a; Morton & Price, in ways likely to be of particular value in the study of
1986) demonstrate a number of fundamental differences in biology.
how scholars and scientists conceptualize their research The Biosystematic Index provides searchable codes for
problems, in how paradigms do and do not function in taxonomic levels discussed in articles above the genus-
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CC07006 ANIMAL COMMUNICATION domain, and the statistical character of the literature in the

Frequencies Major (6760) Minor (540) domain, to produce a database that enables fast, high-recall,
Applicalions This code retrieves studies on nonverbal human high-precision retrieval.

communication and on physical and biochemical animal commu-
nication pathways and patterns.

Examples Studies on * echolocation - pheromones • displays Discussion and Conclusions
animal sounds * infant noises

Strategy Recommendations Having reviewed these various issues, we come to the
" For comparative studies of animal communication, use this next natural question: How can these things we have learned

code with appropriate keywords and the General and
Comparative Behavior code CC07002. be applied to improve IR system design for the new digital

" For human speech or verbal communication, use the Deafness, information world?
Speech and Hearing code CC20008. In the previous section, the BIOSIS database of biolog-

Coverage Nots This code was Introduced in 1971. ical literature was brought forth as an example demonstrat-

FIG. 4. BIOSIS concept code for animal communication. Note. Concept ing a good understanding of and use of domain factors in the

code taken from BIOSIS Search Guide (1995, p. F-11). Reprinted by design of indexing for very large databases. Special indexes
permission of BIOSIS. and retrieval capabilities probed precisely the kinds of in-

formation of most interest and use to biologists. Further, as
was noted there, BIOSIS also effectively uses the Bradfor-

species level. At the species level, species can be searched dian statistical properties of its material, by indexing deeply
by the user as free text on the subject-related fields of the and carefully the core concepts in biology that recur fre-
record. Retrieval is improved, however, by the indexers at quently in the literature, and therefore constitute the high-
BIOSIS, who add species names to the basic bibliographic frequency end of the Bradford curve.
description of the article in every case that they are men- The BIOSIS database constitutes one solution that inte-
tioned in the text of the article, but not in the title or abstract. grates both database statistical factors and subject domain

General subject topics are, likewise, approached at both factors in its design. It demonstrates that the seemingly
broad and specific levels. Broad, popular concepts, the sort intractable Bradfordian characteristics-the massively
that recur frequently in the biological literature, have been skewed distributions that typically characterize meaningful
identified and carefully described and analyzed for both collections of information-need not be defeated in order to
indexers and searchers. Such broad concepts include things effectuate good information retrieval. Rather, these statisti-
like animal distribution, wildlife management, and repro- cal characteristics can be worked with, the system design
duction. Because these are both common and broad, search- ingeniously set up to invest high indexing effort in the
ing on these terms alone or with a species name could lead high-demand end of the curve, and low effort, largely au-
to very large and wildly varying retrieval sets, depending on tomatic, in the low-demand end.
which particular terms for the concept had been used by the There are no doubt other such inspired mixes of human
article's writer, the indexer, or the searcher. Because of the and system effort possible throughout the information
importance of these concepts (they are clearly at the upper world, once the underlying factors are understood. One area
end of the Bradford distribution), it has paid off for BIOSIS that remains to be studied much more is that of the Resni-
to analyze these terms closely and define them precisely for koff-Dolby 30:1 rule. If, as the evidence to date suggests,
both indexers and searchers. These terms are called "con- people often like to move down through a hierarchy of some
cept codes." For example, Figure 4 displays the entry in the sort as they access information, various kinds of hierarchical
BIOSIS search manual for the concept code for Animal arrangements could be developed with layers sized in a 30:1
Communication. ratio.

On the other hand, less common subject terms, those that Many systems currently are being developed with the
are more specific and narrowly applicable, and often at the structure of classical hierarchical (family-tree style) classi-
low end of the Bradford distribution, do not receive this fication schemes. In library and information science, how-
elaborate analysis. They are, instead, not even indexed in ever, such classifications are frequently seen to be less
any formal way; they are just made free-text searchable. effective than classifications based on faceted principles,
BIOSIS helps the searcher improve results, however, by developed'some decades ago by S.R. Ranganathan (1963)
providing a search manual containing the more popular of but only now coming into their full fruition. Examples of
these free-text terms. For the less popular terms, or terms faceted approaches can be seen in the Getty Art & Archi-
newly appearing since the last manual, the searcher knows tecture Thesaurus and in the Predicasts business database.
to use them anyway, because the list of terms in the manual Faceting provides a flexibility and power much in excess of
is explicitly stated to include only the more popular terms, the limited character of conventional hierarchical
and not all legitimate ones, as is usual with thesauri. schemes-not unlike the advance represented by relational

BIOSIS has thus cleverly worked simultaneously with databases in the database world. (A brief, simplified com-
the character of the domain and its practitioners' informa- parison of the two types of classification scheme is provided
tion needs, the character of the terminology important in the in Bates, 1988. See Rowley, 1992, or Vickery, 1968, for
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more thorough introductions.) Using this and other indexing Water and Power Department to get all the department's
techniques, in combination with a sensitivity to database memo and report writers to use the same word for the same
and domain factors, can produce great retrieval power. concept, it is also undesirable to try to search on an artist's
Whether and how these techniques can be used to good name under just one form. Artists have frequently been
effect in multi-million-item collections remains to be seen. known by both vernacular and Latin names, by different

However, of all the issues raised in this article, those in names in different languages, and by nicknames and formal
the first section, on human factors, have been least attended names. They may be referred to in all these forms in the
to in system design (see also Chen & Dhar, 1990). Little literature of interest to a researcher, and the researcher may
research in information science has examined the various not initially be aware of all the forms that have been used.
folk classification issues raised in this article-whether peo- Consequently, provision of a database containing all those
ple spontaneously use terms that fall into groupings fitting forms not only aids in retrieval effectiveness, but is an
the characteristics of folk classifications, whether there are important scholarly resource in its own right.
Roschian "basic level" terms (see also Brown, 1995), and so The Getty Information Institute has been experimenting
on. with making this and two other thesaural databases, Art &

Many design changes need to be made in information Architecture Thesaurus (Peterson, 1994), and Thesaurus of
systems in response to the research on the great variety of Geographic Names, available on the Internet. As of this
terms generated by people for a given topic. Until we fully writing, two of the three are combined in a online thesaurus
accept that reality, and build information retrieval systems named "a.k.a." which can be used during an experimental
that intelligently incorporate it, systems will continue to period by people searching the Getty bibliographic data-
under-perform for users. It is interesting to note, however, bases via the World Wide Web (http://www.ahip.getty.edu/
that two different information systems, designed for two aka/). Searching on the artist "Titian" yielded the names of
radically different environments, independently came up five different individuals who have been known by this
with solutions involving the collecting and clustering to- name, as well as all the variants found on each individual's
gether of variant terms around core concepts. name. One of these five, Tiziano Vecellio, has been known

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, with by at least 46 different names, according to the Union List
more than 10,000 employees, needed to solve a thesaurus of Artist Names. Examples include the following: Detiano,
problem for their multi-million item records management Titsiaen, Tizzani, Vecelli, and Ziano. This term-variant
database. The records would be input into the system by database provides a nice example of ways in which online
clerks who often had only a high school education and no access can be improved in real time for Internet or other
concept of vocabulary control, and retrieved by any and online searchers.
everyone in the organization, up to and including the Gen- A number of other experimental systems and approaches
eral Manager. The content range of the vocabulary needed are currently being developed to improve vocabulary for
for retrieval was very wide-engineering, real estate, cus- users for search and retrieval as well (Chen & Lynch, 1992;
tomer relations, construction, names of organizations, offic- Chen & Ng, 1995; Chen, Yim, Fye, & Schatz, 1995; John-
ers, etc. son & Cochrane, 1995; Jones et al., 1995; Kristensen, 1993;

The solution proposed (Bates, 1990), which was subse- Larson, McDonough, O'Leary, Kuntz, & Moon, R., 1996;
quently implemented, was to use highly skilled human labor Schatz, Johnson, Cochrane, & Chen, 1996).
to create and update continuously a cluster thesaurus of Both the Water and Power and the Getty systems rely on
closely related term variants, based on a close monitoring of a valuable aspect of human cognition that is unfortunately
database contents and relevant technical thesauri. (In this much ignored in the information system design world: Peo-
way, only one person, the thesaurus developer, needed to pie can recognize information they need very much more
have lexicographical expertise, rather than expecting every easily than they can recall it. The average person will recall
clerk in the organization to develop it.) When a searcher (think up) only a fraction of the range of terms that are used
used any one of the terms, the variants could be called up to represent a concept or name, but can take in a screen full
too. The searcher was then given the option of searching on of variants in an instant, and make a quick decision about
all or selected terms from the cluster. The person searching desired terms for a given search. Most current information
on "transmission line right of way" might think no variants systems require that the searcher generate and input every-
are needed until the cluster appears with a dozen or more thing wanted. People could manage more powerful searches
other ways the concept has been described in the database quickly if an initial submitted term or topic yielded a screen
(some examples: transmission line easements, T/L Right of full of term possibilities, related subjects, or classifications
Way, T/L ROW). for them to see and choose from (see also Bates, 1986a).

Meanwhile, at the Getty Information Institute, the rar- These and other experiments in improved access are
efied world of art historical scholarship was likewise being made possible if indexing is separated from access in the
served by a database developed to cluster term variants-in design of an information system. By separating these two,
this case, various forms of artists' names, in the Union List the user front-end can be designed around the distinctive
of Artist Names (1994). Just as it was impractical at the traits and evolutionary adaptations of human information
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processing, while the internal indexing describing the doc- Belkin, N. J. (1982). ASK for information retrieval. Part 1: Background

ument may be different. Changes in our developing under- and theory. Journal of Documentation, 38, 61-71.
standing of human cognition in information-seeking situa- Belkin, N. J., Kantor, P., Fox, E. A., & Shaw, J. A. (1995). Combining the

evidence of multiple query representations for information retrieval.
tions, and changes in vocabulary can relatively quickly be Information Processing & Management, 31, 431-448.

accommodated in a user-oriented front-end, without requir- Berlin, B. (1978). Ethnobiological classification. In E. Rosch & B. B.
ing the re-indexing of giant databases. Lloyd (Eds.), Cognition and categorization (pp. 9-26), Hillsdale, NJ:

In sum, the pieces of knowledge reviewed here have yet Lawrence Erlbaum.

to be unified into a single grand model. Much research BIOSIS search guide. (1995). Philadelphia, PA: BIOSIS.
remains to be done. However, there are tantalizing hints that Blair, D. C. (1996). STAIRS redux: Thoughts on the STAIRS evaluation,

ten years after. Journal of the American Society for Information Science,

seemingly dramatically different features presented here- 47, 4-22.
in-such as the human and statistical factors-may indeed Borgman, C. L. (1996). Why are online catalogs still hard to use? Journal

ultimately be given a unified formulation, once research and of the American Society for Information Science, 47, 493-503.

theory development have progressed far enough. Bradford, S. C. (1948). Documentation. London: Crosby Lockwood.

From what is already known, however, it can be seen that Brookes, B. C. (1977). Theory of the Bradford Law. Journal of Documen-
tation, 33, 180-209.

we need to design for the real characteristics of human Brooks, T. A. (1995). People, words, and perceptions: A phenomenological
behavior as people have information needs and confront investigation of textuality. Journal of the American Society for Infor-
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This empirical research demonstrates the effectiveness In this study, a large number of 1982-1994 publica-
of content analysis to map the research literature of the tions- each represented by descriptor (or index) terms-are
software engineering discipline. The results suggest that
certain research themes in software engineering have analyzed to determine themes and trends in software engi-
remained constant, but with changing thrusts. Other neering research. We believe that empirically driven an-
themes have arisen, matured, and then faded as major swers to the questions formulated will not only enrich
research topics, while still others seem transient or im- previous and ongoing discussions, but will help in providing
mature. Co-word analysis is the specific technique used. an effective basis for determining research, application, and
This methodology identifies associations among publi-
cation descriptors (indexing terms) from the ACM Coin- curriculum targets in industry and academe.
puting Classification System and produces networks of Empirical studies require a carefully considered method-
descriptors that reveal these underlying patterns. This ology and accompanying data sets. The methodology we
methodology is applicable to other domains with a sup- have chosen is based on co-word analysis (Callon, Courtial,
porting corpus of textual data. While this study utilizesinde temsfom fied axoomytha retritio isnot & Laville, 1991; Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986; Courtial, 1994;index terms from a fixed taxonomy, that restriction is not
inherent; the descriptors can be generated from the cor- Courtial & Law, 1989; Law & Whittaker, 1992; Turner,
pus. Hence, co-word analysis and the supporting soft- Chartron, Laville, & Michelet, 1988; Whittaker, 1989).
ware tools employed here can provide unique insights Co-word analysis reveals patterns and trends in technical
into any discipline's evolution, discourse by measuring the association strengths of terms

representative of relevant publications or other texts pro-
Introduction duced in a technical field. A main tenet of co-word analysis

is that the identified patterns of representative term associ-
Software engineering is a term often used to describe ations are maps of the conceptual space of technical fields,

programming-in-the-large activities. Yet, any precise em- and that a series of such maps constructed for different time

pirical characterization of its conceptual contours and their and sries a such maps cnged in ifferentptual

evolution is lacking. Many professionals have discussed periods produces a trace of the changes in this conceptual

these issues (Buckley, 1993; Coulter & Dammann, 1994; space.
Co-word analysis is related to co-citation analysis

Denning et al.990,89; Ford & Gibbs, 1989; Gibbs, 1989, (Small, 1973; Small & Griffith, 1974) and related less
1991; Parmas, 1990, 1997; Shaw, 1990; Tucker, 1991). A closely to bibliographic coupling (Kessler, 1963; Weinberg,
special ACMIEEE Computer Societyi task force is now 1974). Co-citation analysis provides a method of mapping
commissioned to consider them (Boehm, 1994). 17) octto nlsspoie ehdo apn

the structure of a research field through pairs of documents

that are jointly cited. See Savoy (1997) for a recent discus-
sion of co-citation analysis and bibliographic coupling. See

Received August4, 1997; revised November10, 1997; accepted November Garfield (1983) and Liu (1993) for general discussions of
10, 1997.

citation indexing, and its use in information retrieval and
© 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. related matters.
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Co-word analysis deals directly with sets of terms shared A-General Literature
by documents instead of with shared citations. Therefore, it B-Hardware
maps the pertinent literature directly from the interactions of C--Computer Systems Organization

key terms instead of from the interactions of citations. D-Software

Future work should compare the two approaches, evaluate E-Data
F--Theory of Computation

their respective strengths and weaknesses, and investigate G-Mathematics of Computing

whether they can be combined in productive ways. To- H-nformatio Systems
H-Information Systems

gether, they might enable a richer approach for studying and I-Computing Methodologies
characterizing the evolution of disciplines, as part of the J-Computer Applications
basis for targeting research and development funds, and K-Computing Milieux
modifying curricula.

We applied co-word analysis to a very large cross-sec- The full CCS is described in the January 1997 issue of
tion of published text (1982-1994) in the computing field, Computing Reviews (CR, 1997).
indexed by descriptors from the well-known ACM Com-
puting Classification System (CCS).1 This indexed text
comes from the Association for Computing Machinery's CCS Category D.2-Software Engineering
(ACM) Guide to Computing Literature (GUIDE), which A complete description of the D.2-Software Engineer-
covers an ACM publications database. Through profes- ing section of the taxonomy follows. Superscripts indicate
sional indexers, GUIDE annually covers over 20,000 pub- that a descriptor is new beginning with the year indicated;
lications by descriptors from the CCS.2  all others are from the 1982 implementation.

CCS is a carefully designed and maintained taxonomy; it
was created in 1982 and has been updated four times D.2 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
(Coulter, 1998). Because CCS classifies publications over D.2.0 General
the breadth of computing, it allows us to investigate trends Protection mechanisms
and the position of software engineering in the larger com- Standards
puting context. D.2.1 Requirements/Specifications

The fully study is quite extensive. Here we summarize Languages

only our major findings. Complete details of this research Methodologies
Tools

are available in a Carnegie Mellon University/Software D.2.2 Tools and Techniques

Engineering Institute technical report (Coulter, Monarch, Computer-aided software engineering (CASE) 91

Konda, & Carr, 1996). Decision table

Flow charts

The Data Modules and interfaces
Petri nets91

GUIDE reviews and indexes a large number of published Programmer workbench
documents across the spectrum of computing. Documents Software libraries
reviewed generally include books, book chapters, journals, Structured programming
proceedings, trade magazines, and other applied sources, Top-down programming

and occasionally other media such as videotaped material. User interfaces

The range and currency of publications assure reasonably D.2.3 Coding

even coverage and currency of software engineering topics. Program editors

For the list of publication titles received, see the November Reentrant code
1996, Computing Reviews (CR, 1996). In addition, GUIDE Standards
indexes many proceedings and proceedings articles. D.2.4 Program Verification

The major CCS categories are: Assertion checkers
Correctness proofs
Reliability

Until 1996, the computing Classification System (CCS) was called D.2.5 Testing and Debugging
the Computing Reviews Classification System (CRCS). Code inspections and walk-throughs 9 '

2 Descriptors selected from CCS are distinguished from keywords Debugging aids
freely chosen by the author. Only CCS descriptors were used in this study. Diagnostics
We believe it is useful to study a fixed system that imposes a common Dumps
nomenclature across all computing. Professional indexers experienced in
using the CCS assure standard application of that taxonomy. It would be Error handling and recovery

interesting to investigate what the differences are among descriptors se- Symbolic execution

lected by professional indexers, by the free selection of authors, or by Test data generators
automated derivation from the texts themselves. Law and Whittaker (1992) Tracing
and Whittaker (1989) have addressed some of the issues involved. D.2.6 Programming Environments
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Interactive8 7  TABLE 1. Distribution of documents by year.
D.2.7 Distribution and Maintenance

Corrections Year No. of documents Year No. of documents

Documentation
Enhancement 1982 81 1989 1,928

1983 33 1990 1,914
Extensibility 1984 211 1991 1,738
Portability 1985 367 1992 2,016
Restructuring 1986 1,027 1993 2,159
Version control 1987 1,479 1994 1,612

D.2.8 Metrics 1988 2,329 Total 16,691
Complexity measures
Performance measures
Software science

D.2.9 Management For analysis, we grouped the data for the years 1982-
Copyrights 1986, 1987-1990, 1991-1994. This grouping separates the
Cost estimation sparse years 1982-1986 from the others, it gives approxi-
Life cycle mately equal numbers of documents in the latter two peri-
Productivity ods, and it provides breaks when CCS was updated so we do
Programming teams not confuse new descriptors across periods. Data for docu-
Software configuration management ments, descriptors, and descriptors/documents ratios for the
Software quality assurance time periods are shown in Table 2.
Time estimation91

D.2.10 Design87

Methodologies87 The Metric and the Algorithm
Representation"

D.2.m Miscellaneous
Rapid prototyping83  Details of the Metric Used
Reusable software8 3  Co-word analysis enables the structuring of data at var-

ious levels of analysis: (1) As networks of links and nodesDocuments are almost always indexed by multiple CCS
(nodes hold descriptors from CCS; links connect nodes,descriptors. Even though there are up to four CCS levels, thereby forming networks); (2) as distributions of interact-

documents are classified at any appropriate level. CCS does ing networks ( ) as a s rtion of nt er
not nclde ame of ystms nd anguges(Unx, da, ing networks; and (3) as transformation of networks over

not include names of systems and languages (Unix, Ada, time periods. These structures and changing relationships

Windows, etc.) as explicit descriptors; instead, they are called pie aeis for trcthe evolu tion w i-

implicit descriptors and can be used by indexers as needed. As nringo

we will see, their inclusion is common and often significant. neeCrng.
We otaied dscrptor fo al docmens inexe in Co-word analysis reduces a large space of related de-

We obtained descriptors for all documents indexed in scriptors to multiple related smaller spaces that are easier to
GUIDE that had at least one descriptor in the D.2-Software comprehend but are also indicative of actual partitions of
Engineering category. This selection allows us to examine interrelated concepts in the literature under consideration.
interactions of software engineering descriptors with other Ti nlssrqie nascainmaueada lo

desciptrs n CC. W cold hve efied tis tud by This analysis requires an association measure and an algo-
descriptors in CCS. We could have refined this study by rithm for searching through a descriptor space. The analysis

selecting more specific CCS descriptors [such as how Software i d o e ti ng foc Than late.
Engieerng D.2)intracs wih pogrmmin Tehniues is designed to identify areas of strong focus that interrelate.

Engineering (D.2) interacts with programming Techniques This scheme allows us to construct a mosaic of software
(D.1), for example]. However, this study focuses on the larger engineering topics.
question of how software engineering interacts with computing Metrics for co-word analysis have been studied exten-
as a whole; i.e., on the interactions of software engineering sively (Callon et al., 1986, 1991; Courtial & Law, 1989;
with all other descriptors of the CCS.3  Law & Whittaker, 1992; Whittaker, 1989). Two descriptors,

The data we received reflects the March 1995 update i and j, co-occur if they are used together in the classifica-
to the GUIDE database. We received the following num- tion of a single document. Take a corpus consisting of N
bers of indexed documents for the years 1982-1994 documents. Each document is indexed by a set of unique
shown in Table 1.

descriptors that can occur in multiple documents. Let ck be
The total is 16,691 documents. As8is evident, the number the number of times k is used for indexing documents in theofe documents wasesmallsuntilfo1986.eTheg16,691edocuments

were ndexuets ba tal until 57,727 Teriptora dment o corpus. Let cii be the number of co-occurrences of descrip-were indexed by a total of 57,727 descriptors (a mean of tosiadI(hnubrfdcmesidxdbyoh
3.46per ocumnt).tors i and j (the number of documents indexed by both

3.46 per document). descriptors).

Different measures of association have been proposed. The
3 We show the corresponding CCS node after a descriptor when context inclusion index Ij. provides a hierarchy of association metric

is needed. (essentially a conditional probability) through the function:
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TABLE 2. Documents and descriptors per time period, pass (Pass-2) generates links between Pass-1 nodes across
networks, thereby forming associations among completed net-

Descriptor/ works. Pass-2 nodes and links are called external ones.
Time period Documents Descriptors document ratio

Figure 1 illustrates this process for a 1991-1994 net-
1982-1986 1,646 5,645 3.43 work. This figure displays the network connections as a
1987-1990 7,650 28,471 3.72 map.4 This network, named User Interfaces,5 is the first one
1991-1994 7,395 23,611 3.19 created by the co-word algorithm for 1991-1994 data.

Pass-I links and nodes are represented by thick lines con-
necting thick boxes, respectively. Pass-2 nodes are in thin

co'  boxes, while Pass-2 links are shown as thin lines connecting
- Pass-1 and Pass-2 nodes. The links are numbered in the

min(ci, cj) "order formed. The notation N-x beneath each Pass-2 node
indicates its Pass-1 network number, x.

is not symmetrical (or bidirectional) and tends to high- Without some minimum constraints, descriptors appear-
light mainly the central poles in a domain and depict their ing infrequently but almost always together could dominate
relations with descriptors that occur less frequently (Callon networks; hence a minimum co-occurrence cij value is
et al., 1986). Moreover, the inclusion hierarchies discovered required to generate a link. At the same time, some maps
using this metric do not cohere with common semantic can become cluttered due to an excessive number of legit-
relations like part-whole and subcategorization. imate links (but of generally decreasing S values); hence,

The basic metric used for this study is Strength Sij. The restrictions on numbers of nodes and links are sometimes
Strength S of association between descriptors i and j is required to help discover major partitions of concepts. How-
given by the expression: ever, many networks are limited only by the number of

2 qualifying nodes, as we will observe.
cS-. ii ,5S 1. For the time periods of 1987-1990 and 1991-1994, a

ci" cj descriptor co-occurrence of 15 was required for linking; for
1982-1986, the co-occurrence cutoff was set at five to

This metric does not impose the conceptual inclusion accommodate the lesser volume of data. For all time peri-
property of the inclusion index Iij, though it does provide ods, the number of links and nodes in each network, both
an intuitive measure of the strength of association be- Pass-1 and Pass-2, was set at 24 links and 20 nodes. For
tween terms, indicating only that there is some semantic these values the co-word algorithm generated 15, 16, and 11
relationship or other. The metric is easier to understand networks, respectively, for the periods 1982-1986, 1987-
and utilize in the production and interpretation of term 1990, and 1991-1994. Table 3 summarizes these values.
association maps than is the other metric. It allows asso-
ciations of both major and minor descriptors and is Details of the Co-Word Algorithm Used
symmetrical in their relationships (Callon et al., 1991). S During Pass-i, the link that has the highest strength is
can be used as the basis for several complementary selected first. These linked nodes become the starting points
measures of interactions of descriptors and descriptor for the first network. Other links and their corresponding
networks in a unified manner.ntwoks dei a unifid anner mnodes are then determined breadth-first. All nodes contained

Two descriptors that appear many times in isolation, in the resulting Pass-1 network are removed from consid-
but only a few times together, will yield a lower S value
than two descriptors that appear relatively less often eainfricuini usqetPs- ewrs htane to heriptor tha t g e ar r elatiey rens aten next network then starts with the link of highest S value ofalo n e, b u t h av e a h ig h er ratio o f co -o ccu rren ce s are th re a n g li k (i ., o s n t c n a n ng od s f m
included in or excluded from networks based on having the remaining links (i.e., ones not containing nodes from
relatively high S values. A network consists of nodes any previous network).(desripors conectd b lins. achnodemus be The second pass (Pass-2) is designed to seek further(descriptors) connected by links. E ach node m ust be a s c ai n m n e ci t r o n n P s - . D r n
linked to at least one other node in a network, associations among descriptors found in Pass-i. During

The co-word algorithm uses two passes through the data Pass-2, networks are extended by the addition of Pass-2to podue pir-wse onnctins o decritorsin etwrks links. To be a candidate for inclusion in Pass-2, both nodesto produce pair-w ise connections of descriptors in netw orks ( e ci t r) o a s2 l n u tb n s m a s1 n t
(see Fig. 1, which is described below). Pass-1 builds net- (descriptors) of a Pass-2 link must be in some Pass-i net-works. A Pass-2 link connects a Pass-i node in a given
works that can identify areas of strong focus; Pass-2 can
identify descriptors that associate in more than one network, another network (but is represented in the given network as
and thereby indicate pervasive issues. This pattern of net-
works yields a mosaic of the data being analyzed.

The first pass (Pass-i) generates the primary associations
among descriptors; these descriptors are called internal nodes 4 These were originally called Leximappes (Turner et al., 1988).

and the corresponding links are called internal links. A second ' Names of networks are underlined for clarity.
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Ada D.3.2 General D.2.0 Curriculum K.3.2
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i • Windows D.2.2

Computer science education K Wd D.2.2

I 16

Software devel- N
opment K.6.3 10Ineatosy

N-3 '" IScreen design H.5.2 I neato tles H.5,21

1 4 98 1- -6 5 I n e a t o c h q

3

systemsUser interfaces H.5.2

Design D.2.10 Tools and techniques D.2.2 XWindows D.2.2

N-8 N-7 N-6

1991-1994 Map 1 : User Interfaces

FIG. 1. Pass-I and Pass-2 nodes and links.

As in Pass-i, candidate links are included in Pass-2 5. Generate the highest S value from all possible descrip-
based on their strengths and co-occurrence counts. The tors to begin a Pass-1 network;
order of Pass-2 links is by descending values for qualifying 6. From that link, form other links in a breadth-first
links. A node can appear in only one Pass-1 network, but manner, until no more links are possible due to the
can appear in more than one Pass-2 link. co-occurrence minima or to Pass-1 link or node max-

The steps in the analysis procedure are: ima. Remove all incorporated descriptors from the
list of subsequent available Pass-i descriptors;

7. Repeat Steps 5 and 6 until all Pass-1 networks are1. Select a minimum for the number of co-occurrences, fre;ieutln w eann ecitr o
ci , for descriptors i andj. formed; i.e., until no two remaning descriptors co-

2. Select maxima for the number of Pass-I links and nodes; occur frequently enough to begin a network;
3. Select maxima for the total (Pass-1 and Pass-2) links

and nodes; 9. Restore all Pass-1 descriptors to the list of available
4. Start Pass-i; descriptors;

TABLE 3. Parameters and resulting networks.

Minimum Maximum Maximum Networks
Time period co-occurrence nodes links generated

1982-1986 5 20 24 15
1987-1990 15 20 24 16
1991-1994 15 20 24 11
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10. Starting with the first Pass-1 network, generate all links higher co-occurrence level. Additionally, one isolated net-
to Pass-1 nodes in that network with any Pass-1 nodes work with only two nodes was absorbed by a larger network
having at least the minimal co-occurrences in descend- at the 13 co-occurrence level, while a new, isolated network
ing order of S value; stop when no remaining descrip- with three nodes and two links emerged.
tors meet co-occurrence minima or when total node or So, while the link, node, and co-occurrence parameters
link maxima are met. Do not remove an descriptors effectively control the generation of networks, smallfrom the available list;efetvlcototh geeainontwrssml

11. Repeat Step 10 for each succeeding Pass-1 network. changes in their values appear to affect only marginal links.Of course, additional and subsequent data can affect the
generation of core themes without changes in parameters,A maximum number of Pass-i networks can be specified in which is the intent of co-word analysis.

cases where an excessive number of networks will be gen-

erated otherwise; this restriction was not necessary here.
The Software Tools Used

Comments on Network Parameter Selection Co-word analysis is an active research area at CarnegieMellon University's Software Engineering Institute6 (SEI).
Link and node constraints mostly determine how net- A suite of software tools developed at SEI called CAIR

works will be generated in concert with the corresponding (Content Analysis and Information Retrieval) performs all
co-occurrence minimum. If the co-occurrence minimum is of the calculations described here based on an algorithm
too high, few links may be formed; if it is too low, an also developed at SEI/CMU. CAIR operates on documents
excessive number of links may result. In the former case, represented by index terms (as in GUIDE data) and it
subspecialities in a field may not emerge; in the latter case, operates on free-text documents, using both noun phrase
more representative and well-connected themes and prob- and stem words. Recently, CAIR was employed to analyze
lem spaces will be harder to detect amidst the noise of less a free-text database of best engineering practices to extract
representative and less well-connected ones. We experi- which best practices might be applicable in software engi-
mented with many different sets of parameters during our neering (Coulter & Monarch, 1996a). CAIR is used exten-
research to identify values that yield a detailed, yet coher- sively at SEI to analyze various collections of free text to
ent, set of networks. assist in understanding and categorization of software en-

The parameters for 1982-1986 were chosen somewhat gineering management practices (Monarch, 1994, 1996;
arbitrarily because of the small amount of data. We Monarch & Gluch, 1995).
attempted to establish a baseline for comparison with CAIR works with the probabilistic information retrieval
following generations. The primary point of contention system INQUERY 7 to allow users to query a database for
was the co-occurrence value of five. It is somewhat specific documents whose key term associations are re-
higher in proportion to the number of documents and vealed through lexical maps. A graphical user interface
descriptors than the value of 15 for succeeding genera- (gui) builds term association maps and connects them to a
tions. However, we feel the number of networks and document database enabling the formation of searches by
super networks generated is justifiable-at least with selecting linked nodes or clustered document icons. The gui
respect to our current capabilities of handling large num- can be used to depict the semantic distance of documents
bers of different patterns of co-occurrence. In setting with respect to one another, and to the nodes on the term
co-occurrence values for the 1987-1990 and 1991-1994 association map (not shown here). It enables a selected map
generations, the proper values could be determined at to be ranked against other maps for similarity and dissini-
least two ways: As a function of the ratios of indexed larity. It can be used to create a reduced document set
items or the ratio of the number of descriptors. We used derived from an ongoing search from which a new set of
the former. Because the numbers of items for the gener- term association maps can be derived. It also provides other
ations were almost equal (7,650 and 7,395), we set the convenient features such as automating layout of networks,
co-occurrences the same. However, the numbers of de- and modifying them for enhanced presentation.
scriptors were sufficiently different (28,471 and 23,611)
to question if the co-occurrence for 1991-1994 should be Related Work
lower than for 1987-1990. To test this hypothesis, we set
the 1991-1994 co-occurrence at 13. The use of co-word analysis to develop and/or refine

This change still resulted in 11 networks. Some networks the taxonomy of a field is thus well-established. Several
were different, but only on the fringes. The central themes
remained the same. More links and nodes were realized with
the lower co-occurrence value (16 and 19%, respectively), 6 The Software Engineering Institute is a federally funded research and

would be ected. Man of these new links and nodes development center sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense and
as eexp y Operated by Carnegie Mellon University.
were formed through additional connections of already ex- 7 INQUERY is licensed from Applied Computing Systems Institute of

isting nodes in the same and in other maps existing at the Massachusetts, Inc. (ACSIOM).
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strong European research teams continue to apply these a repository of documents to be searched, but a basis for
techniques, sometimes in combination with other tech- mapping the emergence, cross-fertilization, and evolu-
niques (Courtial, Cahlik, & Callon, 1994; Turner, Lelu, tion of various technical domains. Mapping the evolu-
& Georgel, 1994; Turner & Rojouan, 1991; Zitt, 1991; tionary dynamics of science and technology will enhance
Zitt & Bassecoulard, 1994). In North America (aside information retrieval technology, and other information
from the examples already mentioned), co-word analysis and knowledge management activities, but will also pro-
has been integrated in knowledge level support systems vide a richer guide for researchers, as well as decision
for scholarly communities (Gaines & Shaw, 1994). Pro- and policy makers. The aim is not just to improve inter-
totypes have been built that combine term association active term suggestion for automated or semi-automated
maps with knowledge acquisition and knowledge repre- query elaboration on the basis of co-occurrence lists, but
sentation techniques. The intention is to build detailed to discover the conceptual network structures that under-
formal knowledge structures to provide a framework for lie conceptual translation and transformation. This re-
knowledge expression, interchange, and collaborative de- quires careful attention to how knowledge is organized
velopment. So far, this work has produced fairly detailed and structured for people, as well as machines (Mylo-
scenarios, thereby setting an agenda for scholarly com- poulos, Borgida, & Yu, 1997).
munication by identifying the computational resources In our view, the vocabulary problem needs to be seen
available, and describing the social-technical infrastruc- from a knowledge representation perspective that combines
ture (Gaines, 1993) needed for long-term collaborative intellectual collaboration and computational environments.
development of classification and knowledge representa- The vocabulary problem is a translation problem. Transla-
tion systems, in specific technical domains. tion between disciplines (just as translation between natural

The Illinois Digital Library (IDL) project is also con- languages) is not fully automatable. It depends on knowl-
cerned with generating concept maps for information edge structures constructed collaboratively with the help of
retrieval on the basis of term co-occurrence analysis knowledge construction tools (Monarch 1994, 1996; Mon-
(Schatz & Chen, 1996; Schatz, Johnson, Cochrane, & arch & Nirenburg, 1993). As with Gaines and Shaw (1994)
Chen, 1996a; Schatz et al., 1996b). In these studies, above, co-word analysis is only part of the process for
co-occurrence analysis is much different from what is building detailed formal knowledge structures, such as
being described here as co-word analysis. The former cross-disciplinary classification systems. Moreover, as with
does not produce a collection of autonomous but inter- Gaines (1993), Levy (1995), and Monarch et al. (1997),
related subnetworks or maps as does co-word analysis. building these knowledge structures requires socio-techni-
Instead, it produces co-occurrence lists for key terms cal infrastructures to be established and maintained. Build-
which, collected together, are called concept graphs. ing the interspace that the IDL project wants to build is not
These are used to bridge vocabulary differences among a purely computational problem. The Computing Classifi-
groups seeking the same information, but who use dif- cation System (CCS) is a case in point.
ferent terms to describe the same concept because of their
varying backgrounds (called the vocabulary problem- Network Names and Structures
Chen, 1994). Concept graphs, unlike term association
maps, are not used to describe an identifiable research or We named the maps in an attempt to summarize their
application area in a technical field. Concept graphs are main thrusts. This is not a precise activity. In some cases
not used to depict the structure of subject and problem maps had a lone, highly connected descriptor; in others,
areas, their relative coherence and interdependencies, two (and sometimes three) descriptors exhibited high
their evolution, or their comparison in these regards to connectivity. In the latter cases, we used hyphenated
networks of other fields, as the present study has done in names. We always used descriptors contained in nodes.
comparing the evolving networks of computer science Generally, we used descriptor(s) from the node(s) with
and software engineering. While the IDL project wants to the most connections, giving greater weight to Pass-1
evolve to conceptual spaces for semantic retrieval and nodes in close calls. We used a D.2 descriptor as a name
vocahulary switching across different technical domains, if possible.
it proceeds on the assumption that solving the vocabulary For reference in the following sections, the primary
problem involves automatically mapping a community network names for each time period are given in Table 4.
library's specialized terms into the corresponding terms Networks are listed in the order generated by co-word
of other libraries being searched. Intersecting co- analysis algorithms for each time period. The identification
occurrence lists from different domains provides an ap- number beside the entries will be utilized in subsequent
proach to interactive term suggestion across community discussions.
libraries. Shown with each network are the total numbers of nodes

The work described here proceeds from a different- and links (under the N-L heading). Notice the span of
though, in some ways, related-perspective. From this network sizes generated by the algorithm from the data.
perspective, the library of the near future will not only be While some networks are relatively large, others approach
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TABLE 4. Network names and numbers.

1982-1986 N-L 1987-1990 N-L 1991-1994 N-L

1-Software management- 1-Geometrical problems and
Ada 18-24 computations 6-6 1-User interfaces 20-21

2--Correctness
2-Logic programming 2-1 proofs-Languages 17-22 2-Petri nets 2-1

3-Software development-
Object-oriented

3-User interfaces 17-24 3-Logic programming 3-2 programming 20-23
4-Requirements/

specifications- 4-Software libraries-

4-Standards 2-1 Methodologies 16-24 C++-Microsoft windows 17-24

5-Tools and techniques-
Structured programming-
Pascal 20-23 5-User/machine systems 15-24 5-Windows 17-17

6-Methodologies-Software
6-Software development 20-22 development 20-23 6-X-windows 8-7

7-Tools and techniques--
CASE-Systems analysis

7-Software libraries 3-2 7-Standards 3-2 and design 17-24

8-Testing and debugging--
Correctness proofs 20-23 8-Structured programming 4-3 8-Requirements/specifications 16-23

9-Applications and expert
systems-Tools and

9-Reliability 6-6 techniques 19-24 9--General 5-5
10-Concurrent

10-Program editors 3-2 programming-Ada 18-24 10-Concurrent programming 4-3
1 1-Requirements/

specifications-Systems
analysis and design 17-24 11--Computer-aided design 4-3 1 1-Metrics 5-5

12-Error handling and

12-Modules and interfaces 2-1 recovery 2-1
13-Distribution and

13-Real-time systems 3-2 maintenance 4-3
14-Software configuration

14-Abstract data types 3-2 management 6-5
15-Metrics 12-13 15-Reusable software 16-24

16-Software management--
Design 11-20

or reach minimal formation, which is two nodes with one of the squares of the Pass-2 S values of a network, in order
link. to distinguish among relatively close values. Density repre-

sents the internal strength of a network, while centrality
represents a network's position in strength of interaction

Types of Networks and Their Interactions with other networks. 8

There are essentially three types of networks: Principal, Plots of centrality and density for each of the time

secondary, and isolated, principal networks are connected to periods are shown in Figures 2 3, 4.9 The origin of these

one or more (secondary) networks. Secondary networks figures is the median of the represent axis values (the

generally are linked to principal networks through a rela- horizontal axis represents centrality; the vertical axis repre-

tively high number of external links in the principal net- sents density).

works. Isolated networks have an absence (or low intensity) Not surprisingly, most networks with strong centrality

of links with other networks, scores also show relatively high node and link counts.

Isolated networks often have links with high S values,
usually accompanied by low co-occurrence c1 j values. While These terms are accepted ones in co-word analysis literature. We

isolated networks are easy to recognize, principal and second- recognize that density and centrality have other domain-specific connota-

ary networks may not be. Therefore, we will define and op- tions-say, in statistics. Alternative choices include cohesion and coupling,

erationalize terms that characterize these functionalities. but these already have meanings in software engineering literature.

We defined density as the mean of the Pass-1 S values of 9 Figures 2, 3, and 4 are not to precise scale; relative positions are

a network; centrality is defined as the square root of the sum represented.
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FIG. 2. 1982-1986 centrality and density.

Isolated networks show relatively low link and node counts interact with other specific networks; this addresses central-
(see 1991-1994 Network-2, Petri Nets, for example). ity in a more focused fashion, but does not substitute for the

Perhaps the most interesting networks are the ones with general centrality measure. Centrality is a composite mea-
both strong density and strong centrality. Few of these sure of a network's intersection with all other networks
emerge, which testifies to software engineering's somewhat generated from the same descriptor data; super networks
indefinite focus. None are identified in 1987-1990. How- describe pair-wise links of networks from those data.
ever, in the 1991-1994 data, Networks-i, -3, and -4 have More formally, we defined principal and secondary net-
these properties. These networks also have strong interac- works as follows: If Network-A has internal nodes that are
tion with each other. Network-7 shows strong centrality. Pass-2 nodes in x links of Network-B, and each of these x
Network-2 shows strong density but weak (actually, zero) links has a Pass-2 S value that exceeds the minimum Pass-I
centrality values; note that it is a completely isolated net- S value of Network-B, then Network-A is a secondary
work, so its position matches intuition. Network-10 and network of Network-B. Super network (directed) links to
Network-li are below the median for both centrality and capture this situation are of the form
density scores. Similar analyses can be performed on the
other periods. x: Network-A -> Network-B.

Super Network Analysis Notice that Network-A and Network-B can share more than
x nodes.

In addition to describing how networks compare within a Using this way of determining principal and secondary
period, we can be more specific in describing how networks networks, we can describe super networks of networks. The

(07)

(6 ) Centrality

M-,ed:i o~~:(0 18, 0.0, 4 )

FIG. 3. 1987-1990 centrality and density.
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FIG. 4. 1991-1994 centrality and density.

relationships in these super networks are not inherently Network-8; Network-7 is a secondary network of Net-
bi-directional, as are network links (at least as defined work-8.
using S). 3. Network-3 is a principal network and a secondary net-

work relative to both Network-4 and Network-7.
4. Network-7 is especially strongly connected to Net-

1991-1994 Super Networks work-3; Network-3 is less strongly connected to Net-

Table 5 gives all 1991-1994 networks that have at least work-7, at least relative to the former.

one qualifying connection with other networks. Shown with Putting this in context of the networks' contents, we
each network is an entry in the form y(z); y indicates the might conclude that:
associated network and z shows the number of qualifying g
links. From this, we can then construct a super network at 1. Object-oriented programming is a major focus of soft-
whatever threshold of x we choose. ware development.

Setting the threshold at x = 2 qualifying connections, we 2. Software libraries have combined with object-oriented
can construct a super network of networks for each period, methodologies as principal development activities.
Consider the 1991-1994 super network (Fig. 5) and its 3. The major systems used now in software engineering are
underlying generating data (Table 5). (Fig. 5 has no scale or Ada, C++, C, Unix, X-windows, and Microsoft Win-
axes.) dows.

Some observations include: 4. Computer-aided software engineering and object-ori-
ented languages are emerging as specific tools in soft-

1. Network-2, -5, -6, -10, and -11 are isolated networks. ware development.
2. Network-3 is a secondary network of principal network

Looking further at the isolated networks and the Centrality/
Density diagram, we might conclude that Petri Nets is either

TABLE 5. Possible 1991-1994 super networks, an emerging or dying research topic because it is completely
isolated from other networks. Many other conclusions and

Connected networks [network impressions are derivable from the networks and super
Network number (number of links)] networks.

1 7(l),9 (2)
2 none Descriptor Contexts in Different Time Periods3 4 (2), 7 (5)

4 3 (3), 6 (1) Through use of network names, we observe that software
5 4 (1) development (which includes management), user interfaces,
7 1(1), 3 (13) parallelism, verification and validation, requirements/spec-
8 1 (1), 3 (5), 7 (3) ifications, and tools and techniques to be foci of study in
9 1 (2) each period. However, while these foci maintain some of
10 none the same connections over different time periods, they also
11 none evolve by forming new connections to different nodes. For
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Network I - User Interfaces
Network 2 - Petri Nets
Network 3 - Software Development - Object-Oriented Programming
Network 4 - Software Libraries - C++ - Microsoft Windows
Network 5 - Windows
Network 6 - X-Windows
Network 7 -Tools and Techniques - CASE -Systems Analysis and Design
Network 8 - Requirements/Specifications
Network 9 - General
Network 10 - Concurrent Programing
Network 11 - Metrics

FIG. 5. 1991-1994 super network, x = 2.

example, in the 1991-1994 Network-7, Tools and Tech- is a major theme in 1982-1987 Network 6-Software De-
niques, appears with CASE, objected-oriented techniques, velopment, 1987-1990 Network 6-Methodologies-Soft-
reuse, and Ada, whereas in the related 1982-1986 Net- ware Development, and 1991-1994 Network 3-Software
work-5, Tools and Techniques appears with Pascal and Development-Object Oriented Programming, respec-
Structured Programming topics. tively. However, the context of the node changes over time

Much of the change can be gleaned from detailed exam- periods, as Software Development K.6.3 links evolve from
inations of networks. To illustrate this process, we will ones with many non-specific, encompassing descriptors to
present two detailed cases. ones with more specific relationships to tools, methodolo-

gies, processes, and people concerns. At the same time,
Software Development's Evolution Software Development K.6.3 consistently associates with

some fundamental concepts, such as Management D.2.9.
The descriptor Software Development (K.6.3) forms at Table 6 displays these contexts over time. Descriptors in

least part of the titles of network in each period of study. It bold print appear for the first time in association with

TABLE 6. Links with software development K.6.3.

1982-1986 1987-1990 1991-1994

Design D.2.10 Tools and techniques D.2.2 Design D.2.10
Programming Programming environments

environments D.2.6 Programming environments D.2.6 D.2.6
Systems development Object oriented

K.6.1 Systems development K.6.1 programming D.1.5
General D.2.0 Methodologies D.2.10 Methodologies D.2.10

Computer-aided software
Life cycle D.2.9 Life cycle D.2.9 engineering (CASE) D.2.2
Management D.2.9 Management D.2.9 Management D.2.9
Testing and debugging Software configuration Software configuration

D.2.5 management D.2.9 management D.2.9
Systems analysis and Systems analysis and design

design K.6.1 Documentation D.2.7 K.6.1
Software quality assurance

General D.1.0 Documentation D.2.7 (SQA) D.2.9
Programming teams D.2.9
Human factors H.1.2
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FIG. 6. Structured programming in Network-5, 1982-1986.

Software Development K.6.3. Recurring descriptors are ming-in-the-small issues, such as structured program-
aligned horizontally when possible, although a recurring ming and top-down programmingf In 1987-1990
descriptor may be absent in one time period; otherwise, the Network-8 (Structured Programming), Basic and Cobol
order of entry is arbitrary. appear almost in isolation with structured programming.

That theme then disappears in 1991-1994 as software

Structured Programming's Evolution engineering research moves to programing-in-the-large
concerns.

We demonstrate structured programming's transformation Other similar context analyses are possible. For example,
through the two networks named after descriptor Structural the GUIDE data reveal the evolution of the programming
programming D.2.2, 1982-1986 Network 5-Tools and Tech- language Ada (Coulter, Monarch, Konda, & Carr, 1995).
niques-Structured Programming-Pascal and 1987-1990
Network 8-Structured Progrmming. Figures 6 and 7 trace

this evolution through full depictions of the networks. Similarity of Networks in Different Time Periods
As high-level software issues become more integrated,

older ones fade. Pascal, Basic, and Cobol appear in 1982- The transformation of networks and their intersections
1986 Network-5 (Tools and Techniques-Structured Pro- with other networks across time periods provides insights
gramming-Pascal). This network is based on program- into the emergence of software engineering research

----------
Basic D.3.2

I
Structured programming D.2.2 Methodologies D.21

Cobol D.3.2

FIG. 7. Structured programming in Network-8, 1987-1990.
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themes. To quantify this analysis, we apply the Similarity We multiply by 2 so that the maximum value of SI is 1,
Index (SI) approach, which is patterned after Callon's Dis- which occurs when Ni and Nj have identical nodes.
similarity Index (Callon et al., 1991).

SI measures the intersection of the descriptors in two
networks. It does not directly include the corresponding Emergence of 1991-1994 Themes
links in networks; however, since all descriptors in a net- We can apply SI to examine the emergence of some
work are at least indirectly liked, this metric captures some 1991-1994 networks. Especially interesting are the three
portion of network similarity. networks showing both strong centrality and density val-

Consider two networks Ni and Nj. Let w i be the number ues (called core networks or core themes). The networks
of descriptors in Ni, let wj be the number of descriptors in are Network-1, User Interfaces; Network-3, Software De-
Nj, and let wij be the number of descriptors common to Ni  velopment--Object-Oriented Programming; and Network-4,
and Nj. Then, Software Libraries--C+ +-Microsoft Windows.

First, consider 1991-1994 Network- 1, User Interfaces. It

has reportable SI intersections with four 1987-1990 net-
SI(wi, wj, wij) = 2 > (wi + W) 0 <SI -- 1. works, as shown below. 10

N, N2  w1  w2  w12  SI

1991-1994 Network 1 1987-1990 Networks
User Interfaces 1. Network-5: User/Machine

Sytem 14 14 6 0.423
2. Network-6: Methodologies -

Software Development 14 20 7 0.412
3. Network-9: Applications

and Expert Systems - Tools
and Techniques 14 19 5 0.303

4. Network-16: Software
Management 14 11 5 0.400

Hence, the 1991-1994 theme User Interfaces incorpo- Similarly, 1991-1994 Network-3, Software Develop-
rates descriptors from several 1987-1990 networks. Its ment-Object-oriented Programming, displays a multiply
emergence history is complicated; tracing it further could engendered network history. It has reportable SI values with
require investigation of four 1987-1990 networks and of all seven 1987-1990 networks.
their 1982-1986 predecessor networks.

N, N2  w1  w2  w12  SI
1991-1994 Network 3 1987-1990 Networks
Software Development - 1. Network-4: Requirementsl
Obiect-Odented Programming Specification - Methodologies 18 16 5 0.294

2. Network-6: Methodoloies
Software Development 18 20 7 0.369

3. Network-9: Applications
and Expert Systems - Tools
and Techniques 18 19 5 0.270

4. Network-10: Concurrent
Prooramming - Ada 18 18 7 0.389

5. Network 14: Software
Configuration Management 18 6 6 0.500

6. Network 15: Reusable
18 16 7 0.417

7. Network 16: Software
Management - Desian 1-8 11 8 0.552
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Observe that 1987-1990 Network-14, Software Config- suggests a relatively well-defined emergence path for
uration Management, was completely absorbed by the themes dealing with software reuse.
1991-1994 network (i.e., all descriptors of the earlier net- SI analysis can also show the lack of a traceable past.

work are descriptors of the latter network). Consider 1991-1994 Network-6, X-Windows. It has no

Now, consider 1991-1994 Network-4 Software Librar- identifiable 1987-1990 predecessors. Only four networks

ies-C+ +-Microsoft Windows. It has a reportable SI from that earlier period share even one descriptor with it (in

value, 0.375, for only one 1987-1990 network, Network-15, all cases the same descriptor-(User interfaces D.2.2)).

Reusable Software. Tracing this latter network to 1982- Similarly, 1991-1994 Network-5, Windows, has no report-

1986 ones shows that it has a reportable SI value, 0.343, able 1987-1990 predecessors. Only two 1987-1990 net-

only for 1982-1986 Network-6, Software Development, works share any descriptors with it (1987-1990 Network-10

This 1987-1990 network also absorbs 1982-1986 Net- and -15, with one and two descriptors, respectively). Taken
work-7, Software Libraries, and Network-12, Modules and together, we see a rapid emergence of windows-based re-work7, oftare ibrrie, an Newor-12,Modlesand search. Sometimes research foci emerge quickly, as ex-
Interfaces; but, each of these networks has fewer than five pected in a dynamic field.
descriptors, so criteria for SI scores are not met. This history

Similarity Index within a Time Period

SI can also be useful within a time period to assess the

1O Only CCS descriptors defined in both pertinent time periods are similarity of companion networks. Consider the 1991-1994

included in SI descriptor counts. To insure notable intersection between Ni  core networks; they have substantial intersection with each
and Nj, we require wij -- 5 before reporting SI. other, as seen below:

N1  
N 2  W 1  W2  W12  SI

1991-1994 Network 1 1987-1990 Networks

User Interfaces 1. Network-5: User/Machine
14 14 6 0.423

2. Network-6: Methodologies -
Software Development 14 20 7 0.412

3. Network-9: Applications
and Expert Systems - Tools
and Technioues 14 19 5 0.303

4. Network-16: Sftwar
Management 14 11 5 0.400

The network predecessors of 1991-1994 core themes far evident of the Standards networks of 1982-1986 and
demonstrate notable characteristics. All of them with report- 1987-1990. As noted above in the case of the Structural
able SI scores also have high centrality scores (Figs. 2, 3, Programming theme, a network also can transform from
and 4) for the time periods of interest, except for 1987-1990 a core theme (1982-1986, Network-5) to an isolated
Network-14, which had a slightly below median score. theme (1987-1990, Network-8).
However, that network was completely absorbed by its
successor. Similarly, two 1982-1986 networks with below
median centrality scores were completely absorbed by their Descriptor Analysis
successor, even though their SI scores were not reportable. Analysis of descriptor nodes gives a supporting view
In these latter cases, the networks were all small and rela- of which descriptors in CCS-but outside of Software
tively isolated. Engineering-interact with software engineering descrip-

This observation suggests that core themes may nor- tors. Recall that only descriptors which co-occur with
mally emerge from predecessor networks that already other descriptors a requisite number of times, and with
display relatively strong connections to other networks relatively high strength, are candidates for inclusion in
within the same time period. It also suggests that isolated networks. Many descriptors that appear in documents do
networks may quickly become part of more integrated not associate often enough or strongly enough with other
networks in a succeeding time period. This absorption descriptors to be considered for inclusion. The strengths
could occur because one new link connects a small, of associations relative to other associations further lim-
isolated network to a larger network. However, certainly its which links enter into a network. Of the 1,606 unique
not all isolated networks merge with larger ones, as is so descriptors appearing in all documents, 158 (9.8%) de-
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TABLE 7. Summary of descriptor data.*

Rank order of descriptor statistics by generation

Rank in no. documents Rank in no. networks Rank in no. times in networks

Descriptor 82-86 87-90 91-94 82-86 87-90 91-94 82-86 87-90 91-94

Ada D.3.2 8 13 15 7t lot 3t 13 6t 7
Applications and expert sys - 15 - - 6t - - 5 -

1.2.1
Computer aided... (case) #11 # # lt # # 8t

D.2.2
Correctness proofs D.2.4 14 - - lit - - lOt - -

Design D.2.1 # 14 - # lot - # 14 -

General D.2.0 3 7 7 7t lot 11 lot 12t 15
Human factors H.1.2 6 8 - 7t 6t - lot 12t -

Interactive D.2.6 - 12 - - lot - - 6t -

Management D.2.9 9t - 13 4t - 5t 5t - 8t
Methodologies D.2.10 # 3 10 # 1 lit # 1 12t
Metrics D.2.8 15 - - 7t - - 8t - -

Object-oriented # # 2 # # 2 # # It
programming D.1.5

Program verification D.2.4 13 - - lit - - 14t - -

Programming environments 2 4 6 it 4 8t 5t 9t 12t
D.2.6

Requirements/specifications 12 6 8 6 6t 15 4 6t 6
D.2.l

Reusable software D.2.m - 9 9 - 6t 5t - 4 8t
Software development K.6.3 4 5 5 It 2 3t 1 3 It
Software management K.6.3 9t - - It - - 2t - -

Structured programming 11 - - 15 - - 14t - -

D.2.2
Testing and debugging D.2.5 7 10 12 4t 15 lit St 15 8t
Tools and techniques D.2.2 5 2 3 7t 3 1 2t 2 4
User interfaces D.2.2 1 1 4 lit 5 8t 5t 9t 5
User interfaces H.5.2 # # 14 # # 8t # # 12t
User/machine systems H.1.2 - 1 2 - lot - - 9t -

Windows D.2.2 - - 1 -5 - t - - It

*# = Node not in CCS for period. t = Tie for ranked position. Ties for position n all ranked as n; next ranked position begins at n + m, where m
is number of ties ranked at n. - = Not in highest 15 for period.

scriptors satisfied these criteria and appeared in the gen- verification, metrics, Ada, and requirements/ specifications
erated networks. We cannot define the maximum possible appear consistently and repeatedly. Some new descriptors
number of nodes because of unrestricted numbers of are prominent in 1991-1994 data, including computer-aided
implicit subject descriptors, software engineering, object-oriented programming, and

Table 7 summarizes the most frequently appearing Windows.
descriptors in each time period. The table was generated Only the following 25 descriptors appeared in all time
by first obtaining the 15 most frequently appearing de- periods (not just among the 15 most common by peri-
scriptors within each time period and then eliminating od).11

redundancy from the combine lists. The descriptors are
listed alphabetically in Table 7. For each descriptor, its Ada D.3.2

rank in each period is shown by the number of documents Concurrent programming D. 1.3
Curriculum K.3.2

in which it appears, the number of networks in which it Design D.2.10
appears, and the number of times it appears (a descriptor General D.2.0
can be connected to more than one other descriptor in the Human factors H. 1.2
same network, as evident in Fig. 1 for the descriptor Interaction techniques 1.3.6

Management D.2.9).
Some common themes also emerge from descriptor data. '1 Recall that new CCS descriptors created in 1987 and 1991 are not

Tools and techniques, user interfaces, programming envi- candidates for appearance in preceding time periods. Hence, some now

ronments, reusable software, design methodologies, soft- commonly used descriptors-such as object-Oriented Programming

ware management and development, testing and debugging, D.1.5-could not appear in this list.
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TABLE 8. CCS descriptor summary data.*

All descriptors Unique descriptors Network descriptors
CCS category (57,725) (%) (1,606) (%) (158) (%)

A--General literature 0.6 0.4 1.3
B-Hardware 1.1 7.5 0
C-Computer systems

organization 4.4 8.5 3.2
D-Software 59.1 31.9 58.3

(40.1, in D.2) (11.2 in D.2) (29.1 in D.2)
E-Data 0.6 1.8 0
Theory of computation 4.5 5.2 6.3
G-Mathematics of computing 1.7 5.3 1.9
H-Information systems 8.9 11.6 8.9
I-Computing methodologies 7.6 16.1 12.0
J-Computer applications 2.5 3.6 1.3
K--Computing milieux 8.9 8.1 11.3

* The B and E CCS categories were not represented at all in the networks, and the A, C, G, and J categories were only marginally included. The F
category was included primarily with respect to program verification.

Introductory and survey A.1 D.1.5-Object-oriented programming
Management D.2.9 D.3.2-Ada
Mathematical software G.4 H.1.2-Human factors
Methodologies D.2.1 H.1.2-User/machine systems
Metrics D.2.8 H.5.2-User interfaces
Program verification D.2.4 1.2.1-Applications and expert systems
Programming environments D.2.6 K.6.3-Software development
Requirements/specifications D.2.1 K.6.3-Software management
Software development K.6.3
Software libraries D.2.2 Our analysis of the CCS descriptors shows that some D.2
Software management K.6.3 descriptors play a less important role than expected and
Software quality assurance (sqa) D.2.9 implied in some software engineering definitions (Denning
Specification techniques F.3.1 et al., 1989; Humphrey, 1989; IEEE, 1989; Shaw, 1990).
Specifying and verifying and reasoning about programs

F.3.1 These definitions normally incorporate terms such as large
Testing and debugging D.2.5 scale, economical, managerial, interdisciplinary, produc-
Tools and techniques D.2.2 tion, maintenance, reliable, dependable, efficient, safety,
User interfaces D.2.2 design, and specifications. We see some of these themes in
User/machine systems H.1.2

our findings, but not all of them.

Another way to see the filtering effect of the algorithm is to Human factors is a consistent and important theme in all

count the descriptors in each major CCS category in the periods we analyzed; that part of software engineering

original data and compare that number to the ones that seems marginal in other attempts to define it. Conversely,

emerged as network nodes. economic aspects are mentioned consistently in these other

Table 8 gives the percentage of the 57,727 descriptors discussions; yet we found little on that subject in the re-

in the original data by CCS category (first column), the search and development literature, even though descriptors

percentages of the 1,606 unique descriptors in the origi- under (D.2.9) MANAGEMENT-Cost Estimation, and-

nal data by CCS category (second column), and the Time Estimation would accommodate the matter-as would

percentages by CCS category of the 158 descriptors that (K.6.0) GENERAL-Economics. Over the three time peri-

passed the co-word analysis filter to reach the resulting ods analyzed here, these descriptors appeared in the unfil-

42 networks. tered data 117 times, 15 times, and 33 times, respectively,
Listed below are the eight non-D.2 descriptors in- but did not associate strongly enough with other descriptors

cluded among the 15 most frequent descriptors in net- to be placed in any networks.
works (Table 7). These descriptors highlight interactions Also, we find little evidence of a maturing profession as
among D.2 descriptors and other descriptors in CCS. As judged by commentary on issues such as ethics, licensing,
evident there, much of software engineering's intersec- certification, human safety, and codes of good practice, even
tion with the rest of computing is in the areas of user though appropriate CCS nodes are defined. None of these
interaction, software management, and programming nodes reached the networks, and only minimal inclusion
methodology. Very little interaction with hardware, data, was found in the almost 58,000 total, unfiltered descriptors.
mathematics of computing, and computer applications is While the standards descriptors were includes in the first
evident. Further analyses will reinforce this hypothesis. two generations of networks (but in isolated fashions), they
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did not appear in 1991-1994 networks. As stated by Shaw the way for further research into the evolution of software
(1990), an engineering discipline of software is yet in early engineering and computing, as well as well-restricted sub-
stages of development, domains in other technical fields.
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Information Aspects of New Organizational Designs:
Exploring the Non-Traditional Organization

Bob Travica
School of Library and Information Science, Indiana University, 10th & Jordan, Bloomington, IN 47405.
E-mail: btravica@indiana.edu

The purpose of the study presented in this article aims at Donnellon, 1994; Taylor & Van Every, 1993), a number of
broadening our understanding of information and con- prominent authors have concurred that the days of the
comitant aspects of a non-bureaucratic organizational bureaucracy are numbered. Donnellon and Scully (1994)
design. With current changes in organizational environ-
ments, the century-long domination of the bureaucratic concur, arguing that the advantages of efficiency and control
organization is being shaken. New organizational de- that the bureaucracy has historically exhibited are no longer
signs have been proposed as alternatives to the bureau- paying off when product quality, short product time, and
cracy, including the information-based organization, innovativeness are conditions for organizational survival.
networked organization, and adhocracy. Our knowledge Not only is the bureaucracy incapable of responding to these
of these designs, however, is still meager. This particu-
larly applies to their information aspects, such as the new requirements, but it is hobbling the effort to meet them.
role of information technology (IT), and exchanges of A new organization is therefore needed, argue the authors.
information and knowledge. In order to fill the void, an The 1980s and beyond have indeed exhibited significant
organizational design which will be called the "non-tra- organizational changes. A rapid development of informa-
ditional organization" was created on the basis of rele-
vant literature and was preliminarily tested on a sample
drawn from the public accounting industry. The study ing and communications capabilities is one of them. Elec-
discovered a strong positive relationship between the tronic mail, for example, was born out of the marriage
amount of IT usage and non-traditional dimensions, in- between the text creation capabilities of word processors
voking the notion of an organic, "informated" organiza- and the communication capabilities of computer networks.
tion. This relationship primarily rests on the relationships
IT forms with centralization and formalization (both neg- In a similar vein, computer communications capabilities
ative), and trust and communication beyond team were coupled with database technology to give rise to
boundaries (both positive). Information and knowledge- systems for supporting group work. IT developments were
related interactions are in relation with team-based paralleled by other organizational changes. In a quest for
accountability in this networked, "information-rich" or- higher quality production and a more efficient organization
ganization. Communication beyond team boundaries that would capitalize on new IT, reorganization of work has
serves several purposes, including integration and cre-
ation of a dialogue-based, adhocratic, "interactive" or- been carred out (Hammer, 1996; Hammer & Champy,
ganization. Hierarchy appears to be the most resilient 1993). In addition, middle management ranks have shrunk,
dimension of the traditional organization in the sample in part due to the reporting capabilities of IT, which resulted
studied. These findings bear implications for under- in flatter organizational structures (Peters, 1987; Quinn,
standing new organizational designs. 1992). In no small measure were organizational missions,

goals, and strategies redesigned, typically emphasizing the
1. Research Problem increase in competitiveness and value for the customer

(Hamel & Prahalad, 1994; Peters, 1992). New IT is some-The century-long domination of the bureaucratic organi- times brought into explicit relation with a strategic reorien-

zation in U.S. business is being shaken. From Drucker's tim ns (eog, Go lan N elatio Preiss 1995).te g aniza-

(1987/1990) laconic acknowledgment of this thesis, to its tion ce, oo, w aed. r example,5th cui-
morerecnt omprhenivetreamens (~g.,Hecschr & tional cultures, too, were revamped. For example, the cul-

more recent comprehensive treatments (e.g., Heckscher & trsta xeldi h 90 sePtr aemn
tures that excelled in the 1970s (see Peters & Waterman,

1982) gave way to cultures that abandon the traditionally

Received September 2, 1996; revised September 8, 1997 and October 23, indispensable employee loyalty (Cushman & King, 1995),
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All these changes might be related with the new organi- & Wassenaar, 1990), and the place and importance of
zation that Drucker (1987/1990) and other students of the information in production processes (e.g., Olson & Bly,
non-bureaucratic organization talk about. Models of this 1991). This evidence establishes the breeding ground for
organization, provided in various stages of maturation, are further research, which is necessary for a more comprehen-
not in short supply. For example, Mintzberg (1979) devel- sive understanding of new organizational designs. Many
oped the model of adhocracy, whose main characteristic is key aspects of these are still little understood.
flux in work roles and other organizational aspects, as Some necessary conditions for the existence of these new
production requirements at hand demand. Myles and Snow organizational designs enjoy agreement in the literature,
(1986) proposed the concept of a network organization that such as smaller size (Carter, 1984; Galbraith & Lawler,
comes into being through connecting firms specialized in 1993) and more dynamic organizational environments
particular organizational functions which exist in the typical (Bums & Stalker, 1961; Powell, 1990); others are con-
departmentalized firm. Proposing a concept of the shamrock troversial, such as the role of strategy (see Baker, 1992;
organization, Handy (1989) emphasizes the changing nature Mintzberg & McHugh, 1985). Although normative pre-
of the labor force, including a large segment of temporary scriptions regarding the IT importance loom large (e.g.,
specialist workers. Nohria and Berkley (1994) sketch the Benjamin & Scott Morton, 1992; Fulk & DeSanctis, 1995;
virtual organization, which can be a temporary coalition of Handy, 1989; Morgan, 1993; Rockart & Short, 1991), they
members from different firms, dispersed in space and linked remain speculative without provision of appropriate evi-
via the new IT. Quinn (1992) portrays the infinitely flat dence. The literature is inconclusive as to whether IT is a
organization, with the intention to emphasize the trend of fundamental pillar, a buttress, a lintel, or even just a design
flattening organizational hierarchy and authority allocation ornament resulting from organizational mimicry. Confu-
to operational levels. Other authors propose summative sion, furthermore, lurks in the light of common experience
properties of the new designs (Clegg, 1990; Fulk & De- that non-bureaucratic organizations can exist with a small
Sanctis, 1995; Galbraith & Lawler, 1993; Heydebrand, use of IT (e.g., small start-ups), while bureaucracies can
1989). They, for example, agree that freer information flows have abundant IT (e.g., military organizations). The lack of
and IT play an important role in these new designs, and holistic studies, furthermore, prevents one from differenti-
portray structural changes in a similar way (e.g., decentral- ating at a large picture-level between the new designs and
ization, flattening of hierarchy, and informal networking). their antipode-the bureaucracy, which also can be based

New organizational designs can be viewed as descen- on information, knowledge, and IT. Differentiation between
dants of the historical, non-bureaucratic blueprint-the or- the information aspects of the two antithetical organiza-
ganic form of Bums and Stalker (1961). The organic form tional designs has, therefore, to be called into question. This
puts professionals in charge of production, information and is even more urgent provided that the bureaucracy is far
communication, and breaks with the rigid vertical distribu- from being at the fringe of history, nor is it stripped from
tion of managerial control. The common denominators of accolades (e.g., Ashkenas, Urlich, Jick, & Kerr, 1995;
these new designs are embodied, therefore, in a negation of Jaques, 1989).
the bureaucratic hierarchic control, narrowly-defined work Given our meager knowledge of the information aspects
roles, segmented information, and knowledge flows and of the new organizational designs, the present study intends
formalism, while providing alternative organizing princi- to contribute to both the normative and empirical domain of
ples, such as pushing the authority down the ladder, basing these. In realizing this goal, the study (1) proposes a model
the organization of work on teams, and expanding ex- of a non-bureaucratic organizational design, which is based
changes of information and knowledge. on relevant literature and will be called the non-traditional

The coming of the new organization poses special chal- organization; and (2) provides a preliminary empirical test
lenges for information scientists. This organization is, first of this model.
and foremost, based on information and knowledge. The
technology needed for manipulating these is equally impor- 2. Previous Research
tant. Moreover, not only has the management of these
information resources (information, knowledge, and IT) 2.1. Infoation Technology
been called into question, but due attention has to be paid to
structural, cultural, political, socio-psychological, and other For the purposes of the present study, IT is conceptual-
organizational dimensions that weave the milieu for the ized as electronic machines, devices, and their applications
information resources. The relevant literature, however, is that have both computing and communication capabilities.
lagging behind these requirements. The empirical literature, The concept has support in relevant literature. For example,
for example, exhibits a piecemeal character-individual sociologist of organizations, Child (1987), defines IT as
variables and their relationships are studied rather than technologies and applications which combine the data-pro-
organizations taken as wholes. This piecemeal evidence cessing and storage powers of computers with the distance-
includes, for example, relationships between IT and struc- transmission capabilities of telecommunications. Similarly,
tural and cultural dimensions (e.g., Carter, 1984; Kerr & management researcher Huber (1990) defines "advanced
Hiltz, 1982; Markus, 1994; Olson & Bly, 1991; Wijnhoven IT" as devices (a) that transmit, manipulate, analyze, or
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exploit information, and (b) in which a digital computer larly, Pool (1983) argued that the telephone led to aberra-
processes information integral to the user's communication tions in the hierarchical patterns of communication in the
or decision task. This technology is also called "communi- old steel industry because it made it possible for workmen
cation" or "telecommunications technology," "information to directly access executives. In the case of formalization,
and communication technology," "information/communica- the literature is inconclusive. While Pfeffer and Leblebici
tion technology," etc. Instances of IT investigated in the (1977) found, contrary to the their expectations, that the
present study are E-mail, electronic bulletin boards, elec- utilization of IT in small factories was not associated with
tronic file transfer, shared electronic databases, the facsimile the use of more formal written reviews or statistics on
(fax), voice mail, and the telephone. The last three belong to departmental performance, Wijnhoven and Wassenaar
important communication technologies which exhibit (1990) found in their case studies that communication ap-
smaller but increasing computing capabilities (the core of plications at a high-tech factory and at a computer service
voice mail systems is a switching computer, the fax can be firm led to more formalized communications. Normative
mounted on a computer, while the telephone is being used theory does not ease the dilemma. For example, McKen-
for applications in computer-telephone integration). ney's 1985 study (as cited in Wijnhoven & Wassenaar,

The communication capabilities of IT (sending, receiv- 1990) assumes that IT-supported communication seems to
ing, forwarding, narrow- and broadcasting, etc.) make it facilitate more organic organization, by allowing easy and
possible for organization members to exchange work infor- timely linking to a broad set of individuals with common
mation (opinions, questions, advice), design the flow of referent bases (see Wijnhoven & Wassenaar, 1990, p. 51).
work (e.g., routing and management of electronic docu- On the contrary, Huber (1984) posits that IT can trigger
ments), and to socialize (e.g., through chat-sort of electronic requirements for formalizing the handling of non-routine
bulletin boards). The computing capabilities of IT (storing, information, scope and amount of environmental informa-
retrieving, processing, etc.) provide the tools for transform- tion, and decision making; in his later theorizing, however,
ing work material (e.g., processing data for analytical pur- Huber (1990) hypothesizes that long-term effects of IT on
poses). The blend of these two capabilities has a history formalization associated to it could be nil: When IT is
with various organizational implications. For example, E- viewed from the perspective of a life cycle, the amount of
mail was initially an interpersonal communication medium rules regulating the use of a system can be high in early
for overcoming the telephone tag problem, with computing stages and can decrease as the system becomes familiar,
capabilities limited to processing and storing of electronic approaching the degree of formalization associated with the
text (cf. Rice, 1984). Later on, other capabilities were old, replaced system. This neutral role of IT is in agreement
added, such as forms support, filtering, and retrieval that with the finding of Pfeffer and Leblebici (1977).
exist, for example, in Winograd's (1988) Coordinator. Centralization, another crucial structural dimension, was
These transformed E-mail into technology for supporting also found to be associated with IT, albeit in a diversified
work groups (groupware). Groupware could then be used fashion, depending on the level of management and orga-
for organizing work in team fashion, with all the organiza- nizational size. Specifically, at the operational level, a link
tional implications that follow. But this is true only in between IT and a decrease in centralization was discovered
principle, in railroad management (Dawson & McLaughlin, 1986) and

The ontology of the IT role in the organizations is not in city departments of human resources (Keon, Vazzana, &
simple. IT can generate opportunities for new methods of Slocombe, 1992). At the executive level, however, IT was
organizing people, work, material resources, and time. But, found to be related to increased centralization in the insur-
whether these opportunities will be perceived and used ance industry (Baker, 1992), large newspaper organizations
depends on a particular organizational context (see Ciborra, (Carter, 1984), and railroad management (Dawson &
1996). The organizational context can make use of techno- McLaughlin, 1986). Smaller organizations appear to pro-
logical capabilities, or restrict their use, or even invent new vide the context in which IT is associated with a decrease in
uses reaching beyond these capabilities. The multi- and overall centralization, specifically in factories (Pfeffer &
mutually causal relationships between the organizational Leblebici, 1977), newspaper organizations (Carter, 1984),
and the technical refer to an epistemology that can be and in units of a hospital (Barley, 1990). This evidence
identified in the socio-technical and the emergent process suggests that the relationship between a decrease in central-
(Markus, 1994) approaches, as well as in the social infor- ization and IT use is likely to exist at the operational level
matics field of study (see Kling, 1997). of an enterprise and/or in smaller organizations. Finally, the

The relationships between IT and specific organizational relationship between IT use and the spatial dispersion of
aspects have been investigated empirically. One such aspect operations and organization members was discovered in
is organizational structure (patterns of stable social relation- organizations of scientists (Hiltz, 1984; Kerr & Hiltz, 1982),
ships), which can be sufficiently explained by the dimen- a software company (Olson & Bly, 1991), and other orga-
sions of hierarchy, centralization, and formalization (Fry, nizations (Sproul & Kiesler, 1991).
1982). Hierarchy was investigated by Whisler (1970), who Organizational culture (values and patterns of behavior
found that a reduction of hierarchy layers was associated shared among organization members) was also investigated
with the use of computers in the insurance industry. Simi- in relation with IT. Several studies in laboratory and orga-
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Structural effects Study

Decrease in hierarchy Pool (1983); Whisler (1970)
Centralization strategic Pool (1983); Whisler (1970); Carter (1984; large firms), Dawson &

McLaughlin (1986); Wijnhoven & Wassenaar (1990)
Decentralization overall Pfeffer & Leblebici (1977); Carter (1984); Barley (1990); Wijnhoven &

Wassenaar (1990)
Decentralization operational Dawson & McLaughlin (1986); Keon et al. (1992)
Decrease in formalization McKenney (1985) (as cited in Wijnhoven & Wassenaar, 1990); Pfeffer

& Leblebici (1977)
Increase in formalization Huber (1984); Wijnhoven & Wassenaar (1990)
Facilitating spatial dispersion Olson & Bly (1991); Sproul & Kiesler (1991)

Cultural effects Study

Uninhibited behavior, social equalization, Kiesler et al. (1984); Sproul & Kiesler (1991)
decision shifts, new ideas creation

Conformity avoidance Smilowitz et al. (1988)
Expression of feelings Rice & Love (1987); Wigan (1991)
Community creation Foulger (1990); Kerr & Hiltz (1982)
Knowledge sharing Dhar & Olson (1989); Olson & Bly (1991)
Accountability Guttiker & Gutek (1988)
Cross-departmental communication Kerr & Hiltz (1982); Hiltz (1984); Shapiro & Anderson (1985); Olson

"& Bly (1991); Sproul & Kiesler (1991)

Political effects Study

Salience of expert power Burkhardt & Brass (1990); Barley (1990)

FIG. 1. Evidence of the role of information technology in organizations.

nizational contexts found that E-mail and other IT, due to a 2.2. Non-Bureaucratic Organizational Designs
lack of the social cues they exhibit, could lead to relatively
uninhibited behavior, social equalization, decision shifts, Organic organization, adhocracy, and the network orga-
and the creation of new ideas (Siegel, Dubrovsky, Kiesler, nization are three designs that played a pivotal role in

& McGuire, 1986; Sproul & Kiesler, 1991). This somewhat conceptualizing the model of the non-traditional organiza-
uninhibited behavior was sometimes interpreted as an un- tion in the present study. The attention these designs have
desirable aberration from social norms; however, there was received, as well as their level of elaboration, led to select-
no agreement as to whether this was attributable to IT ing them over other designs. Each is discussed below.
(Kiesler, Siegel, & McGuire, 1984) or to its users (Smolen- Bums and Stalker's (1961) organic organization is a
sky, Carmody, & Halcomb, 1990). This social aberration historical blueprint for new organizational designs. This
was sometimes deemed stimulating for organizational inno- label is supposed to signify the spontaneous, "natural" gen-
vation (Siegel et al., 1986; Sproul & Kiesler, 1991). Inno- esis of an organization, one that resembles Durkheimian
vation occurrences, in turn, could be brought into relation juxtaposing of the "organic" to the "mechanistic" principle.
with studies of cooperation and knowledge sharing in IT- The authors derived this design from their empirical studies
rich organizations (Dhar & Olson, 1989; Olson & Bly, of successful electronics firms. The organic organization is
1991), conformity avoidance (Smilowitz, Compton, & Flint, characterized importantly by work organization resting on
1988), expression of feelings (Rice & Love, 1987; also see flexible tasks; control and authority that are distributed in a
Wigan, 1991), and the creation of an electronic community network fashion; and a culture recognizable after a "tech-
within professional organizations (Foulger, 1990; Kerr & nological ethos" rather than loyalty and obedience. The
Hiltz, 1982). model does not account for IT, but does include some other

Lastly, IT has been studied from the perspective of information dimensions-communication content, specifi-
expert power-influencing others upon possession of spe- cally, which should be information and advice rather than
cial knowledge, a capability to deal with uncertainty, and an instructions and decisions.
image of being irreplaceable (cf. Mintzberg, 1983; Pfeffer, Mintzberg's (1979) adhocracy has been another influen-
1981; Tushman & Anderson, 1986). It was discovered that tial design, which can be traced back to the work of Toffler
the knowledge of using IT generates power over those with (1980) and Bennis and Slater (1968). The term comes from
no such knowledge (Barley, 1990; Burkhardt & Brass, Latin roots which convey that immediate purposes shape an
1990). Figure 1 summarizes the empirical research on IT organization. Mintzberg's adhocracy exhibits low formal-
and the organizational dimensions discussed above. ization, a flatter hierarchy, vague roles, the reliance on
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specialized teams that become main power holders, em- gations, shared resources, visions and values. In this design,
ployee-cooperation-intensive communication, and demo- IT enables organization members to be "completely con-
cratic values. In his power studies, Mintzberg (1983) posits nected while remaining far apart." In empirical investiga-
that power accumulates in the hands of experts who carry tion, Eccles and Crane (1987) have found that some Amer-
out complex, specialized work, and possess knowledge ac- ican and foreign commercial banks resemble very flexible
quired in professional societies and universities rather than networks (e.g., dual reporting, vague roles, constant flux);
firms; this power is not rooted in formal authority, but in one characteristic of these networks is the "substantial po-
self-coordination, teamwork, and mutual adjustment in ad- tential for conflict." Similarly, Quinn (1992) portrays the
hocratic organizations. Moreover, Olson and Bly (1991) crucial role of IT in Arthur Andersen and Company, one of
provide evidence of a distributed organization experiment the "Big Six" public accounting firms which the author
which took place at Xerox. The authors discovered that considers an instance of the network organization. An in-
organization that developed at two sites, which were con- tensive sharing of information and knowledge among local
nected via a multimedia system, was closest to Mintzberg's offices characterizes the firm, which is enhanced by incen-
adhocracy (flat, peer-based control, ambiguous roles) and tive systems and organizational culture. Baker (1992) de-
devised several interesting information dimensions. Specif- fined the networked organization as one which is highly
ically, information was the primary organizational resource; integrated vertically (hierarchical levels), horizontally
the information system linking and supporting the two work (functional division of labor), and geographically (spatial
sites was necessary for this organization to function; infor- spread of organizational units). He went on to test this
mal communication was essential to information sharing, definition on a small real estate firm, which, in fact, was
coordination, and socialization; communication was inten- driven by a network organizational strategy, and found that
sive, extended to the social domain, and made the borders the firm matched his definition only moderately well.
between private and public turfs fuzzy; a positive relation- Elements of broader theorizing about new organizational
ship developed between the extent of information sharing designs can also be found in the literature. Heydebrand
and the degree of reciprocal interdependence (each party (1989) portrays the new designs as smaller size organiza-
possesses knowledge/information that others need and tions that are in either the information or service business,
needs knowledge/information in possession of others). An- have computerized technology, and employ informal and
other interesting study was conducted by Mintzberg and flexible division of labor. The management in these orga-
McHugh (1985). They found that the National Film Board nizations is functionally decentralized, eclectic and partici-
of Canada metamorphosed from a bureaucracy into an ad- pative, while the control structure is intermingled with pre-
hocracy, owing to successive attempts at redistributing bureaucratic elements, such as clan-like personalism and
power to professionals. This long process resembled "the informalism. He hypothesizes that computer technology
growth of garden weeds," emerging through complicated plays an essential role in the service sector, because it makes
and hardly traceable organizational processes. Bailey and it possible for internalizing of formal rationality, calculabil-
Neilsen (1992), however, discovered that adhocracy could ity, and procedures into software and systems on which
exist in parallel with bureaucracy in an instructional unit production is organized. A consequence of this internaliza-
within a large corporation they studied. The adhocracy was tion is the development of informal social and work rela-
exemplified in undifferentiated leadership, and the ability to tionships, including a minimal division of labor, de-hierar-
deliver innovative services while working under an ambiv- chization, and only general rules to permit flexible social
alent mission statement; the bureaucracy, on the other hand, control and self-regulation. The technocratic ratio displaces
was perpetuated though the steady delivery of standardized the bureaucratic, concludes Hedeybrand. IT and informa-
services. tion-related expertise are also key factors in Galbraith and

The third interesting design is the network or networked Lawler's (1993) conceptualization of new designs. Indeed,
organization. The term is used both with reference to inter- these designs are defined by a capability of managing and
organizational designs (Aldrich, 1981; Myles & Snow, taking advantage of the "new world of information com-
1986) and intra-organizational ones, which are of interest plexity and richness": The challenge is in creating technol-
here. Rockart and Short (1991) have proposed a design of ogy and the individuals who understand the importance of
the networked organization, at the nexus of which are in- information and know how to access and use it. These
formal human networks enabled by IT networks. These designs, furthermore, tend to be decentralized, use an inter-
socio-technical networks can foster the redesigning of the nal network of divisions and units linked through electronic
division of labor, and the development of a new culture forms of communication (he terms this "distributed organi-
characterized by the sharing of goals, expertise, decision zation"), diminish the importance of hierarchy so that it
making, recognition and reward, responsibility, account- becomes just one among many of coordination and control
ability and trust. Computer-supported social networks are vehicles, and possess adaptation capabilities which result in
also important in Morgan's (1993) loosely-coupled organic heterogeneous organizational methods within the same firm
network, which rests on a founding/driving team and sub- ("fluid and transitory design").
contracting, and resembles a spider plant-umbilical cords Zuboff (1988) reminds us that IT can be used for either
are embedded in information systems, accountability, obli- petrifying or undermining hierarchical authority, a hallmark
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of bureaucracy. If IT is used just to automate the existing the late 19th century-an import from Scotland intended to
division of labor, power structure will remain intact and no strengthen financial control of British investors over their
change will occur in the distribution of learning or access to increasing stakes in the U.S. economy. The tax business was
information. IT can, however, be used to change the divi- added in the early 20th century in conjunction with modem
sion of labor, which could result in power redistribution tax laws. The industry started providing consulting services
down the ladder, and different patterns of information ac- in the second half of this century, first as "advisory services"
cess and learning-a new organizational design that Zuboff for financial management, then on a broader scale to include
terms informated organization. This organization relies on design and management of information systems. Within the
the human capacity for teaching and learning, on criticism tax business, the accounting industry faces competition
and insight, and on deploying both human and technology from legal firms, while software/hardware vendors are the
capabilities to their full potential. Moreover, Clegg (1990, competitors within the consulting business.
1996) places new organizational designs into the realm of Accounting firms represent an interesting organizational
postmodem. Drawing on European contemporary tradition, context. Their legal basis is partnership, which is capable of
Clegg (1990) suggests that the phenomenon of "de-differ- creating variation within certain contextual constraints. This
entiation," which was suggested by Lash (1988) as a crite- is particularly true of the local office, which is the basic
rion of separating postmodern culture from the modern one, operating unit organized on territorial, customer, and func-
applies to postmodern organizations as well. De-differenti- tional principles. For example, management incentives for
ation characterizes a multitude of organizational aspects, using IT can be unique to a local office, while IT strategy
such as a broadening of work roles, turning accountability applies across local offices. An implication is that the local
relationships from individual ones into team-based ones, office represents the scene of interesting interaction between
expanding narrow expertise into flexible specialization, and structure and action. Moreover, production in the local
replacing employment relations by complex relational office is based on group work. This work is thus carried out
forms of networking and subcontracting. De-differentiation by the "engagement team" (team) which directly serves a
comes from the demands for product differentiation char- particular client. Teams report to a particular manager or
acterizing today's marketplace. partner (the partner is both the partial owner and the exec-

Taylor and Van Every (1993) propose that the relation- utive), while maintaining a certain discretion in organizing
ship between IT and organizations could be approached their work, managing the budget, and so on. Teamwork,
from the perspective of juxtaposing metaphors of text and adopted in business organizations as late as the 1980s, has,
dialogue. These can help understand successes or failures in in fact, been a hallmark of the modern accounting industry
the process of designing both computer systems and the since its inception. Another interesting characteristic of the
organizational context. Whereas text induces rather inflex- local office is typically a small size (up to 500 employees),
ible, rules-driven system development and organizational which resolves the well-known problem of modifying ef-
contexts, dialogue resembles ongoing, live, action-rich de- fects of a larger organizational size.
velopment processes and organizational contexts. Where The local accounting office is an information business
text rules over dialogue, office automation projects are par excellence. Its production is comprised of data collec-
likely to fail. In a similar vein, Heckscher (1994) elevates tion and processing, information creation, and knowledge
dialogue to a cornerstone of his framework of interactive development. All this demands extensive capabilities in
organization. Dialogue is the vehicle for developing prin- information management (data collection, storing, retriev-
ciples of action that replaces traditional rules and regula- ing, checking, comparing, estimating, transforming) as well
tions, facilitates the creation and maintenance of shared as copious knowledge (as an executive put it, "a consultant
organizational vision and strategies, and underpins the shar- has to understand organization, planning, performance as-
ing of trust; trust, in turn, is the basis of persuasive ability pects, measurement, accounting, reporting issues, and the
that substitutes for power relationships, and it helps legiti- development and analysis of information for management
mize the necessary hierarchy, concludes Heckscher. Be- use" (Stevens, 1981, p. 119). Informal communication fa-
cause dialogue and text carry connotations of information cilitates sharing of information and knowledge in audit tasks
artifacts, they have an intrinsic appeal in understanding new (Dirsmith & Covaleski, 1985). Moreover, the Big Six seg-
designs from the information perspective. ment firms were early adopters of IT and remain heavy

users (Sutton, 1992), which also suits the research problem

2.3. Public Accounting Industry of the present study.
The tension between the organic and the bureaucratic has

The segment of the public accounting industry (account- been described in the literature of organization of the ac-
ing industry) investigated in the present study, the so-called counting industry. Sorensen (1967) and Sorensen and So-
Big Six, is engaged in three businesses-account auditing, rensen (1974) found that senior organization members (part-
tax preparation and planning, and consulting. In Stevens's ner, manager, supervisor, and senior accountant) tended to
(1981, 1985) discussion on history of this industry, account enforce more bureaucratic values and behavior, while the
auditing features as the oldest business. It was responsible junior organization members (junior or staff accountant)
for starting the modern accounting industry in the U.S. in exhibited more "professional" values and behavior. Pratt
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S information dimensions of IT usage, knowledge getting,
Information and knowledge giving (these last two can also be called

Technology Hierarchy
Usage Centralization cultural variables);

Formalization e cultural variables of accountability sharing, trust sharing,
Latent Spatiaul Dispersion and role ambiguity that can additionally explain team-

Culture based organization;
Knowledge Giving o demographic variables of age, years with company, and
Knowledge Getting years in field;
Information Seeking
Trans-Boundary Communication o an expert power dimension; and
Accountability Sharing
Trust Sharing & control variables of size, strategy, and environment.
Role Ambiguity

Politicu The model juxtaposes IT usage with other variables in
Expert power order to respond to the first research question (see below).

Symmetric relationships among variables are presumed,
which is in accord both with the state of theorizing on new
designs and the cross-sectional character of the present
study. It cannot be overstated that the selection of variables
is just one of many possibilities, which builds on emphases

FIG. 2. Research model. Note: The large rectangle represents organiza- in the relevant contemporary literature and on parsimony

tion. Variables in shaded boxes are controlled. Order of variables is

arbitrary. concerns. Definitions of the variables, along with the cor-
responding measures, validity and reliability estimates, ap-

and Jiambalvo (1981) studied performance of audit teams, pear in Table 1. Scales for measuring variables (four- or
and found that both the organic and bureaucratic modes of three-item composites) are available from the author upon
organizing could emerge as a consequence of the team request.
leader's behavior. Watson (1975) found that the alternatives These research questions guide the present study:
in organizing depend on different levels of uncertainty in
auditing versus consulting tasks, and that the lower uncer- 1) What role does IT play in the non-traditional organiza-
tainty in auditing renders it more bureaucratic, while the tion.
opposite is true of consulting. However, Ballew's (1982) 2) What are the other important characteristics of the non-
study established no support of these findings-significant traditional organization.

differences existed neither in the organization of different
practice teams (vertical distribution of power, centraliza- In order to obtain quantitative information for answering
tion, and formalization) nor in two of the three dimensions the first question, two index measures were designed-one
of the technological routines he investigated. Approaching representing the measures of IT used, and the other repre-
design of accounting organizations from a somewhat differ- senting a compound of other variables studied (with the
ent perspective, Stevens (1985) and Weinstein (1987) pro- exception of control variables). In effect, each of the 12
vided visions of the industry's leaders concerning the evo- local offices studied was represented with one IT index and
lution of accounting firms from pyramidal structures into one NT index (see Tables 1 and 3). The IT investigated was
flatter, market-responsive organizations. Similarly, Quinn operationalized as the amount of usage of electronic mail,
(1992) described the network characteristics of a Big Six electronic bulletin boards, electronic file transfer, shared
firm that surfaced in the management of information and electronic databases, the facsimile, voice mail, and the tele-
knowledge, deployment of IT, daily operations, and orga- phone.
nizational structure. Evidence of the characteristics of new The second research question reflects the purpose of the
organizational designs in the accounting industry is, there- present study to shed light on the relationship between
fore, inconclusive and incomplete, but certainly conducive information dimensions and other relevant organizational
to further research. dimensions in new organizational designs. Part of this un-

derstanding is certainly the answer to the first question;
another part is the knowledge that can accrue from looking

3. Methodology more closely at the variables comprising the model of the
This section discusses the research model, research ques- non-traditional organization the study has introduced and

tions, measurement, pilot investigation, units of data anal- tested.
ysis and data collection, and data collection and data anal- A pilot investigation set out to define the study popula-
ysis methods. tion. The literature pointed to the accounting industry as a

The present study was guided by the research model candidate (see the discussion above), and this led to a pilot
depicted in Figure 2. The research model contains: investigation of small accounting, insurance, engineering,

data services, and manufacturing firms in the residential

* Structural dimensions of formalization, centralization, area of a typical mid-size city on the East Coast. Investi-
hierarchy, and latent spatial dispersion; gated were the dimensions of hierarchy, departmention,
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Table 1. Variables and measures.t

Construct Measure Validity Reliability

1. IT usage-The extent to which IT is 1.1. The frequency of usage within time r = 0.63 Cronbach a = 0.81
used (Hiltz, 1984) periods (Davis, 1989)

1.2. The number of transactions via IT in a r = 0.92 Cronbach a = 0.81
typical day (Adams, Nelson, & Todd,
1992)

2. Formalization-The extent to which The amount of written rules and procedures Discriminant, among 4 Cronbach a = 0.52
rules, procedures, instructions, and (Oldham & Hackman, 1981) structural variables r,
communications are written (Oldham & 0.11-0.25
Hackman, 1981)

3. Centralization-The extent to which The amount of control held by managers N/A Split-half coefficient
control is concentrated (Tanenbaum, (Markham, Bonjean, & Corder, 1984) 0.39
1961)

4. Hierarchy-The extent to which levels The number of management levels; new N/A N/A
of graded authority exist (Weber, 1946) measure

5. Latent spatial dispersion-The extent The estimate of the importance of physical N/A Cronbach a = 0.73
to which is possible to perform joint proximity for getting the job done; new (N = 29)*
work at a distance (Hiltz, 1984) measure

6. Information gathering collaboration- The frequency of asking co-workers to N/A Cronbach a = 0.53
The extent to which a person relies on provide information needed; new (N = 29)
others in gathering work-related measure
information (Olson & Bly, 1991)

7. Knowledge getting-The extent to The frequency of one's getting knowledge N/A Cronbach a = 0.72
which a person gets knowledge from from his co-workers and other sources; (N = 29)
colleagues (Rockart & Short, 1991) new measure

8. Knowledge giving-The extent to which The intensity of one's attitudes toward N/A Cronbach a = 0.53
a person makes his knowledge available giving knowledge to his co-workers; new (N = 29)
to co-workers (Rockart & Short, 1991) measure

9. Trust sharing-The extent of a team The intensity of one's attitudes toward r = 0.56 Cronbach a = 0.84
member's expectancy that statements of reliance and faith in his colleagues and
his co-workers can be relied upon people in general (MacDonald et al.,
(MacDonald, Kessel, & Fuller, 1972; 1972)
Rotter, 1967)

10. Accountability sharing-The extent of The intensity of one's readiness to share N/A Cronbach a = 0.77
a team member's condition of being the burden of justification with his team (N = 29)
ready to justify his team's decisions to members; new measure
superiors (Tetlock, 1983)

11. Trans-boundary communication-The The frequency of communications a team N/A Cronbach a = 0.70
extent to which a person communicates member makes with people out of the (N = 29)
across his team's boundaries (Hiltz, team; new measure
1984)

12. Expert power-The extent to which a The estimate of the expertise and other N/A N/A
person is influenced by knowledge sources of influence impinging on a
holders, so that he does things he would person (Bachman, Bowers, & Marcus,
not have done otherwise (Dahl, 1957; 1968); modified scale
French & Raven, 1959)

13. Role ambiguity-The extent to which The intensity of one's perception that Concordance of statistics Convergent reliability
necessary information is lacking to an necessary information is available across samples = 0.84 0.88
organizational position (Kahn, Wolfe, (Rizzo, House, & Lirtzman, 1970)
Quinn, Snoek, & Rosenthal, 1964)

14. Environment-The extent to which The assessment of clients, and competitors N/A N/A
forces outside of organizational a local office deals with; new measure
boundaries affect an organization
(Lawrence & Lorsch, 1968)

15. Strategy-The extent to which an The description of a local office's business N/A N/A
organization's plans of long-term goals and IT strategies; new measure
affect the organization (Chandler, 1962)

16. Size-The scale of operations in an The number of full-time employees; new N/A N/A
organization (Price & Mueller, 1986) question
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Table 1. (continued)

Construct Measure Validity Reliability

17. IT index-An office's average use of Compound measure building on measures Dependent on the validity Cronbach a = 0.64
IT 1.1 and 1.2 of belonging measures (N = 131)

nii

E(ITFRE+ITTRA)

IT Index
ni

j = respondent, i = local office, ni = the
number of respondents in a local office;
new measure. See computation note

18. NTO index-An office's average of 12 Compound measure building on measures 2 Dependent on the validity Cronbach a = 0.36
dimensions of structure, culture, and through 13 of belonging measures (N = 116)
politics

2 Yk

NTO Index = j1ni

j = respondent, i = local office, ni = the
number of respondents in i-th local
office, Yk = k-th dimension belonging to
the index; new measure. See computation
note

19. Age One of six categories corresponding to the N/A N/A
respondent's age (under 20, 20-29, 30-
39, 40-49, 50-59, 60 and over)

20. Years with company The number of years spent with the current N/A N/A
company

21. Years in field The number of years spent in tax, auditing, N/A N/A
or consulting practice

Computation note: The IT index: (1) Standardize raw scores of both IT usage measures; (2) sum the standardized scores for each respondent; (3) sum
the result from step 2 across individuals; and (4) divide the result from step 3 by the number of respondents in a given local office. The NT index: (1) Code
inversely original scores of structural variables reflecting the traditional organizational structure (hierarchy, formalization, and centralization); (2)
standardize raw scores of all dependent measures; (3) sum the standardized scores of all dependent measures for each respondent; (4) sum results from step
3 across respondents; and (5) divide the result from step 4 by the number of respondents in a given local office.

* Estimated on an initial sample of 29 respondents from three local offices (later included in the study sample). Scale calibration combined analyses
of covariance-based Cronbach alphas, Pearson's correlation coefficients, and factor analysis-orthogonal rotation by the varimax method.

span of control, formalization, team work, management The data collected were analyzed by correlation analysis
promotion policies, pace of organizational change, and the (bi- and multivariate), factor analysis (principal compo-
IT profile (kinds used, the extent of use, perceived effects of nent-varimax rotation), multiple regression analysis, and
the use, and perceived importance). The main finding was content analysis. The quantitative data were first explored in
that accounting firms (local offices) ranked first on the terms of distribution of the variables; this analysis indicated
dimensions of team work and of the IT profile; in terms of no properties that would require transformation of data.
structural and management properties, these offices also In order to answer the first research question about the
appeared to represent desirable characteristics. This effec- relationship between IT and the non-traditional organiza-
tively confirmed the literature-based expectations, and pro- tional dimensions, the IT indexes and NT indexes for the 12
moted the accounting industry into the study population. organizations studied were correlated, while controlling for

The present study defined "organization" as the local organizational size and environment (strategy data, which
accounting office, because of its unique, suitable character- were qualitative, were content analyzed, and no significant
istics discussed in the previous section. The sample studied differences among the offices were found). Then, correla-
consisted of 12 such organizations located on the East Coast tion analysis of zero-order was conducted as the start point
and in the Midwest from five of the Big Six accounting in exploring relationships between all the variables in the
firms. The original intention of drawing a random sample of model (the second research question). Factor analysis was
the offices was only partially realized due to the survey conducted in turn, in order to determine sets of variables
unavailability of some offices. In each office, however, a within the relatively complex model of the non-traditional
random stratified sample of the professional staff was taken organization. The next step was an intricate partial correla-
and surveyed extensively on all but the strategy and envi- tion analysis of the variables within the sets and at their
ronment dimensions, which were investigated by interview- borders. The goal of this analysis was to determine moder-
ing an executive (managing partner, partner, or manager) in ating variables. In order to see, for example, if IT relates
each office. Characteristics of samples appear in Table 2. with variables that appear entirely detached in zero-order
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Table 2. Characteristics of samples.t set consisted of IT usage, trans-boundary communication,

Local centralization, and trust sharing. This set rests on an under-

office Ns Nt Ps N A T C Pr lying dimension, which will be referred to as IT-communi-
cation factor (see Table 4). Partial correlation analysis in-

A 8 84 10 170 7 1 0 87/13 dicates that IT relationships within this set are moderated by
B 15 200 8 410 9 4 2 60/40 centralization and trans-boundary communication (see Ta-
C 19 125 15 238 16 1 2 84/16 ble 5). (For convenience, a moderating effect is considered
D 8 55 15 100 4 3 1 50/50
E 7 50 15 97 5 2 0 71/29 one that alters the zero-order correlation by at least 5% of
F 16 116 14 160 1 5 10 6/94 the variance explained, or an effect that changes the level of
G 8 50 17 65 5 3 0 63/37 significance regardless of meeting the 5% criterion, e.g.,
H 13 170 8 300 9 2 2 69/31 when the p would take on worse than the 0.5 value.) On the
I 8 58 16 63 8 0 0 100/0 other hand, IT usage amplifies the strength of the relation-
J 10 120 8 120 8 2 0 80/20
K 4* 13* 30 130 0 0 4 0/100 ship between trust sharing and trans-boundary communica-
L 15 85 18 140 12 3 0 80/20 tion.

Another piece of evidence of the role of IT in the
non-traditional organization concerns its predictive power.

tNs = number of respondents in an office; Nt = number of profes- Multiple linear regression analysis has revealed that IT
sional staff in an office; Ps = percentage of professional staff surveyed in usage is the best predictor of decentralization and trans-
an office; N = total number of employees in an office; * = consultants boundary communication, and the second best predictor of
only; A = auditors; T = tax experts; C = consultants; Pr = percentage trust sharing and formalization (Table 6). This makes IT
ratio of auditors vs. tax experts and consultants combined. usage the variable with the greatest predictive power among

all the variables investigated.
Part of the explanation of the role of IT in the non-

correlations, complete paths including these variables were tat organation f tole valuation

tested by means of partial correlations. Furthermore, mul- offitecnlogy.zthe rees to n th

tiple linear regression analysis (the stepwise solution) on all technology which they could not imagine their work with-

variables that appeared important, either on the basis of out, whichever this happens to be-a pen, a manual, com-

theory or the previous analysis, was then conducted. Re- pute progr thin answes s et a the com
gresionanalsiswasalsouse fortesingthe atafor puter program, anything. Answers suggest that the computer

gression analysis was also used for testing the data for istatehogywiltetlponadvicmlloe

collinearity-tests of tolerance, variance inflation factor, in a close second (see Table 7). The importance of the

condition index, and residual plots. No collinearity was

identified. The quantitative methods employed were computer hinges on its qualities of being the basic work tool

deemed appropriate given the cross-sectional character of (e.g., spreadsheets) and a main telecommunication channel
the data and the size of samples. (e.g., E-mail and the facsimile). The most interesting com-

ments associated the computer with freedom from the tra-

ditional constraints of place, structure, and workflow, that
4. Findings is, with its potentials related to supporting new organiza-tional designs:

The partial Pearson's correlation coefficient measuring
the relationship between the IT index and the NT index is With applications on my PC system and access to a phone
0.68 (see Table 3). This could be considered a strong jack, I can set up my office anywhere.
association, indicating that a higher usage of IT and non- I use my laptop several times each day for document pro-

traditional dimensions coincide in the same context. Further duction, storage, and document transmission. I can vir-

analysis of data on the entire pool of respondents across all tually set up my office anywhere with it.

offices (N = 131) reveals that IT usage correlates negatively
with formalization and centralization, and positively with
trans-boundary communication, trust sharing, and demo- N Mean SD Max Min Range
graphic variables. Figures 3 and 4 depicts these and other
relationships which represent the state of the non-traditional NT index 12 58.84 0.62 60.24 57.95 2.29

organization that has been found to exist in the sample r index 12 60.02 0.91 61.49 58.54 2.95

studied. These figures use the variables from the research Correlation between IT index and NT index
model of the non-traditional organization (Fig. 2) and es-
tablish their relationships on the basis of correlation and Partial r (size and environment removed) 0.68, p < 0.03

factor analysis. Spearman rho 0.65, p < 0.02

Analysis of all the seven relationships in which IT usage * The indexes are standardized scores with 60 added to each to make

participates has revealed that the relationship between IT them more readable. All values rounded to the second decimal point.

usage and formalization is robust, while all others are mod- N = sample size; SD = standard deviation; Max = maximum score;

erated. This specifically applies to relationships within the Min = minimum score.
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gests, however, that trans-boundary communication does getting, knowledge giving, information seeking, and ac-
not moderate relationships between these variables. Trust countability sharing. The link between these key informa-

1 IT usage
2 Formalization -ifs

3 Latent spatial disp. .06 -(.18*

4 Knowledge giving .11 -. 13 .03
5 Role ambiguity .10 -. 28** .03 -. 08
6 Accountability sharing .13 -. 08 .11 .18* -.25**

7 Hierarchy .01 -. 00 .07 -. 05 .20* .08
8 Centralization -. 35 * * -. 00 -. 00 .02 -. 11 -. 11 -. 09
9 Trans-boundary corn. .27** -. 09 .02 -. 04 -. 07 .20* .13 -.30**

10 Information seeking -. 13 -. 01 .00 .18* -. 05 .09 .02 .00 .00
11 Knowledge getting .02 -. 07 .09 .18* .09 .19 .11 -. 12 .18* .
12 Trust sharing .20** -. 06 -.25** .13 -. 10 .08 .10 -. 05 .20* .10 .08
13 Expert power .11 -. 02 .04 .14 -. 00 .03 .05 .02 .16 -. 14 .02 .08
14 Age .25** -. 16 -. 00 .09 .07 -. 10 -. 09 -. 32** -. 05 .09 .27** 34** -. 06
15 Firmexperience .28** -. 06 .03 .12 -. 00 .10 .01 .26** .06 .18* .24 .02 -.08 .60**

16 Field experience .20* -.14 -. 01 .11 .07 -. 11 .02 -.26** -.02 .17 .18* -.01 -. 14 .72** .83**
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Sp < 0.05; **p < 0.01 or better.

FIG. 4. Zero-order correlations.
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Table 4. Variable sets resulting from factor analysis.*

Factor

IT- Knowledge- Role
Variable communication accountability ambiguity Demographics

Field experience 0.91
Age 0.85
Firm experience 0.84
Trans-boundary communication 0.71
IT usage 0.65
Centralization -0.50 -0.44
Trust sharing 0.45 -0.45
Information seeking 0.67
Knowledge getting 0.63
Accountability sharing 0.56
Knowledge giving 0.50
Formalization -0.65
Latent spatial dispersion 0.62
Role ambiguity 0.61

Eigenvalue (% of variance explained) 1.83 (11.44) 1.67 (10.41) 1.51 (9.42) 2.76 (17.24)

The numbers in the table are factor loadings; loadings below 0.40 are omitted. The principal component
method was used for determining the number of factors, which were rotated by the varimax method. The
oblique method oblimin, available in SPSS version 7.5 for Windows, was also tried and gave the same
solution. The four factors explain 50% of the variance, and addition of other factors adds much smaller
increments to the explanation.

tion variables and team-based accountability, a dimension question fundamental presuppositions of the bureaucracy.
reflecting the position of work teams within the organizing Role ambiguity mediates relationships among dimensions
and management domain, is interesting and important. that load on a factor that is named after this variable.
Knowledge getting and accountability sharing appear to be However, partialling out role ambiguity does not make the
key dimensions within this variable set. Knowledge getting correlation coefficients significant (Table 5).
builds the strongest relationship with information seeking, A demographic factor is salient in the data set; central-
and acts as the second best predictor of accountability ization also loads on it, albeit weakly (Table 4). The typical
sharing. It also mediates (amplifies) relationships within the respondent was male, between 20 and 29 years of age, with
set, as well as outside it, acting as a suppresser to the 4.5 years of experience in the field and 2.5 years spent with
relationship between trans-boundary communication and the current firm. The demographics variables are strongly
expert power, which otherwise is an isolated relationship inter-related, and all intervene in a number of relationships
(Table 5). outside their set; both experience variables appear to be

Accountability sharing, qualitative data indicate, is being somewhat more influential than the age variable (Table 5).
practiced among team members in a broad host of critical Specifically, all of the demographic variables suppress (to
issues, such as defining the scope of work, controlling team the level of insignificance) the relationship between expert
budget and organizing work. This last item can be effec- power and trans-boundary communication. In addition, field
tively illustrated with the following statement describing an experience makes insignificant the relationship between in-
instance of grounding accountability in the work team con- formation seeking and firm experience.

text: "Each member's duties were delegated by the man- While the above findings have been expected for the
ager. However, after discussing what needed to be done, the most part on the basis of the research model, certain expec-
team reassigned duties. The manager asked why. We ex- tations were not realized. Specifically, it was expected that
plained and he agreed." Accountability sharing amplifies IT usage would relate inversely to hierarchy, while no
the relationship between knowledge getting and knowledge relationship between these was found; also, the isolated
giving (Table 5). It also represents a bridge to the role position of expert power was somewhat surprising.
ambiguity set, by forming a negative relationship with the
variable of role ambiguity. 5. Discussion

From the perspective of differentiating the non-tradi-
tional organization from its bureaucratic antipode, relevant This section discusses findings that are most relevant for
are the relationships evolving around role ambiguity-the answering the two research questions that guided the
negative relationship with formalization, and the positive present study: (1) What role does IT play in the non-
relationship with hierarchy (see Fig. 3). Both call into traditional organization? (2) What are the other important
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Table 5. Modifying effects.t

Control for Relationship Partial r Zero-order r

Centralization IT usage-trans-boundary communication 0.17 0.27**
IT usage-age 0.16 0.25**
IT usage-field experience 0.12 0.20*
IT usage-firm experience 0.21* 0.28**

Trans-boundary communication IT usage-trust sharing 0.16 0.20*
IT usage-centralization -0.29** -0.35**

IT usage Centralization-firm experience -0.18* -0.26**
Centralization-field experience -0.20* -0.26**
Centralization-age -0.24** -0.32**

Age IT usage-firm experience 0.18* 0.28**
IT usage-field experience 0.04 0.20*
Centralization-firm experience -0.10 -0.26**
Centralization-field experience -0.06 -0.26**
Centralization-trans-boundary communication -0.37** -0.30**

Field experience IT usage-firm experience 0.21* 0.28**
IT usage-age 0.15 0.25**
Centralization-age -0.18* -0.32**
Centralization-firm experience -0.08 -0.26**
Age-firm experience -0.01 0.60**

IT usage Trans-boundary communication-trust sharing 0.16 0.20*
Formalization-latent
Spatial dispersion -0.16 -0.18*

Knowledge getting Knowledge giving-information seeking 0.12 0.18*
Expert power-trans-boundary communication 0.24** 0.16
Information seeking-firm experience 0.12 0.18*
Accountability sharing-knowledge giving 0.15 0.18*

Centralization Trans-boundary communication-expert power 0.25** -0.16
Trans-boundary communication-accountability sharing 0.13 0.20*
Knowledge getting-field experience 0.12 0.18*

Age Trans-boundary communication-expert power 0.24** 0.16
Accountability sharing-firm experience 0.20* 0.10
Information seeking-firm experience 0.13 0.18*

Firm experience Trans-boundary communication-expert power 0.26** 0.10
Accountability sharing-field experience -0.28** -0.11
Field experience-age 0.49** 0.79**
Age-centralization -0.22** -0.32**

Field experience Trans-boundary communication-expert power 0.26** 0.16
Accountability sharing-firm experience 0.30** 0.10
Centralization-age -0.18* -0.32**
Information seeking-firm experience 0.08 0.18*

Accountability sharing Knowledge getting-knowledge giving 0.13 0.18*
Trans-boundary communication Accountability sharing-knowledge getting 0.15 0.18*
Role ambiguity Accountability

Sharing-formalization -0.17 -0.08
Accountability
Sharing-hierarchy 0.14 0.08

t The modifying effects are determined by means of partial correlation analysis. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 or better.

characteristics of the non-traditional organization? Before nization in particular, are complex research phenomena
beginning the discussion, several important limitations of whose explanation requires perhaps more complex models
the present study should be mentioned. Specifically, the than the one used here. This is apparent from the fact that
sizes of samples taken are rather small, and the sample of both dyadic partial correlations and various regression mod-
local offices was geographically limited and not entirely els explain smaller amounts of the variance-at best, 10 and
random. In addition, the data collected are cross-sectional, 27%, respectively.
which suits the exploratory character of the study but poses
limitations to causal reasoning. Furthermore, due to the lack 5.1. The Nexus Role of Information Technology
of appropriate constructs and measures, a significant num-
ber of them were newly developed, which in turn implies The discovered high positive correlation between IT
certain validity and reliability concerns. Finally, new orga- usage and the non-traditional organizational dimensions
nizational designs in general, and the non-traditional orga- (partial r = 0.68) are in agreement with the literature that
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Table 6. Predictors.*

For the variable Best predictor Regression equation R2

IT usage Centralization y = 56.5 - 3.75 X Cen - 1.8 X For + 0.82 X Tru + 0.73 X Yco 27

Centralization IT usage y = 6.66 - 0.004 X IT - 0.19 X Com - 0.52 Age 24

Trans-boundary com. IT usage y = 2.33 + 0.032 X IT 8

Trust Latent spatial dispersion y = 19.7 - 0.33 X Lsd + 0.04 X IT 15

Accountability Role ambiguity y = 12.66 - 0.16 X Rol + 0.33 Kge 10
Knowledge getting Information seeking y = 0.72 + 0.21 X Ise + 0.58 X Age + 0.11 Acc 18.3

* % of variance explained. Cen = centralization; For = formalization; Tru = trust sharing; Yco = firm experience; Corn = trans-boundary

communication; Lsd = latent spatial dispersion; Rol = role ambiguity; Kge knowledge getting; Ise = information seeking; Acc = accountability sharing.

places IT at the nexus of new organizational designs. The essential because it deals with the precinct of power which
organizations studied appear to be what Galbraith and is essential to any organizational design, including the new
Lawler (1993) call an "information-rich organization"- designs (partial r = -0.29; each variable is the best pre-
one that is capable of managing and taking advantage of the dictor of the other). This finding corroborates the evidence
"new world of information complexity and richness" (pp. of the negative association between IT and centralization at
296-297). Professionals in these organizations possess IT the operational level in smaller organizations (e.g., Carter,
skills, deep understanding of the importance of information, 1984; Dawson & McLaughlin, 1986; Keon et al., 1992;
and the competence of accessing, using and creating infor- Pfeffer & Leblebici, 1977). Where IT coincides with dimin-
mation-all critical potencies in Galbraith's characteriza- ished management control at the operational level of pro-
tion of the information-rich organization. In accord with duction, changes in division of labor and authority are likely
Galbraith & Lawler's (1993) conceptualization, the distinc- to be the antecedent-changes that Zuboff (1988) attributes
five IT role in the organizations studied instantiates in the to the advent of the "informated organization." In the case
relationships in which IT usage participates-two negative of the organizations studied, the professionals' conviction
with centralization and formalization, and two positive with that a computer with a modem allows for "setting up an
trust sharing and trans-boundary communication. All these office anywhere" can be insightful. Even though this design
variables but formalization load on the same larger dimen- has no official seal of approval, it is extant in intentions and
sion, termed "IT-communication" factor, because of the actions. The respondents have pointed to the technological
importance of the IT and the communication variables, basis of this organizational design, and have provided an
whose explanatory power is the second largest (eigenvalue account of the computer being an indispensable box of
= 1.83). Each of the four relationships will be discussed in computing and communication tools. Organizational and
turn. management implications of linking the computer with the

The inverse relationship between IT usage and central- new design cut to the heart of the present study: IT enables
ization (concentration of control in superiors' hands) is a new organization of work which brings the combined

characteristics of the network, adhocracy, and organic or-
Table 7. Fundamental technologies. ganization to the fore. This design also affects distribu-

tion of control. It is pushed down to the operational level,
No. of to those in production that use production tools more in-

respondents Percentage of
Category (N = 131) all respondents tensely-hence the negative relationship between central-

ization and IT usage. One may argue that the basis of
Computer 93 71 control is probably being shifted from legitimate power to
Telephone/voice mail 11 8 some other bases. Heckscher (1994) proposes that this may
Other 21 16 be a "persuasive ability" which rests on equality of re-
No answer 6 5 sources and knowledge/information that is relevant for deal-Total 131 100

ing with a question at hand. The basis of this new control is

Reasons for importance of computers (N = 93)* an interesting question for future research, which was not
investigated in the present study.

Indispensable in generala 34 28 Another important finding for understanding the role of
Necessary work tool 32 27 IT in the non-traditional organization is the inverse relation-
Necessary communication tool 27 23

Storage space 16 13 ship between IT usage and formalization (the extent of
Efficiency vehicle 11 9 written rules and regulations; partial r = -0.22). The lit-
Total 120 100 erature provides inconclusive evidence and predictions re-

garding the relationship between IT and formalization;
The total number of respondents in the lower pane exceeds 93

because some answers were coded into more than one category.
'Examples: "My computer is the most important thing I need" or "All (Huber, 1984; Wijnhoven & Wassenaar, 1990); others be-

my work is in my computer." lieve IT can decrease formalization (McKenney, 1985, as
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cited in Wijnhoven & Wassenaar, 1990), while yet others design. The finding that trust is not likely to be diminished
establish no relationship between the two dimensions (Hu- with increased IT usage is particularly important for the
ber, 1990; Pfeffer & Leblebici, 1977). The present study can non-traditional organization which profoundly relies on IT.
contribute to our understanding of this problem: Appar- Trust has been considered a defining characteristic of new
ently, it corroborates McKenney's, 1985 assumption (as organizational designs, or the postmodern organization
cited in Wijnhoven & Wassenaar, 1990, p. 51), and it (Clegg, 1990), while its negation, mistrust, is compared
stipulates that IT with both computing and communication with cholesterol that is clogging and incapacitating organi-
capabilities can be associated with a lower self-reported zations (Blunt, 1989). In professional organizations such as
formalization in small, team-based organizations. This re- those studied here, trust builds on understanding that the
lationship, then, becomes another characteristic of the non- fortunes of all depend on combining the performances of all
traditional organizational design. In interpreting this rela- (Heckscher, 1994). This is typical of task culture, which is
tionship, it may be argued that the use of IT could result in characterized by organizational members' focus on projects,
making rules and regulations tacit. Heydebrand (1989) ar- collaboration inside the organization, and competitiveness
gues that formal rationality, calculability, and procedures outside of it (see Handy, 1993).
can today be embedded in computer software, which, in The link between trust sharing and IT usage can, there-
turn, is conducive to increased self-regulation and more fore, be understood as a characteristic of a task culture with
flexible forms of social control. In the organizations studied, strong elements of collaboration. Moreover, the interdepen-
the rules and regulations that drive the communication and dence of tasks in information work, which is conducted in
data transfer tasks are, indeed, embedded in software; for the organizations studied, implies a peculiarity, stemming
example, shared database software can control document from the need for a critical approach to data/information.
completion, accuracy, and changes across related docu- Specifically, the information worker is in the position to
ments; or, a highly usable user interface to a file transfer trust the result of a colleague's work, so that she should
application can apply a host of rules of data protection, (paradoxically) believe that her colleague has demonstrated
conversion, and authentication, while hiding this from the a respectful lack of trust in the data/information the col-user. Although new rules have, therefore, been generated, league has processed and passed on to her. The inter-
these are not imposed on the worker-IT user in an overt mediation of IT in information flows between these two
fashion, which can consequently influence his perception of information workers potentially adds a layer of complexity
the degree of formalization. This capability of making rules to the maintenance of trust, because, at minimum, the inter-
tacit applies to domains other than communication as well, mediation reduces the possibility of immediate feedback
although these have not been the subject of the present and could, in itself, be a source of errors. This situation
study; for example, an expert system for conducting audit- anctuld, t e amsurce of er o situationing procedures "hides" in itself a host of organizational and punctuates the importance of the discovered positive rela-

ing rocdurs "ide" i itelf hot o oraniatinaland tionship between IT usage and trust. Caution is, however,
environmental rules and regulations. Another possible ex- tionship betw e t u sen tut Cio iehowever
planation has to do with the domain of action that the IT recommended, since the present study did not investigate
studied is capable of supporting, which is discussed later. face-to-face communication, nor the proportion between it

Both inverse relationships that IT forms with the struc- and th ITmedi te communication s i e hw
tural dimensions characterizing a traditional organization- m ever, that some mix of these two communication modes is
centralization and formalization-help us understand the most likely needed for supporting trust in new organiza-
structure of the non-traditional organization. Equally impor- tional designs (see Handy, 1996, pp. 211-214; Heckscher &
tant for understanding this organization are the direct rela- Donnellon, 1994).
tionships IT builds with two cultural dimensions-the non- Also important is the finding of the positive association
traditional dimension of trust sharing and trans-boundary between IT usage and trans-boundary communication-the
communication which facilitates action and binds the non- extent of team members' communicating beyond team
traditional organization. boundaries (the measure of the association between IT

The direct relationship between IT usage and trust shar- usage and trans-boundary communication is the partial r
ing (the expectation that co-workers' statements can be = 0.17, and the significance of the relationship is dependent
relied upon) adds another piece of evidence to the nexus on centralization; also, IT usage is the best predictor of
role of IT in the non-traditional organization. The present trans-boundary communication). This communication is
study found that the significance of the relationship between carried over boundaries that separate an engagement team,
IT usage and trust sharing is dependent on trans-boundary the basis of work organization, from its office environment.
communication (if it is partialled out, the relationship be- IT provides one channel for this communication, which, in
tween IT usage and trust sharing drops from 0.20, p < .05, turn, has a significant role in the non-traditional design. The
to 0.16, p < .07). This dependence is consistent with the role of IT, therefore, refers to its support of this communi-
commonly shared thesis that communication underpins trust cation dimension. Since this dimension represents an im-
development and maintenance. IT usage, trust sharing and portant characteristic of the non-traditional organization,
trans-boundary communication are, therefore, mutually re- which answers partially the second research question, it will
lated, and contribute to the non-traditional organizational be discussed in the following section.
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5.2. Communication as Panopticon, Spinal Cord, when task-related needs demand (indicated by the positive
and Dialog relationship between trans-boundary communication and

trust sharing), avert power relationships (indicated by the
The multiple relationships that trans-boundary commu- isolate position of expert power and its suppression by

nication participates in (five in total) make it appear a knowledge getting), and legitimize a necessary hierarchy
panopticon, in which diverse layers of organizational reality (indicated by the positive relationship between trans-bound-
reflect themselves-IT, knowledge acquisition (knowledge ary communication and accountability sharing-part of this
getting), structure (centralization), politics (expert power), communication may be directed toward superiors when the
behavioral patterns related to the management of work need of justifying team results arises).
(accountability sharing), and the psycho-social element of The juxtaposition of dialogue and text that Taylor and
organizational culture (trust sharing). These are key dimen- Van Every (1993) discuss can also inform our understand-
sions in the non-traditional organization that have relevance ing of the role of trans-boundary and other communication
for other new designs as well. But this communication plays aspects in the organizations studied. While text induces
more than a mirroring role. rather an inflexible, rules-driven context, dialogue resem-

The metaphor of the spinal cord is being proposed here bles an ongoing, live, action-rich organizational context.
in order to convey how instrumental this communication is Dialogue is thus more like free-flowing communication,
in binding the non-traditional organization together. Propo- which helps organization members make sense of the orga-
sitions regarding the network organization presaged by nizational whole and seek mutually agreeable co-align-
Rockart and Short (1991), Morgan (1993), Galbraith & ments. Extending this metaphorical reasoning into the in-
Lawler (1993) and others are manifest here: It indeed is formation perspective, dialogue can be viewed as a gener-
communication that binds work teams with the rest of the ator of information. Dialogue manifests itself through an
organization. As the findings of the present study suggest, organizational sphere, in which any meaning is created
this communication is used for knowledge acquisition and intersubjectively, boundaries around work problems are
in accountability matters. It helps establish the Archimedes consensually drawn, and pipes, filters, and switches (to
point between the Scylla of groupthink and the Charybdis of borrow Unix terminology) for interpretation of data are
underdeveloped team identity. Owing to this communica- negotiated. Dialogue increases the scope, complexity, and
tion, organizational units can be "completely connected unpredictability of information. Text, on the other hand,
while remaining far apart" (Morgan, 1993, p. 10), and reduces unpredictability by constraining information op-
sharing of knowledge (Quinn, 1992), vision and values tions; also, it generates costs in the form of petrifying
(Morgan, 1993), goals, decision making, accountability, and organizational structure and depressing intellective interac-
trust (Rockart & Short, 1991) are all being facilitated tions to a low bandwidth.
through this communication. The role spinal cord-like com- In the organizations studied, text is represented, for ex-
munication plays in new designs can also be interpreted in ample, in standard, proprietary work procedures, computer
terms of action that affects organizational structure. This software, IT know-how, standards, relevant legislature (e.g.,
self-governed communication coalesces with self-organiz- that which determines the scope of auditing), and business
ing practices and constitutes a domain of action, or com- plans. This text constitutes what may be called the infra-
municative action (Habermas, 1984, 1987). Communicative structure of the organization. When a work team is dele-
action is not only different from structure-driven behavior, gated a project, a dialogue between the team and the supe-
but impinges on the established structure, as has been dem- rior can ensue in order to define detailed work organization
onstrated in the organizations studied. This is where the and the timeline (as is demonstrated in the example of
adhocratic character of organization also surfaces, because negotiating accountability, which has been discussed). The
action is driven by the purposes at hand, and so work roles team members also conduct an internal dialogue among
are being reshaped dynamically according to these pur- themselves in order to define individual roles-the structure
poses. that will overlay the infrastructure; this structure can contain

Metaphors of dialogue and text could also inform our flexible and changeable roles, which make it adhocratic in
understanding of the place of trans-boundary communica- character. This internal dialogue continues throughout the
tion in relation to knowledge acquisition, IT usage, and project work, and instantiates, among other activities, in
other dimensions in the non-traditional organization. For knowledge exchanges and information seeking. The same
Heckscher (1994), dialogue is a cornerstone of an "interac- information activities motivate team members to engage in
tive organization," a vehicle for developing principles of a dialogue with outsiders. Dialogue, therefore, develops on
action that replaces traditional rules and regulations, and the ground of the self-defined structure, which is also partly
underpins the sharing of trust, which, in turn, is the basis of created through dialogue, and which rests on the infrastruc-
the persuasive ability substituting for power relationships ture or text. Understood in this way, dialogue invokes,
and legitimizing the necessary hierarchy. There is an appar- again, Habermas's concept of communicative action (1984,
ent symmetry between these propositions and the relation- 1987). Text, on the other hand, appears to be rather buffered
ships discovered in the present study. The professionals from ongoing work, and serves as an underlying carrier for
studied engage in communication beyond team boundaries perpetual dialogue that coalesces with work. Text comes
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first, but dialogue is indispensable for organizing around which was discussed in the section on IT above. The pro-
projects and completing them. Dialogue therefore repre- fessionals in the organizations studied, therefore, believe
sents another characteristic of a task-collaborative culture. that more management levels and written rules do not

contribute to the clarification of work-related expectations
5.3 attached to the professionals. Where hierarchy and formal-

ization create ambiguity of work roles, the ontology of the
Another important characteristic of the non-traditional bureaucratic organization suffers another serious fracture

organization refers to accountability sharing (the extent of a (Taylor & Van Every, 1993). In the Weber ideal model of
team member's readiness to justify the team's decisions to bureaucracy, the reason d' etre of layered management and
superiors). The present study has found that this account- written rules is precisely the opposite-to create and man-
ability is in relation with knowledge giving and getting, and age clear division of labor. In the organizations studied,
information seeking (all these load on the same factor). however, work teams are, for the most part, in charge of
Trans-boundary communication is partially involved in shaping work roles-there is a larger expectation which a
these relationships (the significance of the relationship be- superior attributes to a whole team, while the specific def-
tween accountability sharing and knowledge getting is de- initions of individual roles are up to the team. With regard
pendent on trans-boundary communication). The discov- to rules and regulations that apply to a particular domain of
ered link between team accountability and rich professional information work, these are either internalized through
knowledge is in agreement with the literature of new orga- practice or built into computer software, which diminishes
nizational designs. This relationship is expected, because the perception of their external existence. More specific
group accountability is only possible where multiple skills implications of the inverse relating of role ambiguity to
and flexible skills rather than restrictive skill defensiveness hierarchy and to formalization for information production
are the norm. In a context with a high skill division, which and management, however, need to be addressed in future
is in stark contrast to the organizations studied, individual research.
roles are emphasized, which, in turn, calls for more formal-
ized and externalized coordination and control (see Clegg, 5.4. Hierarchy Resilience and Propinquity Limitations
1990).

Teams in the organizations studied are held accountable Although the organizations studied corroborate a larger
for a host of important management issues, including de- part of the model of the non-traditional organization used, a
fining the scope of work, control of the team budget, and certain deviation from the model has been identified. Most
organization of work. The scope and content of team ac- apparently, the average hierarchy in the organizations stud-
countability demonstrates the capacity and the depth of the ied is four, even though these organizations are small. This
self-organizing in these organizations. This broad team ac- hierarchy deviates both from the current trends of flattening
countability also demonstrates the magnitude of adhocracy organizational structure and from the arguments on the
characteristics intrinsic to this organization: Although a cessation of the status quo (Clemons & Row, 1989), on the
team is held accountable by superiors for the whole project, rise of equivocality in the organizational environment (Cas-
individual roles within the team have to be designed and tels, 1986; Weick, 1979), and on a shift in management
redesigned as work needs at hand demand. Moreover, the philosophies from running hierarchies to running more hor-
fact that the variables of knowledge exchange, information izontal organizations of people who learn and who are
seeking, and accountability sharing form a separate set creative (Taylor & Van Every, 1993). Moreover, the state
suggests that information activities are important for the of hierarchy found matches certain historical instances of
teams' responding to accountability obligations. Exchanges hierarchy in traditionally more hierarchical organiza-
of knowledge among equals may also be instrumental in tions, such as the government organizations investigated by
explaining why expert power is suppressed by knowledge Blau and Schoenherr (1971) and small factories studied by
getting and the demographics factor. Specifically, it may Pfeffer and Leblebici (1977).
well be that the older and more experienced respondents do To clarify, an "infinitely flat organization" (Quinn, 1992)
not feel that expert power is at work in their knowledge- is perhaps not a solution for the organization in which
getting activities, because a broader distribution of knowl- professional experience and work quality demand a certain
edge through its self-regulated exchanges reduces the basis vertical differentiation. This is what Heckscher (1994)
for power differentiation in organizations (cf. Zuboff, would call a "necessary hierarchy," whose extent could be
1988). The accountability dimension and its relationships determined by the technical criterion of the hierarchy's
explain, furthermore, a task-collaboration culture that suits contribution to resolving production-related uncertainty (see
the non-traditional organization. Galbraith, 1973). One of these regulatory criteria could be

Finally, it is interesting and important that role ambiguity the amount of IT usage at the operational level of informa-
(the lack of information necessary to an organizational tion work, and so a negative association between IT and
position) relates negatively both to hierarchy (the extent of hierarchy may be anticipated, as the literature suggests
graded authority levels) and formalization. These findings (Drucker, 1987; Huber, 1990; Pool, 1983; Whisler, 1970;
add to the explanation of the non-traditional structure, Wigand, 1985). However, hierarchy appears to be resilient
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in this respect too, since no relationship between the two ables a new organization of work, which some respondents
dimensions was discovered. It might be that technical cri- described as the possibility of "setting up an office any-
teria mix with ownership concerns in the public accounting where." This organization brings the combined characteris-
industry. Since upper management ranks are blended with tics of the organic, network, and organic organization to the
the partnership-related rights and responsibilities, it could fore, and pushes control down to the operational level. The
be that this type of ownership is an additional source of inverse relationship between IT usage and normalization
maintaining a more traditional hierarchy. This issue cer- could be because IT can make organizational rules and
tainly demands more research. At any rate, the coexistence regulations tacit, built into software, and, so, transparent to
of hierarchy and a number of the non-bureaucratic charac- the user. Another part of the explanation of the non-tradi-
teristics discussed here is likely to create tensions that have tional structure refers to the inverse relationships role am-
been reported in the literature of organization of the ac- biguity builds with hierarchy and with formalization. Where
counting industry (Pratt & Jiambalvo, 1981; Sorensen, hierarchy and formalization create ambiguity of work roles,
1967; Sorensen & Sorensen, 1974; Watson, 1975). The the ontology of the bureaucratic organization suffers an-
resilience of hierarchy, therefore, could be understood as a other serious fracture. Moreover, IT usage is in direct rela-
peculiarity of the sample/population studied. However, tionship with trust sharing and trans-boundary comnunica-
Heckscher and Donnellon (1994) argue that the same phe- tion The first relationship is particularly important for this
nomenon can be identified in a broader organizational ITefirst reation in wicular l trst rethis
world. If true, then the finding of the present study can be IT-dependent organization, in which one should trust results
understood so that the extent of hierarchy comprises one of of a colleague's information work, even though questioningthe ey ndictor fo tesingorgaizaion on he on- the data/information is part of the job. On the other hand, ITthe key indicators for testing organizations on the non-

traditional design. This should be addressed in further re- supports communication beyond team boundaries, resem-

search. bling a spinal cord; this communication is being used for

Another impediment to the non-traditional organiza- knowledge acquisition and in responding to team account-
tion is signified by the negative relationship between trust ability obligations. In addition, this communication resem-
sharing and latent spatial dispersion (the self-reported bles a dialogue through which team roles are negotiated
propensity of working outside the office space). It fol- with superiors, and knowledge and information are ex-
lows that the mediation of IT in communication, which changed. It also can be understood as communicative action
underpins trust maintenance, meets spatial limits. This that impinges on and shapes organizational structure. The
can have repercussions for the design of setting up an culture of the non-traditional organization can be under-
office anywhere, which some respondents mentioned as stood as a task-collaboration culture, an essential character-
their preferred sort of organization. One should keep in istic of which is team-based accountability. This account-
mind that the face-to-face context is predominant in the ability applies to a host of key production activities, and is
organizations studied, and so it is unclear how trust and related to self-organized exchanges of knowledge and in-
spatial dispersion would relate in the new designs more formation.
accustomed to a distributed mode, such as virtual orga- Although these findings are, for the most part, expected,
nizations. In any case, the spatial dimension of organiz- and fit the research model developed and used in the study,
ing will certainly remain a critical issue in any new two important findings deviate from the framework of new
organizational design. Krackhardt's (1994) invocation of designs: The hierarchy discovered appears to be at a dis-
the law of propinquity (the frequency of communication crepancy, both with the small organizational size and tech-
among organization members decreases more than lin- nical criteria. In addition, the dimension of spatial disper-
early with distance) could sound even fatalistic in this sion is negatively associated with trust sharing, which might
regard. He speculates that this law could establish unwa- signal spatial limitations to the idea of setting up an office
vering limitations for new organizational designs. But it
is equally reasonable to assume that the idea of setting up anywhere. Further research needs to address the basis ofan office anywhere need not necessarily go awry. To control, the specific information implications of the nega-
beofice matyerized ssiuou esriyg d ma e T tive associations that role ambiguity forms with hierarchyb ecom e m aterialized , assidu ou s d esign an d m ain ten an ce an wi h f r l z t o ,t e c n e t on b w en h e s te f
are necessary, including the provision for face-to-face and with formalization, the connection between the state of
communication and technological conditions for syn- hierarchy and the partnership type of ownership, the value

chronizing time frames and work flows. This should of hierarchy as an indication of the non-traditional organi-

certainly concern both general and information systems zational structure, and the limitations to the spatial dimen-
management. sions of organizing. In addition, IT needs to be investigated

beyond its aspect of the amount of usage; more complex
6. Conclusion organizational models, with a greater explanatory power,

ought to be used. All these can help broaden the initial
IT appears to be at the nexus of the non-traditional insights into the information and concomitant aspects of the

organization. IT is related inversely to two traditional struc- non-traditional organization, one of the new organizational
tural variables-centralization and formalization. IT en- designs whose time has come.
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